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1. INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL  

Heart Mountain Irrigation District (HMID) is located north and east of Cody, WY, between Cody 

and Powell, WY.  It supplies water to agricultural users within the Heart Mountain Division of 

the Shoshone Project and, like many other irrigation districts, is seeing increased subdivision to 

smaller acreages.   

HMID diverts their water directly from Buffalo Bill Reservoir.  From the reservoir, the water 

flows through closed conduit, across the Shoshone River via a siphon, and then exits from a 

short tunnel at the south end of Rattlesnake Mountain northwest of Cody.  From this point, the 

main canal flows approximately 24 miles north and east.  In all, the District operates and 

maintains approximately 145 miles of open channel and pipelines. 

As evidenced by the number of miles of pipeline installed and other rehabilitation projects 

completed, HMID has been proactive in maintaining and upgrading their system.   

PURPOSE 

The project tasks for the Heart Mountain Irrigation District Master Plan, Level II Study were 

intended to fulfill the following goals: 

1. Complete an updated inventory and assessment of the canal system.  A Geographic 

Information System (GIS), whether refreshing the data from the existing or creation of a 

new one, was specified as the tool to accomplish this part of the task.   

2. Enhance the canal system GIS with mapping layers for water rights, closed drains, and 

land classification maps. 

3. Specifically, review the District’s SCADA plans and make recommendations prior to the 

fall of 2013 deadline.
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Figure 1.1 System Overview
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4. Review and prepare conceptual designs and cost estimates for Laterals R15 and R4S to 

support a Level III funding application in the fall of 2013. 

5. Note other system deficiencies and prepare a rehabilitation plan and cost estimates for 

any proposed improvements. 

6. Complete a financing plan to complete the projects. 

Below is a detailed discussion of the methodologies, conclusions, and recommendations used, 

drawn, and made as a result of this study. 

2. SCOPE OF SERVICE 

2.1.   SCOPING AND PROJECT MEETINGS 

The initial project-scoping meeting was held in September of 2013 to discuss the project tasks, 

GIS mapping, and the other scope items.  Sage Civil Engineering (SCE) personnel attended 

various HMID board meetings throughout the course of the study to inform the Board of 

progress, ask questions, and discuss the prioritization.   

2.2.   REVIEW OF EXISTING INFORMATION, GIS AND SCADA PLAN 

2.2.1. REVIEW OF SCADA PLAN 

HMID had already put much thought into which locations within the system they would like to 

include in a SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) system.  During previous projects, 

several sites had been automated with Rubicon flume gates.  Other sites were already being 

monitored for flow measurement, and the Ralston Screen site had been automated previously.  

The list of proposed sites is shown below.    
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Table 2.1 Proposed SCADA Sites 

Priority Proposed SCADA Sites
1 EAGLENEST GCS RADIAL GATE
2 NORTH COTTONWOOD GCS RADIAL GATE
3 RALSTON SCREEN
4 LOWER POOL AND ALKALI SPILL
5 RALSTON CHECK
6 RATTLESNAKE MEASUREMENT STATION
7 79 MEASUREMENT STATION
8 EAGLENEST MEASURING STATION 
9 LOWER POOL

10 R41 AUTO GATE    

Only a few sites had historically not been monitored and or controlled.  These were the 

Eaglenest GCS Radial Gate (Eaglenest Spill) and North Cottonwood GCS Radial Gate (North 

Cottonwood Spill) sites.  Other sites had been monitored or had automation and control 

installed previously.   

The result was a variety of communications methods, companies, and equipment.  Some sites 

were set up for satellite communication, while others use cell phone services.  In order to 

access the information, a variety of software/methods was used.  The results and 

recommendations are discussed further in Section 2.4.     

2.2.2. PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Several previous studies of the HMID system have been completed.  Below is a summary of 

each with the recommendations made. 

Heart Mountain Screens, Level II Study, April 15, 2007 -Engineering Associates  

The main purposes of this study were to: 

1. Map the conveyance system, including all structures, with GPS and Total Station 

equipment. 

2. Inventory the structures. 

3. Provide a GIS compatible with ArcMap. 
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4. Evaluate weed-screen devices and sites. 

5. Evaluate the Buck Springs siphon inlet to determine the condition of the concrete. 

6. Prepare conceptual designs for the weed screen locations and rehabilitate the Buck 

Springs siphon. 

At the time, the Buck Springs siphon was showing signs of deterioration.  An impressive 

structure, the siphon is a 3,465-foot, 104-inch diameter steel-above-ground siphon.  The inlet 

structure is concrete and showing significant wear in the bottom, leaking due to cracking.  

Conceptual designs were prepared to provide cost estimates to replace the inlet structure.  This 

project has been subsequently completed. 

At the time of this study, HMID was seeing an increasing issue with moss.  Several locations 

were recommended for screens.  The study recommended Coanda effect screens be installed at 

one location at the head end of the Ralston Lateral and three locations on R4S.  These screens 

were not installed; however, a large mechanical weed screen was installed on the main canal 

upstream of the Ralston Lateral to remove the debris at this location before it enters the 

Ralston Lateral.  Lateral R4S diverts from the Ralston Lateral.  By screening in the location 

chosen, all the debris is removed in one location.  

The following recommendations were made: 

1. Install the screens in the locations detailed (not completed, alternative location chosen). 

2. Replace the concrete inlet and 100 ft of the concrete lining upstream of the inlet. 

3. Continue improving the system through open lateral-to-pipeline conversions. 

Heart Mountain Irrigation District Return Flow, Level I Study, May 2006 –Aqua 

Engineering, Inc.  

The primary objective of this study was to “quantify the location, rate, and timing of return 

flows”.  A spreadsheet-based, water-balance model was created to analyze the major 

hydrologic components of the District.  A GIS was used to calculate many of the parameters 

used in the model.  The area of riparian vegetation was one of these. 
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Recommendations were made to install long-throated flumes in Iron Creek and Alkali Creek to 

track their return flows.  Conceptual designs and cost estimates were prepared for these 

structures. 

In addition to the return flow study, baseline water-quality samples were taken at two locations 

within the system.  Samples were taken in July, September, November, and February at the 

Alkali Creek diversion location.  The second location was on the main canal itself; therefore, it 

was not sampled in November and February when the canal was not in service.  Only a few 

parameters exceeded recommended irrigation guidelines.  These were nitrogen, electrical 

conductivity, and pH.  However, they were not high enough to be a concern, and the high 

readings occurred in Alkali Creek after the season. 

Summary of Conclusions Based on the 2005 Water Season 

1. Records indicated 26,459 acres were irrigated. 

2. HMID diverts an average of ±202,835 acre-ft/yr.  Seventy-six percent was returned as 

return flows (surface or ground water).  The remaining 24% was consumptively used. 

3. An estimated 19% of the return flows entered the Garland Canal. 

4. Flows in Alkali Creek were expected to range from 6-152 cfs. 

5. Iron Creek flows were expected to range from 1-28 cfs. 

Recommendations 

1. HMID should continue to use GIS technologies to facilitate future return-flow analyses. 

2. Request Garland Canal measure diverted flows from the North Alkali headgate. 

3. Use the provided spreadsheet to estimate future return flows. 

4. Apply to Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC) for Level III funding should 

HMID decide to build the recommended flow- measurement stations. 

5. Ralston Chute is in need of rehabilitation/repair. 

6. Continue to evaluate the water use to review management or operations in order to 

further stretch water supplies.    
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E. Coli Total Maximum Daily Loads for the Shoshone River Watershed, October 2013 – 

RESPEC Consulting & Services 

The main purposes of this study were to: 

1. Address E. coli impairments in the Shoshone River Watershed. 

2. Model bacteria concentrations to provide a framework for the Wyoming Department of 

Environmental Quality (WDEQ) and watershed managers to base management 

decisions. 

3. Identify sources of bacteria pollution and address best management practice (BMP) 

implementation to reduce nonpoint source loads. 

4. Address BMP implementation to avoid future bacteria impairments. 

Based on findings within this study, the Shoshone River Watershed had eight impaired 

segments located downstream of Buffalo Bill Reservoir and upstream of the Big Horn Reservoir.  

The eight impaired stream segments were Dry Gulch, Bitter Creek, Whistle Creek, Foster Gulch, 

Polecat Creek, Sage Creek, Big Wash, and a segment of the Shoshone River below Lovell, 

Wyoming (Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality, 2012).  The study identified the 

primary nonpoint sources of bacteria were attributed to - but not limited to - livestock, wildlife, 

and human and pet sources.  The study model results found the primary delivery mechanism 

for nonpoint source loads were directly related to runoff from irrigated lands, leakage from 

canals and drains, and irrigation return flows. 

The following recommendations were made: 

1.  The study found affective BMP implementation could reduce the transport of 

nonpoint source pollution.  BMP implementation may include improving irrigation 

efficiency to reduce leakage from canals and drains.  Improvements to irrigation 

systems may include ditch lining, ditch realignment, or installing a closed pipeline.  

Irrigation improvements may also include the installation of pivot sprinkler systems 

rather than flood irrigation, which would reduce runoff and return flow of nonpoint 

source loads. 
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2.  The study recommends the implementation of a detailed monitoring plan to 

evaluate the ability to attain total maximum daily loads (TMDL’s).  The monitoring 

strategy would include monitoring and data collection sites located upstream and 

downstream of areas where canals enter the main stem of the Shoshone River or its 

tributaries.  The monitoring of canals and drains would help evaluate their 

contribution to the tributaries.  Continuous discharge data across a broad range of 

flow conditions would improve upon the TMDL model.  Continuous discharge 

monitoring, along with water quality sampling, would fill data gaps and improve 

upon the accuracy for future load calculations and help evaluate BMP 

implementation practices. 

None of the BMPs are mandatory.  However, due to the findings of this study, other funding 

sources may be available for projects that reduce bacteria transport in the watershed. 

2.3.   SYSTEM ASSESSMENT AND GIS UPDATE 

The first step in any rehabilitation plan is to determine what infrastructure currently exists and 

in what condition it is.  The perfect tool to accomplish this task is a GIS.  An update of the 

existing GIS was included in the tasks for this project.  APPENDIX A - GIS discusses the GIS 

created as part of this project in detail for those who might need this information.  The 

abbreviated discussion below discusses the process used to inventory, map, and ultimately 

create an updated GIS for the District.   

2.3.1. GIS STRUCTURE 

During the planning stages of the system assessment and GIS update, the existing GIS was 

reviewed.  A review of the database was conducted, along with the various layers included.  

Through this process, in conjunction with the Wyoming Water Development Office (WWDO) 

project manager and the HMID manager, it was decided to use a new database structure and 

supplement the new system with the old data where possible.   

Several “coverages” were proposed.  Some are discussed in more detail in APPENDIX A - GIS 

and/or other sections.  Below is a list of the coverages included in the GIS. 
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1. Base Mapping 

2. Canal System 

3. Water Rights Mapping (Includes Land Classification Mapping) 

4. Easements 

Base Mapping 

Base mapping generally consists of information obtained from outside sources.  It is of varying 

quality and is used for visual-reference purposes.  The following base mapping is included in the 

HMID GIS: 

1. NAIP (National Agriculture Inventory Program) 2012 mapping was obtained from the 

USDA. 

2. County Ownership – Property lines and ownership information was obtained from Park 

County and included in the GIS. 

3. USGS 7.5 Minute Quadrangle Maps. 

4. Creeks and Rivers 

5. Roads and Highways 

This information can be updated periodically as new information is produced.  For instance, 

Park County updates their ownership maps to reflect subdivisions, changes in ownership, etc.  

NAIP updates the aerial photos every 2 years and makes them available.   

Canal System Mapping 

The first step in assessing the system was to determine what was going to be mapped and what 

data about each feature was desired.  This forms the basic structure of the canal system 

database.  Once this information was determined, field mapping could begin.    

To complete the mapping of the system, SCE personnel visited every feature in the system.  The 

following features were mapped in the field: 
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1. Control Structure 

2. Simple Turnout 

3. Drain Inlet 

4. Measurement Location 

5. Open Ditch 

6. Pipeline 

7. Simple Node 

8. Undershot 

9. Vent 

10. Bridge 

11. Card Box 

As much information, as possible, was collected in the field.  For data not available while 

mapping, the database was left blank.  This information was intended to be filled in at a later 

date, in some cases by SCE, in some cases by the District.  For instance, nearly every feature has 

a database field called Construction_Date.  In many cases, the date of construction is cast into 

the concrete, and the date is known at the time it is mapped.  Where there was no date 

available, this field was left blank.  In all, approximately 2,000 separate features and 

approximately 145 miles of canal and laterals were mapped, inventoried, and recorded.  Figure 

2.1 is an example of the canal system mapping showing the data tables and document links. 

As discussed previously, one of the most powerful features of the GIS is the ability to link 

information and the ability to access it through the map at any time.  This is accomplished 

through the use of data tables.  First, a directory was created as part of the GIS.  This directory 

contains all the photos and other documents linked to the canal system features.  The next step 

was to create a data table to match each document with the unique identifier of its 

corresponding feature. 

The two types of data tables included in the GIS are the Documents and Site Visit tables.  The 

Documents table contains links to photos, record drawings, etc.  The Documents table consists 

of the following types of documents: 
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• Videos 

• Photos 

• Record Drawings  

• Easements 

Documents are linked to other feature classes through a unique identifier assigned during 

mapping and provide a hot link to a particular video, photo, or record drawing.  In ArcGIS a 

collection of features with the same geometry, attributes and spatial reference is called a 

feature class.  This allows all the control structures to be grouped together, all the pipeline 

features to be grouped together, etc. into feature classes. 

The Site Visit table is provided for use by the District and can contain information on site visits 

to each entity.  After each visit, the following information can be entered and stored in this 

table:     

• Date of Visit 

• Duration 

• Visit Type 

• Notes 

Like the other tables, every entry is related to its mapping feature through the FeatureID.  Both 

of these tables will include a one-to-many relationship with the mapped feature classes.  For 

example, a Control Structure could have several site visits, photos, or record drawings 

associated with it.  Figure 2.1 more clearly illustrates the relationship of the data tables with the 

mapped features and how to access the data in the map. 

The purpose of the Site Visit table is to provide the District with a way to track notes/activities 

while their personnel are in the field performing maintenance or improvements on a structure, 

pipeline, or ditch.  With this table, the user can select a structure and immediately see all the 

recorded visits, what took place, and any important notes or comments. 
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Land Classification Mapping 

The Land Classification mapping is used extensively by HMID for calculating assessments, 

managing contract lands, and overall operation.  The mapping currently used by the District 

consists of hand-drawn and shaded paper maps.  These maps were scanned and geo-
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Figure 2.1  Example of GIS Mapping

Feature S-H50-0020 is 

selected 

S-H50-0020’s attributes are highlighted in the 
Attribute Table 

The Documents table is linked to 

the feature through its FeatureID.  

This table provides a link to the 

FilePath through this ID. 
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referenced (overlaid on top of the rest of the mapping) when the previous GIS was created.  

This resulted in a definite improvement over the paper maps alone, because the District can 

now see the system mapping in conjunction with the land classification mapping. 

For this project, we proposed to digitize these maps and create a polygon feature class that 

would include pertinent data from the paper maps and provide an easy way for the District to 

manipulate the maps in the future.  Examples of this mapping are shown in Figure 2.2, Figure 

2.3, and Figure 2.4.  As shown, the original mapping is retained and can be underlain beneath 

the polygon feature class provided.  See APPENDIX A - GIS for more information. 

 

Figure 2.2 Land Classification Feature Class 
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Figure 2.3 Land Classification Overlaid on Top of Original Mapping 

System Assessment 

At the time each feature was mapped, an assessment of its condition was completed.  The 

rating process is discussed in more detail in APPENDIX A - GIS.  Condition of structures and open 

laterals were rated based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the worst.  See APPENDIX G – 

Deficient Features List for a list of poorly rated features.  In addition to these ratings, the open 

channels were rated on scales of 1-3 for: 

1. Breach Risk 

2. Evidence of Seepage 

A visual inspection was also made to determine whether, in the opinion the evaluator, the 

channel was subject to excessive moss (aquatic vegetation) growth.  This MOSSING attribute 
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was simply a “YES” or “NO” depending upon whether or not moss was present.  Whether or not 

the mapper thought mossing might be a problem or not is highly dependent upon the time of 

year.  A large amount of moss growth may occur in some locations, but it does not affect flow 

rates and is not a problem to operation other than the debris it causes.     

An additional attribute “OTHER_DAMAGE” was also included.  This attribute (also a “YES” or 

“NO” value) indicates whether the mapper felt there was damage that did not come under the 

other attributes.  The NOTES field or photos were then added to describe what that damage 

might be.     

These attributes can be used to flag problem areas.  For instance, the symbology used to 

display the various features in the GIS can be changed so that if the MOSSING value is “YES”, 

the open ditch displays as orange instead of blue (See Figure 2.4).  None of these attributes are 

meant to be static.  In other words, we expect the users to be changing and updating these 

values as they review the system and the conditions change or if they disagree with our 

assessment. 

Figure 2.4 also shows the data table docked at the bottom of the screen.  These tables are 

similar to an excel spreadsheet in that the data can be sorted, rearranged, and features 

selected.  It is a powerful way to review the features.  For instance, all the features in a feature 

class can be sorted by condition in descending order.  Completing this action will place all the 

features with the worst ratings for condition at the top of the table allowing them to be quickly 

reviewed and found on the map.  From that point, further investigation of the pictures, 

location, etc. can be completed. 
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Figure 2.4 Screen Capture of System with Mossing Attribute Set to Display Orange 
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2.4.   EVALUATE SYSTEM OPERATIONS AND SCADA INTEGRATION 

During the creation of any rehabilitation plan, it is important to understand the operations of 

the system.  This task is intended to provide the opportunity to do this.  Integral to the 

operation is the SCADA integration.   

2.4.1. OPERATIONS EVALUATION 

General 

HMID delivers water to approximately 31,000 acres distributed between approximately 680 

landowners.  The United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) began construction of the 

project in 1936, and it was completed in 1948.  Farming began in the early 1950s.  It is one of 

the newer projects in the region and the newest of the four divisions of the Shoshone Project. 

The District has access to water stored in Buffalo Bill Reservoir.  From the reservoir the water is 

routed through the Heart Mountain Power Generation Plant and then down the Shoshone River 

Canyon, ultimately to surface on the north side of the river immediately west of Cody, 

Wyoming.  The peak diversion rate is slightly above 900 cfs.  Because the water is diverted 

directly out of the reservoir, it is very clean - much cleaner than the water diverted by users 

upstream of the reservoir.   

The leadership of the District is comprised of a Board of Commissioners.  The project is divided 

into five commissioner districts.  Elections for open seats occur yearly at the annual meeting.  

Day-to-day operations fall under the responsibility of the district manager, secretary, four ditch 

riders, and an operator (a total of seven employees). 

Operation 

During the irrigation season, the manager becomes the point of contact with the Bureau to 

schedule releases from the reservoir based on expected demands.  Users may order water by 

completing a water order card.  The District requires 48 hours of advance notice for water to be 

turned on and 24 hours of notice for shutoff.  In order to be counted for notice, the cards must 
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be in the box by 6:00 a.m.  “Card Boxes” are located throughout the District for the 

convenience of the users and the ditch riders. 

While field mapping the HMID, it was noted that the District has done a very good job 

maintaining their rights-of-way.  Canal and lateral roads are easily travelled.  During the 

irrigation season, gates, fences, and encroachments are non-existent.  This is an issue in other 

Districts and can cost the ditch riders a significant amount of time.   

The condition of the infrastructure is in generally good working condition.  Ditch riders can 

make their adjustments quickly and efficiently.  As the District has installed more pipelines, the 

time to make deliveries has been reduced. 

Offseason has historically been used to complete maintenance projects, make repairs, and 

make improvements to the system.  Working with the Wyoming Water Development 

Commission (WWDC), the District has been able to complete projects with the WWDC 

providing the materials and the District providing the labor and engineering.  The District has 

benefitted from these projects by providing year-round employment for their personnel, which 

reduces their turnover.  It also improves the personnel’s skills for making repairs during the 

irrigation season if they are required.  Continually improving the system reduces the amount of 

maintenance required and improves operational efficiency.  Continuity of experienced 

personnel is of great value to the District. 

Measurement 

A key characteristic we believe necessary for efficient operation is adequate measurement.  

HMID, as with most of the BOR projects, has a good measurement program.  Nearly every 

turnout has measurement at the turnout point.  The main canal has several locations through 

its length where measurement structures have been installed.  Installing measurement at 

lateral diversions and measuring the turnout flows reduce the amount of time required for the 

ditch riders to make their deliveries.  HMID also has a strong policy regarding gate adjustments.  

It is specified in the bylaws that adjustments will only be made by the ditch riders.  This allows 

the ditch rider to learn the intricacies of his/her part of the system and speeds up adjustments.  
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If this control is not asserted, the ditch rider has trouble seeing the effects of adjustments, and 

operation becomes much more time consuming. 

2.4.2. SCADA INTEGRATION 

Review Criteria 

The SCADA sites proposed by HMID were reviewed to determine their effects on the overall 

operation.  The following factors were considered when evaluating the sites for inclusion in the 

overall plan: 

1. Safety improvements 

2. Level of Service Improvements 

3. Flow-Monitoring Improvements (Measurement) 

A safety improvement includes those sites where automation has the potential to eliminate an 

overflow situation or improve the response time in an emergency.  An example would be a spill 

structure.  In an emergency downstream, the spill can be activated only if personnel access the 

site.  In a system the size of HMID’s, automation has the potential to substantially reduce 

response times in the event of an emergency.   
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Figure 2.5  Proposed SCADA Sites
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Level of service improvements enhance water delivery by making it more reliable and/or faster.  

One example of this type of site would be a check structure where flow fluctuations can affect 

water levels upstream of a head gate.  If the ditch rider had the ability to set the water level and 

maintain it regardless of flow, the flow through the turnout will stay constant as flow in the 

canal or lateral changes.  It eliminates the time it takes to change the setting of the control in 

the main channel.   

The last item, flow-monitoring improvements (measurement) improves both of the first two.  

Measurement throughout the system is important for operation, and having that information 

available for review is an important tool for planning.  In many cases, the first indication of a 

problem with the system can be seen by trends in flows.  A breach of the canal, plug, or other 

issue can be detected through changes in flow.  For instance, the breach of the Rattlesnake 

liner was found when the flows at the Rattlesnake Measurement site did not match the flow 

from the reservoir.  This prompted an inspection that discovered the problem.   

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Most of the proposed sites (See Figure 2.5) were already automated and/or monitored.  The 

purpose of their inclusion in the SCADA project was simply to standardize and improve the 

reliability of the communications and reporting.  Two sites, the Eaglenest Spill (radial gate) and 

North Cottonwood Spill (radial gate) (See Photos) were selected for the addition of SCADA. 

These two sites satisfy the safety 

and level of service criteria.  As 

they functioned prior to 

installation of SCADA, existing 

radial gates in the canal operate as 

check structures to maintain the 

upstream canal level.  However, 

each structure also has a spillway 

gate(s).  These gates can be used   
Figure 2.6 Eaglenest Spill 
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either for emergency spills, or more 

commonly, as operational spills to 

maintain excess water at that point in 

the canal system.  The initial plan for 

these two locations was to only 

automate the main check gate.  Our 

recommendation was to also automate 

one spill gate.  This could be done for 

only the additional cost of the actuator, 

since the radio and other equipment 

necessary would be required for the main radial gates anyway.  The memo is included in 

APPENDIX B – SCADA Memo.   

2.5.   REVIEW OF WATER RIGHTS 

SCE personnel reviewed and mapped the water rights for the Heart Mountain Canal Irrigation 

District.  Table 2.2 contains a summary of the permits and other information.  The records were 

searched and each permit mapped to the quarter-quarter level within the GIS. 

Table 2.2 Water Rights Summary 

PERMIT PROOF Priority

CERTIFICATE 
RECORD (CR) 

NO. CR PAGE ORDER NO. ORDER PAGE ACRES
1189E 3/29/1904 67 54 12981.6
2111 27430 5/22/1899 67 52 16 208 9736.7

6099E 39453 12/21/1920 85 18 3 9 5268.7
6425E 30621 4/26/1972 19 510 71 308 488.6
7201E 41027 8/16/1996 93 44 3 9 260.4
7237E 1/6/1983 93 240 86 370 1711.2

HMID WATER RIGHTS

 

Figure 2.8 is a screen capture of the water rights mapping from the GIS.  The various colors 

indicate the different permits.  The Table of Contents, visible at the left, shows the various 

colors and hatches chosen for display.  These can be easily modified to emphasize a certain 

permit, priority, etc.  Many quarter-quarters have water rights from multiple permits within 

 
Figure 2.7  North Cottonwood Spill 
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Figure 2.8 Screen Capture of Water Rights Mapping

Selected Water Rights Polygon 

Acres exist from Two Permits 

Details for 1189E are Shown 

Here 
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them.  The area selected in the figure is one of these.  When mapped, multiple polygons are 

“stacked” on top of each other, one for each permit or separate entry on each permit.  This 

means the mapped polygons will match the records as close as possible.   

2.6.   EASEMENTS, RIGHT OF WAY AND PERMITTING REVIEW 

HMID does not have easements described by metes and bounds descriptions or delineation of a 

specified width.  The following was provided by HMID, as provided to them by their attorney:  

 “The Heart Mountain Irrigation District is a part of the Shoshone Project, funded and 

constructed under the 1902 Reclamation Act.  The access easements and rights-of-way 

necessary for the operation and management of the Heart Mountain Irrigation District stem 

from federal law, reserving rights-of-way for federal irrigation projects adopted in 1890.  43 

U.S.C §945 states: 

 “In all patents for land taken up after August 30, 1890, under any of 

the land laws of the United States or on entries or claims validated by 

this Act, west of the one hundredth meridian, it shall be expressed that 

there is reserved from the lands in said patent described a right-of-way 

thereon for the ditches or canals constructed by the authority of the 

United States.” 

This section of the federal statute reserved an easement and right-of-way through and 

over any and all lands that the government granted for the purpose of construction, 

maintenance and operation of the ditches and canals that were built for irrigation of arid lands.  

This statute has been interpreted by the United States Supreme Court and the Court found that 

the reservation in patents by the Act of August 30, 1890 lawfully reserved a right-of-way for 

such ditches, and access to ditches, as may be needed to effect the irrigation of the lands which 

the project is intended to reclaim, and that the property owners hold title, subject to the 

exercise of that right.  Ide v. United State, 263 U.S. 497 (1924).  The reservation includes canals, 

ditches and roads constructed after the patents are issued. 
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The federal statutes granted the right for the Heart Mountain Irrigation District to 

access, operate and maintain the canal system.  This includes rehabilitation as necessary.  Such 

access easement and rights-of-way are statutory and have been in existence since the original 

Shoshone Project over 100 years ago.” 

HMID has done a very good job of maintaining their right-of-way.  The canal roads are in very 

good condition allowing easy access to the infrastructure maintained by the District.  During the 

creation of the GIS, it was determined the best way to represent the easement would be to 

show a 50 ft- buffer either side of the centerlines of the canals and laterals.  A document table 

was also added to the GIS so that any future easement documents can be accessed from the 

map.    

2.7.   PRIORITIZATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

HMID has undertaken a large amount of rehabilitation work throughout the last 20-30 years.  

Some of this work has included improvements, replacement, or both.  SCE was tasked with 

reviewing the District’s infrastructure, prioritizing the rehabilitation needs, and creating a 

master plan for future rehabilitation.  

The three criteria shown below were considered for prioritization of rehabilitation needs.   

1. Immediate needs for safety and continued operation:  Major structures whose failure 

could interrupt service to the majority of the HMID. 

2. Immediate needs for safety, repair, and improvement of operation:  Improvements 

which would help alleviate operational challenges and lower the risk of a canal breach 

or overtopping. 

3. Operational improvement:  Projects that will improve efficiency, delivery, and reduce 

maintenance costs to the HMID. 

Any deficiencies identified during the system assessment were viewed from this perspective.   
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2.7.1. PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED PROJECTS 

In addition to a fresh inventory and assessment of all infrastructure, SCE was also tasked with 

objectively looking at ongoing, previously planned projects.  Several projects were ongoing 

and/or scheduled when SCE was retained to complete this rehabilitation plan.  These were: 

 

• Heart Mountain SCADA Project 

• Lateral R15 open channel to pipeline conversion project 

• Lateral R4S open channel to pipeline conversion project 

The SCADA project was specifically included in the project scope.  A deadline of fall of 2013 was 

set for completion of a review of the existing plan and recommendations going forward.  It was 

the District’s desire to apply for Level III funding in the fall of 2013, prior to the completion of 

the full report.  After award of the project and the notice to proceed, SCE was approached by 

the District and WWDC and asked to prepare conceptual designs and cost estimates for the 

Lateral R15 and Lateral R4S projects for application for Level III funding.   

HMID SCADA Project  

As mentioned above, the SCADA project was reviewed as part of Task 2 – Review of Existing 

Information, GIS, and SCADA Plan.  HMID has automated several locations, planned to 

automate several more, and desired to have all of their SCADA sites on the same system.  The 

memo discussing our review of these sites is included in APPENDIX B – SCADA Memo. 

Certainly, a SCADA project satisfies the three criteria listed above.  The sites planned for 

installation and/or upgrades are all integral to the safe operation of the system.  Instant 

information about changes in flow rate (via remote monitoring and alarming of flow- 

measurement sites), ability to adjust gate positions remotely, etc. give the manager tools to use 

in case of emergency and provides notifications of potential problems.  Key sites throughout 

the system will be monitored.  In some cases, the SCADA project will reduce existing 

communication costs.  Several existing sites are monitored using cell phone communications.  

The District incurs a monthly fee at these sites for each cell connection, and in the case of some 
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of the automated gates, then pays a fee for a third party to host their SCADA software on a 

third-party server.  These costs have been eliminated with the completion of the SCADA 

project.       

Lateral R15 Concrete Ditch Upgrades 

Lateral R15 includes approximately 3,000 ft of failing concrete lined channel beginning at the 

head gate on the Ralston Lateral.  As discussed above, the District has been completing  

rehabilitation projects.  It was the District’s desire to apply for funding for this project in the fall 

of 2013.  Since it was already on the 

schedule, it became, along with the SCADA 

project, one of the first on the priority list. 

Lateral R15 has a design flow rate of 

approximately 80 cfs.  It is a large lateral, 

serving a significant number of acres.  As 

shown in the accompanying photos, the 

existing concrete ditch is failing.   

Lateral R4S Rehabilitation Project 

Similar to R15, Lateral R4S was identified 

prior to the inception of this project.  SCE was asked to fast track conceptual designs and cost 

estimates for this project too.  The initial estimates were completed in time for the fall 2013 

application period.   

As with R15, it is the upper end of R4S that is in question.  When reviewed against the criteria 

above, this lateral falls under the operational improvements category.  The canal is not likely to 

breach or cause a safety concern, and service is not likely to be interrupted.  However, obvious 

seepage issues occur in a few locations.  The flow velocity is also low enough that weed/moss 

growth becomes a problem requiring maintenance, especially late in the season.   

 

Figure 2.9  Example of R15 Channel Failure 
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2.7.2. PRIORITIZATION PLAN   

After a review of the system, discussions with the Board and manager, the following 

prioritization plan was developed.  This plan prioritizes the projects in order of safety, deferred 

maintenance, and finally operation and maintenance improvements.  

Table 2.3 HMID Prioritization/Rehabilitation Plan 

Status/Priority Project Schedule Required Action
Nearly Complete SCADA Project 2014 Install and Calibrate

2 Eaglenest Siphon Outlet                                       2015
Reconstruct Outlet 
Transition

In Progress R15                                                           2015-2016
Replace Concrete Lining 
with Pipeline

3 Siphon Inlets/Outlets                                            2016-2017

Misc. Spot Repairs, Partial 
removal and replacement 
of unsound concrete or 
individual panel 
replacement

1
Study In Progress

Rattlesnake Liner                                             2017-2018 To Be Determined

4 Misc. Liner Repairs (Locations other than Rattlesnake)        2018-2019

Misc. Spot Repairs, Partial 
removal and replacement 
of unsound concrete or 
individual panel 
replacement

5 H89                                                           2019-2021 Convert to Pipeline
6 H79                                                           2022-2025 Convert to Pipeline
7 R4S                                                           2025-2027 Convert to Pipeline

HMID Project Prioritization

 

Projects not already discussed are 

discussed in more detail below. 

Eaglenest Siphon Outlet 

This project was recommended due to 

the concrete deterioration at the outlet of 

the transition from concrete lining to dirt 

channel at the outlet of the Eaglenest 

Siphon.  The concrete in this location is in 

need of replacement.  Displaced panels 
 

Figure 2.10 Displaced Panel on Eaglenest Siphon Outlet 
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are disrupting the flow transition, resulting in increased erosion at the outlet.  The District plans 

to reconstruct the existing transition without outside funding sources. 

Miscellaneous Siphon Inlet/Outlets Maintenance and Repairs 

The District has many locations where concrete repair is necessary on the inlet and outlet 

structures of the siphons on the main canal.  SCE obtained a copy of the Annual Status Report 

of Recommendations from the Associated Facility Review Program from the Bureau of 

Reclamation (APPENDIX C – BOR Annual Status Report).  This report outlined several 

outstanding issues with various locations in the project.  Most are labor intensive and do not 

entail a large materials cost.  Time has been allotted to these projects for completion in the 

plan. 

 Rattlesnake Liner Rehabilitation  

The Heart Mountain Canal begins at the 

Buffalo Bill Reservoir then flows through a 

siphon across the Shoshone River 

downstream of the dam through a tunnel, 

then exits from the base of Rattlesnake 

Mountain.  After leaving the tunnel, the 

canal flows through approximately 1,700 ft 

of lined concrete canal.     

This reach has been a maintenance issue through the years.  Standard procedure has been to 

tap the liner with bars to locate voids under the channel.  Once located, the voids are grouted 

shut.  This has kept the liner functional.  The void shown in Figure 2.11 is approximately six feet 

long and extends four to five feet down below the top of the liner.  The visible hole shown in 

the photo is approximate 1.5 to 2 ft in length.  The problem area formed a few years ago and a 

significant amount of grout was placed in the void shown in Figure 2.11.  Nearly 80 cubic yards 

of concrete were used to fill the void in this location.  The issue was discovered when a 

discrepancy occurred between the flow reported out of the reservoir and the measurement 

 
Figure 2.11  Liner Void 
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immediately below the liner.  District personnel estimated a leak of 50-75 cfs.  Incidentally, this 

discovery illustrates the importance of having flow information available at all times and further 

bolsters the reasoning behind the SCADA system.   

The issue does not appear to be an 

isolated location.  A visual inspection of 

the length of the liner shows grout holes 

and panel replacements for the majority 

of the length.  The concrete of the liner 

itself appears to be in good shape.  Large 

deflections in the concrete panels are 

not visible, and the profile grade does 

not indicate settlement or deflections, 

other than the major repairs. 

Our understanding, based on discussions with HMID personnel, is the bank was never 

breached, and the water never surfaced, indicating a substantial void system underneath the 

liner.       

This liner conveys the entire flow of the HMID.  Failure would prevent delivery to essentially all 

of the acres within the District for whatever length of time is required to make the repairs.  

Based on all of the information above, SCE’s recommendation was to begin a Level II study to 

specifically subgrade conditions under the liner.  Any conceptual designs would be dependent 

upon an in-depth geotechnical investigation.  Preliminary discussions with geotechnical firms 

indicated proper investigation of this 1,700 ft of canal could require a significant expense.  The 

Rattlesnake Liner Project was placed in 2017-2018 to allow time to complete the study, apply 

for Level III funding, and prepare final designs.  It was determined this is likely the earliest any 

rehabilitation could be completed.   

Figure 2.12  Rattlesnake Liner with Repair Location  
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Miscellaneous Liner Repairs 

As with the siphon inlets and outlets discussed 

above, the other liners located throughout the 

system are in need of spot repairs.  The work 

required includes either panel replacement or 

spot repairs and is labor intensive, but would 

not require significant materials costs.    Figure 

2.13 and Figure 2.14 are typical of some of the 

isolated damage seen in the main canal liners.  A season has been set aside for repairs of these 

areas.  Areas where panel deflection is seen require panel removal and replacement to restore 

the original shape.  Areas of surface deterioration should be repaired by removing and 

replacing the unsound concrete.  

Sample specifications detailing repair methods, other than panel replacement to be used in the 

various locations for information purposes are provided in APPENDIX F – Sample Repair 

Specifications.   

Laterals H89 and H79 

HMID has historically been actively converting their open laterals to pipeline.  Many miles have 

been converted.   

From maintenance, seepage, and operational 

standpoints, conversion of open laterals to 

pipelines is recommended.  Open channels require 

periodic cleaning as vegetation, silt, etc. begin to 

obstruct flow.  During operation, many ditches also 

require cleaning.  Moss and aquatic vegetation 

growth obstructs flow during late season in many 

districts in the region, including HMID.  Elimination 

of the bank and channel storage that occur in an 

  Figure 2.13  Misc. Liner Damage 

Figure 2.14  Liner Apron Deterioration 
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open channel means quicker response time to flow changes, reducing the labor required to 

make deliveries.  For all of these reasons, especially for smaller laterals, conversion to pipeline 

is desirable. 

Steep slopes characterize the laterals upstream of the Ralston Bench area.  When originally 

constructed, drop structures were constructed to maintain channel slopes within ranges where 

erosion would not occur.  Lateral H89 and H79 are two of these.  Some stretches of H89 have 

10 ft-drop structures every 300 ft.  Some of these structures are also showing signs of 

deterioration, and one drop structure failed during the 2014 irrigation season and is in the 

process of being replaced in the 2014-2015 construction season. 

An additional benefit is realized with these two laterals.  Lateral H89 alone has approximately 

65 structures - whether turnouts, drops or other control structures - along its length.  By 

converting this lateral to pipeline, not only does the District eliminate the recurring 

maintenance costs associated with the open ditch, it also eliminates maintenance due to 

erosion and concrete deterioration at each of the structures.  These laterals were placed as a 

higher priority relative to Lateral 4S due to this added benefit.   

Lateral R4S 

As discussed above, R4S was identified as one of the projects the District desired to place into 

pipeline.  After our final review of the system, SCE’s recommendation is to complete the 

southern laterals first, for the reasons discussed above.  R4S is a large lateral with mossing 

issues.  However, the structure density of this lateral is not nearly as great as H89 and H79.  By 

converting H89 and H79 first, the District is also replacing all of the associated concrete 

structures, eliminating their impending maintenance and replacement costs.  For this reason, 

R4S was moved behind the other two in priority. 

2.8. CONCEPTUAL LEVEL DESIGNS AND COST ESTIMATES 

The logic regarding the prioritization of the various rehabilitation projects was discussed above.  

An overview of the methodology, design criteria, and reasoning behind the conceptual design 

of each project is contained below.  The main purpose of the designs in the Level I is to provide 
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a basis for preparing costs estimates accurate enough to use for planning and for support of 

funding applications.  Please reference APPENDIX D – Conceptual Designs  

for more information. 

HMID has a long history of installing their own structures and pipelines, taking advantage of 

materials-only grants.  It was assumed, for all the improvements proposed, that the District 

would continue this practice.  The project construction durations were chosen based on 

conversations with District personnel to determine how much of a project could be completed 

in a given year based on their past abilities and production rates. 

It is anticipated that right-of-way acquisition, permitting and mitigation and legal costs will be 

minimal.  We have included budget amounts for these items to be conservative and provide for 

them if something unanticipated arises.  Specifics of each project are discussed below. 

2.8.1. SCADA PROJECT 

The SCADA memo deadline was set for September of 2013 because this project was already in 

process and an objective review of the plan was desired.  Consequently, this project is nearly 

complete as this report is being finalized.  

2.8.2. EAGLENEST SIPHON OUTLET 

This project is scheduled to occur in conjunction with the Lateral R-15 Lateral-to-Pipeline 

Conversion.  Most of the outlet structure is in good condition, and replacement of the end 

transition from concrete to dirt canal is all that is required.  The panels will be replaced to the 

lines and grades of the original.  No WWDC involvement is being requested, and the materials 

quantities are not great.  The major work items are labor. 

2.8.3. RATTLESNAKE LINER 

Conceptual designs were not prepared for the Rattlesnake Liner.  Early in the process of 

considering potential alternatives for rehabilitation of this project, it became apparent more 

information was required, as discussed previously.  A Level II study was initiated in June 2015. 
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2.8.4. MISCELLANEOUS LINER REPAIRS 

Because the material costs for this project are minor, the District has opted to complete these 

repairs themselves.  SCE has included sample specifications to use for these repairs.   

2.8.5. LOW PRESSURE (OPEN) LATERAL-TO-PIPELINE CONVERSIONS (R15, H89, H79 

AND R4S) 

There are many options to consider when converting an open channel to pipeline.  For the 

conceptual designs, we considered two options: 

• Pressurized 

• Low Pressure (Open) 

These are discussed in more detail below. 

System Selection 

Two main types of distribution systems were considered during the conceptual design process, 

“pressurized” and “open”.  For the purposes of this study, a pressurized system is an on-

demand system where the lower end is closed.  The result is the ability to conserve energy in 

areas with more elevation difference and use that energy to convey water through the flat 

areas.  Static pressures within some of the HMID laterals could exceed 100 psi.  The low 

pressure or open system, as defined for this report, consists of a series of low pressure 

pipelines (usually less than 5 psi) connected to a diversion or control box at either end.  These 

boxes are open to the atmosphere.  Flow is controlled through these structures by stop log, 

sluice gate, weir, or some combination of these.  Energy is not conserved with these systems.   

Each of these systems has its pros and cons.  The pressure system comes with the benefit of a 

potential reduction in pipe diameters.  Diameters for flat sections can be reduced by using the 

energy conserved in steep sections.  Open systems would require larger diameter pipe for the 

same reach because the maximum head available is limited by the ground elevation.  Pressure 

systems come with the added benefit of providing pressurized deliveries and/or potential for 

power generation.  This pressurized delivery gives the landowner the possibility to use sprinkler 

systems without pumping.  The significant elevation change (especially in the laterals at the 
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upper end) throughout the system makes this possible.  The result is sufficient pressures for 

sprinkler operation.  Sprinkler irrigation usually requires less water and benefits the entire 

system by keeping the water in the reservoir or providing the flexibility to make up shortfalls in 

other parts of the system. 

Pressure systems do have drawbacks.  Higher pressures come with more significant 

consequences in the event of a leak.  Ample excess pressure exists in the laterals eliminating 

excessive head loss as a concern and in most cases, excess velocity was the limiting factor in 

sizing the pipelines.  Pressure systems are not as easily accessible and require more protection 

from debris and objects entering the system.  Because it is a closed system, pipe diameters will 

gradually reduce in size without access points or ways to remove obstructions.  Deliveries are 

controlled by valves rather than stop logs and canal gates.  These valves must be designed for 

flow control.  A well-designed screen is essential at the entrance to the pipeline.  The benefit of 

this system is that maintenance is required at only one location, the entrance.  For conceptual 

design purposes, pipe was sized based on the smallest practical diameter necessary to provide 

the required delivery flow.  Installing larger diameters would reduce head loss thereby 

providing higher delivery pressures.  However, if this pressure is not needed, the extra cost for 

larger diameter pipe is not warranted.      

For conceptual design purposes, flow rates were determined by estimating the number of acres 

irrigated by each lateral or reach of lateral.  Flow was calculated using 4 cfs/100 acres.  This 

flow rate was chosen based on consultation with District personnel and represents the 

maximum delivery rate that may be made if water is available.  An additional 10% was added to 

these flow rates, and a minimum flow of three cfs was used when calculated flow rates were 

less than three cfs.  To be conservative, a minimum flow of 3 cfs was used for all reaches.  The 

purpose of this was to ensure the users had the flexibility to rotate irrigations if desired.  A 

minimum diameter of 15 inches was also assumed for open lines.   

Turnout Configuration 

Many different configurations could be used for the delivery turnouts.  An open system would 

typically utilize turnout boxes consisting of a main “cell” (See Figure 2.15) and delivery cells.  
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Water levels in the main cell are controlled by stop logs and/or a sluice gate.  Deliveries are 

made from this cell with sluice gates, and measurement is typically accomplished by weir.  

These turnout boxes typically have anywhere from one to four turnouts.   

The basic pressurized system design uses a tee with two gate valves, one for flow control and 

one for on and off.  Areas of very high pressure discharging to open channels may require a 

different valve design to dissipate the additional energy available at the turnout.  These valves 

are followed by a magnetic flow meter, which is placed in a concrete manhole.  The pressurized 

system also allows the users to use a more efficient sprinkler system if they so choose.     

 

Figure 2.15 Diversion Box 

Pipe Materials 

For cost estimation purposes, PVC pipe was chosen due to material and installation costs at the 

time of this report.  The exception is R4S where the diameters are larger than available in PVC 

and the pressures are very low due to flat grades.  An alternative HDPE product was used to 

prepare the cost estimates for this lateral.  This product has a smooth wall interior and steel 

reinforcement within the HDPE and is primarily used for drainage applications.  However, for 

very low pressure and large diameters the cost savings makes it suitable for this application.  
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PVC, in the diameters required for the proposed reaches, is easier to install and work with than 

HDPE and is preferred by the District.  Modifications are typically more difficult, and thrust 

restraint must be carefully considered.  However, this project is an acceptable application for 

HDPE pipe, and this material should be reconsidered at the time these projects move on to 

Level III.   

Lateral R15 

R-15 is in the process of final design for construction in the winter of 2015-2016.  Funding was 

applied for in the fall of 2013 and became available in the summer 2014.   

Laterals H89 and H79  

Laterals H89 and H79 are similar in that they are located on steep (in open channel flow terms) 

ridges and have multiple drops.  For this reason, additional options are available for 

consideration of conceptual designs.  Most of the previous open ditch-to-pipeline conversions 

have been low pressure or “open” systems.  Because of the grade available in these laterals, a 

high-pressure “closed” system is possible. 

Discussions with District personnel have indicated an interest by the farmers served by Lateral 

H89 to convert to sprinkler irrigation.  A closed system provides the opportunity for those 

farmers to make this conversion, without the need for pumping.  For this reason, low pressure 

and high pressure Level I conceptual designs and cost estimates were completed for Lateral 

H89.  Pipe was sized for both options for H79 and is shown on the conceptual designs; however, 

cost estimates for only the low-pressure option were completed for this lateral.  The desire of 

the farmers on Lateral H89 to sprinkler irrigate is important.  The recommendations of the 

TMDL study for the Shoshone River make it probably that it may be possible to partner with the 

Powell Clarks Fork Conservation District for additional funding.  This is an example of one 

instance where the goals of HMID and the farmers on the lateral align with the goals of the 

conservation district and state agencies align.    

Both laterals have the capability to provide 60-80 psi to almost every turnout under the high-

pressure scenario, well within the range required for sprinkler irrigation.  The ability to use the 
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head generated from steep sections to convey water through flatter areas results in smaller 

diameter pipelines than the low-pressure option.  However, the pressure ratings must be much 

higher making the pipe more expensive.  The H89 cost estimates illustrate the difference.  An 

additional consideration is assessment rates for a high pressure line.  The HMID Board may 

want to discuss whether or not it is reasonable to assess a pressure pipeline at a higher rate 

due to the added level of service provided.  The users will likely receive cleaner water at a 

higher pressure. 

Lateral R4S 

Lateral R4S is characterized by long, extremely flat sections separated by two chutes with 

vertical drops of ±55 ft and ±115 ft.  The first drop is located approximately 1.3 miles from the 

diversion from the Ralston Lateral.  The second is 2.8 miles from the diversion and a little over 

one-half mile from the end.  Reductions in pipe diameters are not possible until after the first 

drop, so the benefits of a pressure system are reduced for R4S.  A large amount of head could 

be generated by the end of the project; however, the lateral downstream of the project area 

was previously placed in pipe.  Unfortunately this pipe will not support the pressures that could 

be generated by the installing a closed system.  For all these reasons and preferences of HMID 

personnel at the time, the cost estimates and conceptual designs were based on a low-pressure 

system for this lateral. 

Due to high flows and flat grades, the diameters required are larger (72 inches) than currently 

available for PVC.  For cost estimation purposes, it was assumed corrugated HDPE with fusion-

welded joints would be used.     

2.8.6. COST ESTIMATES 

Construction Estimates – See Appendix E 

HMID has a long history of installing their own structures and pipelines, taking advantage of 

materials only grants.  It was assumed for all the improvements proposed that the District 

would continue this practice.  The project construction durations were chosen based on 
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conversations with District personnel to determine how much of a project could be completed 

in a given year based on their past abilities and production rates.   

For the lateral conversion projects, the cost estimates have been based on the low-pressure 

alternative, with the exception Lateral H89 (See Table 2.4).  Cost estimates for both low- and 

high-pressure systems were completed for this lateral.  The reason for this will be explained 

further in the financing section.  Materials costs were estimated using research completed for 

this project and information obtained on past projects.  Engineering costs were estimated 

based on what the project would cost if bid to an outside contractor.      

Table 2.4 Cost Estimate Summary 

Project - Alternative Funding Year Total Cost
H89 Main - Low Pressure 2021 6,704,000.00$            
H89-4 - Low Pressure 2021 875,000.00$              
H89 Main -Pressure 2021 5,697,000.00$            
H89-4 - Pressure 2021 959,000.00$              
H79 Main - Low Pressure 2023 7,870,000.00$            
H79-5 - Low Pressure 2023 1,832,000.00$            
H79-7 - Low Pressure 2023 337,000.00$              
H79-8 - Low Pressure 2023 783,000.00$              
H79 Main - Pressure 2023 5,776,000.00$            
H79-5 - Pressure 2023 1,883,000.00$            
H79-7 - Pressure 2023 419,000.00$              
H79-8 - Pressure 2023 824,000.00$              
R4S 2027 10,313,000.00$          

Note:  Costs include all Engineering, Legal, Permitting, Right of Way 
Acquisition, Materials, Labor and 15% Contingency

Cost Estimtate Summary

 

2.9.   PROJECT FINANCING 

HMID has been in completing rehabilitation and betterment projects for many years.  

Consequently, they have rehabilitation more or less built into their annual budget.  The 

rehabilitation schedule considers the District’s budget because the project sizes reflect the 

amount of work the District can complete in a year with the personnel, equipment, and funding 

at their disposal.   
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2.9.1. FUNDING SOURCES 

Several funding options are available to the HMID.  The most definite funding source is the 

WWDC.  The funding options, other than WWDC, discussed below are uncertain and 

competitive.  Therefore, funding is not guaranteed.  In this section, each will be described 

briefly.  It should be noted that federal funding sources, while a good option, generally require 

NEPA compliance to one degree or another.  The costs for any mitigation are normally eligible 

for funding.  However, cultural and environmental investigations will be required to obtain 

funding from these sources. 

2.9.1.1. Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) – WaterSMART 

The BOR WaterSMART grant program provides 50/50 cost share funding for irrigation districts 

and other entities.  Projects are selected competitively.  Projects considered for WaterSMART 

grants “should seek to conserve and use water more efficiently, increase the use of renewable 

energy and improve energy efficiency, protect endangered and threatened species, facilitate 

water markets or carry out activities to address climate related impacts on water or prevent 

any water-related crisis or conflict.”  Proposed projects must have “performance measures” 

built into them.  The purpose is to provide a method for quantifying the actual benefits of the 

project.  Based on these requirements, a large number of projects could be eligible for this 

funding.  Most, if not all, of the proposed rehabilitation projects for HMID would meet these 

requirements. 

Installation of additional measurement, to more accurately track flows provides the 

information necessary to improve the management of the system.  Conversions of open 

channel laterals and canals to pipelines reduce water loss and, if the pressure system were 

chosen and installed, would allow sprinkler irrigation without requiring pumping.  All of these 

meet the goals listed above. 

Projects with less than 50% of the funding coming from another source will not be awarded a 

grant.  The 50% cost share can be in the form of cash or in-kind contributions.  Costs incurred 

prior to the date of award may be submitted for consideration as an allowable reimbursable 
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expense.  If awarded a grant, some of the costs necessary for preparing an application may be 

reimbursed. 

For 2015, the projects were awarded in two funding groups.  The announcement from early 

2015 is shown below: 

• “Funding Group I: Up to $300,000 will be available for smaller projects that may take up 

to two years to complete. 

• Funding Group II: Up to $1,000,000 will be available for larger, phased projects that will 

take up to three years to complete.  No more than $500,000 in federal funds will be 

provided within a given fiscal year to complete each phase.  This will provide an 

opportunity for larger, multiple-year projects to receive some funding in the first year 

without having to compete for funding in the second and third years.” 

HMID has projects that would likely fit into either of these two categories.  Applications for 

2015 funding were due January 14th and were expected to be awarded in spring of 2015.  

Additional information is available at http://www.usbr.gov/WaterSMART/weeg/.  

While planning for the future, it is difficult to definitively count on this source of funding for 

planning purposes.  The program and funding levels are dependent upon congressional action.  

In most years, the competition among projects means many go unfunded and the applicants 

have to reapply.  It is important to meet as many “goals” as possible.  The BOR funded 36 

projects in 2014. 

2.9.1.2. Clean Water Act Section 319 Funds  

Clean Water Act Section 319 funds were established to address nonpoint source pollution and 

are available to state and local agencies, nonprofit organizations, and private individuals on a 

competitive basis.  Based on recommendations within the TMDL report for the Shoshone River 

Watershed, improvement of irrigation efficiency has been determined as a best management 

practice to prevent the transport of sediment and nonpoint source pollutants.  Nonpoint source 

pollution control funds are available each year on a competitive basis.  They are awarded as 

reimbursement grants, meaning that funds can be issued to the recipient only after proof of 
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expenditure on eligible costs identified in an approved project plan.  All proposals submitted for 

these funds must identify at least 40% non-federal cash or in-kind services to match.  Partnering 

with the local conservation district is recommended to obtain these funds. 

2.9.1.3. 205(j) Water Quality Management Planning Grant 

The 205(j) Grant Program is a federally funded program administered in Wyoming by the 

Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality.  Limited competitive funding is available to 

individuals and is allotted by the state in accordance with section 205(j) of the federal Clean 

Water Act.  The act states that the grants are to be used for water quality management and 

planning, including, but not limited to: 

(A) Identifying most cost effective and locally acceptable facility and nonpoint source measures 

to meet and maintain water quality standards. 

 (B) Determining the nature, extent, and cause of water quality problems in various areas of the 

state. 

Federal and state identified priorities are given in the request for proposals.  This is a 

competitive grant application process that usually occurs in or around June of each year.  No 

match is required but is preferred.   Partnering with the local conservation district is 

recommended to obtain these funds. 

2.9.2. FINANCING 

As briefly mentioned above, HMID has been completing projects utilizing the materials-only 

model.  The District’s primary, easily identifiable out-of-pocket expenses are engineering, legal, 

and right-of-way acquisition costs.  The actual installation costs are embedded in other 

categories and not easily separated.  Labor costs, fuel, equipment, etc. are all expenses 

provided by the District but are not broken out by project.  Consequently, determining exactly 

how much of these are attributable to rehabilitation and improvement projects and how much 

are attributable to normal O&M charges is difficult.    
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Our approach to the financing review was to attempt to determine whether the proposed 

projects could be completed within the budget from previous years.  The District has 

incorporated the rehabilitation costs into their yearly budget, and the project durations were 

selected based on the amount of work HMID felt they could complete or had been completing 

in a normal year without purchasing additional equipment or adding personnel.  Based on this 

scenario, no additional assessment increases are necessary to complete these projects. 

An inflation rate of 3% was applied to all cost estimates to bring their costs to the time of 

construction.  These costs are reflected in the cost estimates in the appendices. 

2.9.2.1. End of Useful Life Replacement 

HMID already maintains a sizeable sum in savings.  However, in our opinion, it is important for 

operators of an irrigation system to be cognizant of making sure the system is viable 

indefinitely.  One way to do this is to set aside a certain portion of the yearly assessments into a 

sinking fund for replacement of structures at the end of their design life.  As the system is 

rehabilitated and the risk of major failures/emergencies diminishes, a portion of the reserve 

account could be dedicated to this purpose.  Until then, we recommend planning for 

replacement of each component as it is reconstructed.   

For example, assume a project with a cost of $100,000 was completed this year.  If we assume 

an inflation rate of 3% and that a conservative investment program could return 4.5%, HMID 

would have to begin depositing an additional $1,458.54/year into the infrastructure 

replacement account.  In 80 years (assumed useful life for the concrete and plastic pipe 

components), the entire project could be replaced.  If this practice is instituted, over time HMID 

will become self-sustaining and able to fund its own rehabilitation projects.  It is insurance 

against lack of outside funding in the future.  In addition, all users over the 80-year life will 

contribute to the cost of replacement, rather than only the users at the time of replacement.  

Current practice for many districts is to barely cover the costs of their operation and 

maintenance, which leaves them unprepared when replacement of major components is 

required. 
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For replacement purposes, an average design life of 80 years was assumed.  Research into the 

design life of HDPE and PVC pipe indicates design lives in excess of 100 yrs may be reasonable if 

properly installed and maintained.  Many of the concrete structures currently being replaced on 

other projects are nearing or are greater than 100 years old.  Although many older examples of 

steel gates and components exist, a conservative estimate of 20 yrs is reasonable for these 

materials.   

2.10. WWDC DESCRETIONARY TASK 

During the winter of 2014-2015, SCE became aware of HMID’s request to the BOR for 

permission to seek an enlargement of the Heart Mountain Canal.  The enlargement would allow 

farmers to obtain a water right for their Class 6 Lands.  Many of these lands have been irrigated 

for many years.   

Class 6 Lands are those lands originally considered non-irrigable.  The reason for this 

classification could be due to soil type, grade, elevation, etc.  For example, it may have been 

considered impossible to deliver water to a high spot located in the middle of an otherwise 

irrigable field.  Modern equipment makes it possible to level many of these areas and allow 

them to be farmed productively.  HMID is full of these areas.    

HMID provides water to these lands (when available) via water service contracts.  This process 

has been allowed since the project’s inception.  The goal is to eliminate the water service 

contracts.  The end result would be a water right on every acre being irrigated.   

The District’s land classification maps were digitized as part of Task 3.  These maps contain 

polygons of all of the land classifications for each acre within the HMID.  Many of the Class 6 

Lands are not irrigated.  They are located within drainages, public lands, or otherwise non- 

irrigable.  The enlargement would not be requested to provide a water right for these lands, 

only those Class 6 Lands historically irrigated.     

The BOR’s initial response has been that they are receptive to the idea of an enlargement; 

however, they have requested a map showing the areas in question.  The GIS is the perfect tool 
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for these types of tasks.  The final product needed by the BOR is a map showing the Class 6 

Lands that have been historically irrigated.    

Irrigated Lands Mapping 

Answers to spatial questions of this sort are easily answered with the GIS.  The key is to have 

the data available to manipulate.  The land class mapping was complete, so all that was needed 

was the irrigated lands mapping.  Since we were approaching the end of the project (the 

decision to go ahead with this project was made late in 2014) and it appeared the discretionary 

task budget was not going to be needed for other work, it was agreed to release those funds to 

create an irrigated lands layer.  Once that layer was complete, it could be used with the Class 6 

Lands layer to create a new layer containing only those Class 6 Lands that were irrigated. 

It is important to point out the distinction between the land classification, water rights, and 

irrigated lands coverages.  All layers consist of polygons with associated data.  The land 

classifications were discussed above and really represent the lands irrigable at the time the 

project was created.  The water rights layer consists of polygons mapped to the ¼ ¼ or tract 

level and consists of water rights data for those parcels.  A tract with 40 acres may only have 10 

acres of water rights based on the permit associated with those acres.  Determining the 

location of the 10 irrigated acres within the 40 acres is reserved for another project.  The 

reason the water rights were mapped this way is that the state tracks them to this level.  

Irrigated lands are lands that appeared to be irrigated based on aerial photography.  To map 

this layer, SCE personnel digitized the boundaries of fields and other irrigated areas to create 

polygons.  The process is subject to the mapping accuracies we can obtain with the 2012 NAIP 

photos and the interpretation of the technician as to which areas are irrigated and which are 

not.   

Once created, these polygons were overlaid on the Class 6 Lands and a new layer created with 

only those areas where they were overlapping.  The final result of this task was a map of the 

irrigated class 6 land mapping the BOR requested.  A screen capture of this mapping is shown in  
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Figure 2.16 Screen Capture of the Irrigated, Class 6 Lands Mapping

Class 6 and Irrigated 
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Figure 2.16.  Using these methods, we determined the total acreage of irrigated Class 6 Lands 

to be 2,932 acres.  

Should the HMID decide to pursue an enlargement, this is only the first step.  Once the BOR 

agrees, the in-depth mapping required to apply for the enlargement begins.  As the screen 

capture illustrates, these areas are located throughout the district and range from small to 

large. 

3. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

HMID has done an admirable job maintaining and rehabilitating their system through the years.  

Much of the system has been converted to pipelines, thereby eliminating the maintenance and 

other drawbacks of open laterals.  There is still more to do, and this report is the next step in an 

ongoing process.   

The “deliverables” for this project consist of this report and a comprehensive Geographic 

Information System (GIS) consisting of the following databases and information: 

1. Base Mapping 

2. Canal System 

3. Easements 

4. Risk Area Mapping  

5. Water Rights Mapping 

This information is provided on the memory sticks provided with the report. 

As a result of this study, several conclusions were drawn and recommendations made.  A brief 

discussion of these is contained below. 
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Conclusions: 

1. HMID’s infrastructure is for the most part in good condition for its age.   

2. As with most Bureau of Reclamation projects, it is well laid out and the infrastructure 

present is applicable to its purpose for operation. 

3. HMID has done a good job modernizing their infrastructure. 

4. SCADA is an important tool for efficient operation of the system. 

5. The GIS can help with the overall management of the system, and the District should 

make every effort to maintain and use this tool. 

6. The issues with the Rattlesnake Liner are serious, and a full investigation is outside the 

scope of this project. 

7. Right-of-way issues are not a major problem for the District’s operation. 

Recommendations: 

1. The Rehabilitation Plan provided reflects the vision of the District and the needs of the 

system.  The plan is configured to address immediate needs first, then continuing with 

modernization of the system. 

2. HMID should apply for a Level II project to further study the Rattlesnake Liner.  It is 

important this study have a substantial geotechnical component to address the 

foundation issues below the liner.  (NOTE: While this report was being compiled, a Level 

II study was initiated in June 2015.) 

3. Complete the SCADA system to reduce the communication costs and standardize the 

communications across all the sites.   

4. Pursue additional funding opportunities by partnering with the Powell Clarks Fork 

Conservation District.  Where the interests of HMID and the recommendations of the 

TMDL study for the Shoshone River align, partnering is feasible and may shorten the 

time required to complete the prioritization/rehabilitation plan.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a powerful management tool many utilities are using for 

planning, operation, and maintenance.  The GIS is essentially a digital filing system not only 

organized alphabetically by type of structure or system component but by location.  For example:  

The owner operates and maintains many structures and laterals.  Current personnel may know 

immediately where a certain structure or lateral is located and would know that any records 

pertaining to the structures on this lateral are located in a hard file where all the information is 

organized by lateral name and station or some other system.  In order to access the file on a 

particular structure, the manager must know the station and how the files are organized.  In order 

to find the station, maps must be consulted with all of the structures and their corresponding 

station shown.  This works fine, albeit with some extra effort to access the old maps to determine 

the station, until there is a personnel change.  In other cases, a lateral may commonly be referred 

to by the principal irrigator’s name in which case the common reference is different from the 

name the information is filed under.   

The GIS allows the user to access all of this data right from the map.  Water rights information, 

structure photos, site visit information, record drawings, etc. could be accessed right from a map.  

When new information is obtained, the manager can scan it and link it to its appropriate facility.  

This is the functionality the GIS provides. 

In addition to providing an easy-to-use system for storing and retrieving data, the GIS provides all 

the capability of a database.  This means the information can be queried.  For instance, not only 

can all structures on a particular lateral be selected on a map using the computer mouse to select 

them, they can be selected simply by building a query.  In this example the query could be 

depicted as the phrase “select all structures within the XYZ Lateral”.      

The GIS has one final use.  It can easily be used to create and print maps for use by personnel or 

water users. 
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2. GIS COMPONENTS 

For all the different map layers to align correctly, they must all be on the same horizontal datum.  

In most cases any downloaded files contain the datum information as part of the file.  If the datum 

is associated with a particular layer, ArcMap will automatically change the mapping to the current 

datum being used by the map.  For this project, the NAD 1983 UTM Zone 12N projected 

coordinate system was used for all geodatabases except the water rights geodatabase.  The water 

rights geodatabase uses NAD 1983 CORS96 State Plane Wyoming West Central FIPS 4903 U.S. 

Feet.  Most of the mapping obtained from other sources was already projected onto NAD 1983 

UTM Zone 12N.  This means data downloaded from other sources can be used without changing 

the coordinate system.  However, ArcMap will automatically project data in a different coordinate 

system if it does not match.   

The final consideration in the creation of a GIS is the potential use of the system.  The main uses 

of the GIS include: 

o Creating Hard Copy Maps 

o Creating an Interactive Digital Map 

o Maintaining Records 

o Maintenance Planning 

o Replacement Planning 

 

With these uses in mind, the types of data and mapping to be included in the GIS were 

determined. 

The GIS is comprised of several components.  We separated them into separate databases, which 

are shown in Table 2.1.  Each of these is discussed in more detail in the next section. 
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Table 2.1 GIS Components 

Component  

No. 
Component Generated By 

1 Base Mapping Others 

2 HMID Canal System Sage Civil Engineering (SCE) 

3 Easements SCE 

4 Water Rights SCE 

5 Risk Area Mapping SCE 

2.1.   BASE MAPPING (BY OTHERS) 

A primary use of the GIS, common to all components, is to quickly create maps for use by Sponsor 

personnel.  To clarify and make the maps more useful, certain “base” data is helpful.   

The data used for base mapping came from sources other than Sage Civil Engineering’s (SCE’s) 

field surveys and digitization.  This data can be used as a base map to be laid beneath the system 

mapping completed by SCE.  The following were included as base mapping: 

o Aerial Photography  

o 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle Maps  

o County Parcel Data 

o Streams 

o Roads 

o Drainages 

o Map Grid 

2.1.1. Aerial Photography 

Aerial photography is necessary for several reasons.  It provides a useful reference of a feature’s 

location in relation to various landmarks.  The aerial photography is also useful in quickly 

identifying land use.   

The aerial photo provided with the GIS was obtained from the National Agricultural Inventory 

Program (NAIP) and is the most recent available.  Aerial photography from other years and 
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produced by different sensors is available for evaluating historic land use and other purposes.   

Color Infrared (CIR) Photography provides an excellent way to evaluate different levels of 

vegetation.  Infrared light is reflected more heavily by vegetation and is depicted in red in this 

photography.  Once geo-referenced (typically by the clearinghouse it is obtained from), it can be 

easily downloaded and displayed in the mapping.  

2.1.2. 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle Maps 

The 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle Maps (Quads) are also useful as a base layer for creating maps.  

As with the aerial photography, the quad maps provide a reference for determining the location 

of existing facilities on the ground.  The quad maps also provide information not included on aerial 

photos and, when overlaid, can add more information to aerial photos.  For instance, the Quads, 

have the towns, important features, and most importantly the contours shown.  Overlaid on top 

of the aerial, the general slope of the land can be determined at a glance. 

2.1.3. County Parcel Data 

County Parcel Data was obtained from the Park County Assessor’s office.  We anticipate the 

County Parcel Data will primarily be used by the District when reviewing land ownerships.  They 

are also useful for general information about property line locations, etc.  This data does not take 

the place of title research or a professional land surveyor, and should be used for informational 

purposes only. 

2.1.4. Streams, Roads, Drainages and Map Grid 

The Streams and Roads layers were obtained from the WyGISC Data Server.  They are shapefiles 

that represent all roads and named streams in the project area. 

The Map Grid layer is a SCE-generated matrix of polygons representing a grid used in making a 

map book of the entire HMID system. 

Below is a summary of some of the sources for GIS data that are readily available.  Other sources 

exist, but we have found the listed sources to be the most applicable to irrigation system 

mapping. 
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Table 2.2 GIS Information Sources for Base Mapping 

2.2.  GIS LAYERS GENERATED AS PART OF THIS REPORT  

Each of the databases that make up the GIS will be discussed in detail in its own section.  Before 

discussing the specifics of each database, it will be helpful to discuss a few general principles.  

Below is a discussion of the following items included in all the databases: 

 Data Dictionary 

 Attribute Definition (Feature Data) 

 Unique Identifier (Feature Name) 

 Data Tables 

2.2.1. General 

When creating a GIS, the first step is to determine what the structure of the GIS will look like and 

how the data and mapping will be organized.  SCE-generated components are shown in Table 2.1 

and illustrated by Figure 2.1.  Each database contains a collection of different types of features.  

These are organized into groups called feature classes.  The feature class contains a group of all 

features of that type included in the system.  For instance, the pipelines are included in the 

Pipeline feature class.  All of the individual features that make up the feature class have position 

data associated with them.  In other words, they have a location associated with them.  Figure 2.1 

does not include the attributes for each feature.  For instance, the Pipeline feature class contains 

several different attributes with data such as pipe size, material, flow rate, etc.  It was important 

for all these to be organized in a logical, easy-to-understand manner.  First, the major databases 

Common Sources of  GIS Information 

Wyoming Spatial Data Clearinghouse 

(WYGISC) 

http://wygl.wygisc.org/wygeolib/catalog/main/home.page 

Park County Contact Park County Assessor 

USDA-NRCS Geospatial Data Gateway http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/ 

Wyoming Water Resources Data System 

(WRDS) 

http://www.wrds.uwyo.edu/ 
 WyGISC Data Server http://wygl.wygisc.org/DataServer/ 

WyGISC Imagery Server http://wygl.wygisc.org/ImageryServer/ 

http://wygl.wygisc.org/wygeolib/catalog/main/home.page
http://www.wrds.uwyo.edu/
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to be included were determined, and then the feature classes in each database were chosen.  

Finally, the pertinent data associated with each feature was determined.     

 

 

Figure 2.1  GIS Framework 

In some cases, we associated other information to the feature classes.  For some types of data it 

was best to do this with separate data tables and then link the data to the features through their 

unique identifiers.  In the case of this GIS, we did this for site-visit information and for the 
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documents.  The existing word documents from the previous GIS were linked to the new features.  

These will be discussed in more detail later.  First we will outline in detail how the attributes are 

organized and documented. 

Data Dictionary 

Feature classes are determined based on the entities that make up the layer being mapped.  

Classes can be made up of linear, point, or shape (polygon) features.  The Canal System portion of 

the GIS is made up of a network of line and point features.  Linear features can be thought of as 

the conduits that carry water.  Point features are either points where linear features (open 

ditches, pipelines) are connected if they are part of the distribution network, or objects that are 

not part of the distribution network, such as vents, bridges, undershots, and drain inlets.  These 

objects are important features within the system, but are not part of the flow network.  The point 

features that act as junctions are control structures, simple turnouts, measurement locations, and 

simple nodes.  Most of the attributes of these features are fairly self-explanatory and are 

explained in detail in the data dictionary included in APPENDIX GM-A.  Shape features are used for 

mapping depicted by land area and are used for the water rights and irrigated lands feature 

classes.  Some of the information in the county ownership mapping is also comprised of polygon 

feature classes.   

The features within each feature class have certain attributes associated with them.  For instance, 

all SimpleTurnout features have the same list of attributes, as do all the water rights polygon 

features.  Each feature class has a different collection of attributes depending on the information 

required to adequately describe it.  To document the various features, one must make sure the 

mapping is consistent and must organize the attributes the Data Dictionary created.  This process 

is discussed in the following pages.   

Figure 2.2 shows an example of the Data Dictionary page for the SimpleTurnout feature.  This Data 

Dictionary page contains an example of many of the different types of data and attributes used 

throughout the Canal System portion of the GIS.  Pages for the other feature classes look similar 

but contain different attributes. 
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Figure 2.2 Data Dictionary Page 

The information about the feature class and the data recorded is contained here.  The top row of 

the sheet contains the name of the feature class, in this case SimpleTurnout.  ArcMap identifies 

each feature based on the feature class name.  Immediately below the name is the “Alias” for the 

feature class.  The ”Alias” provides an optional, more user-friendly name for display in the 

mapping.  Aliases allow the use of spaces and other characters that are not used in the feature 

class name.  Below the description, each attribute is listed on the left.  OBJECTID is a field that 

ArcMap requires for every feature.  The SHAPE attribute is also required for each feature.  This 

indicates the feature is associated with a geometric element included in the map.   

The remaining attributes as needed for each feature class were chosen based on our experience 

and conversations with the Sponsor and WWDC.  Important characteristics about the data types 

of each attribute are entered in the table under the appropriate columns.  The “Alias” is similar to 

the “Feature Class Alias” discussed above.  The “Description” column is self-explanatory.  The 

“Key” column is used to indicate which attribute contains the unique identifier by which the 

feature will be described.  In this case, it is the STRUCTURE_ID attribute indicated by the Primary 

Key (PK) value in the key column.  FK in the key column indicates the Foreign Key.  FK indicates 

that this field is used to store the unique identifier of another feature.  In the case of this turnout, 

SimpleTurnout
Alias: Simple Turnout Symbol SIMPLE TURNOUT

Scale 18

Description: Color CRETAN BLUE

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

SimpleTurnout   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE_ID
Unique identifer, contain some 
knowledge of the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

CANALID CANAL_ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that this 
turnout pulls water from

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

CONSTDATE DATE_OF_CONSTRUCTION Date turnout was constructed Date n/a Yes <null>

TURNOUTTYP TURNOUT_TYPE Type of Turnout Text d_TurnoutType 25 No <null>

CAP_CFS CAPACITY_CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE MEASUREMENT_TYPE Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MeasContType 25 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION_RATING Rating of condition of structure Long Integer n/a Yes 0

REACHID REACH_ID
Name of the reach receiving water from 
this outlet Text 25 No

<null>

GATEW_IN GATEWIDTH_IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes 0

GATEHT_IN GATEHEIGHT_IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes 0

WIDTH_FT WIDTH_FT
Width of the measurement structure 
(feet) Float n/a Yes

<null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT
Length of the measurement structure 
(feet) Float n/a Yes

<null>

SCREEN SCREEN Is there a screen in place Text Y_N n/a No No

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

This point feature class represents the location where flow is diverted from an open channel or pressure pipeline
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it is the unique identifier of the pipeline or open channel from which the turnout receives water.  

At least one attribute for each feature has to contain a number or name that is unique to that 

feature.  It is by this attribute each feature is identified.  Its importance is discussed further below.  

The “Field Type” tells the user what type of data it contains and is determined based on the end 

use of the data.  The entries used in this column for this project are listed in Table 2.3 Attribute 

Types. 

Table 2.3 Attribute Types 

Value Description 

Integer Data is an integer number 
Text Data is some sort of text 

 

Date Date value 

Float Single precision decimal number 

Double Double precision decimal number 

 

The next column is the “Domain” name.  If the attribute is defined by a domain, the domain name 

is listed here and refers to a particular domain table in the Data Dictionary.  Each domain table is 

prefaced with the “d_” indication in the name.  If the attribute is not defined by a domain, this 

column is left blank.  A domain is simply a list of possible values.  For instance, in the case of this 

feature the domain d_TurnoutType is used to define the attribute TURNOUT_TYPE.  This allows 

the use of drop down lists when field mapping and when entering data in ArcView.  As referenced 

in the d_TurnoutType domain table, the only values possible for defining this attribute are: 

o Open 

o Pressure 

o Pump 

o Unknown 

Domains allow faster data entry by forcing the user to point and click the correct entry, which 

assures only appropriate entries are used.  This maintains consistency of entries throughout the 

database and prevents spelling discrepancies.  The domains are included in the data dictionary.   

Size indicates the number of characters allowed for entry.  All the STRUCTURE_ID’s are less than 

25 characters in length, so a size of 25 characters is used to limit the size of the attribute entry.  
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Twenty-five characters is the “default value” arbitrarily determined by SCE.  The NOTES attribute 

length is set at 255 characters to allow longer notes to be entered.  The “Null” column indicates 

whether data is required for that attribute or not.  “NO” indicates data must be entered into that 

attribute.  “YES” indicates the user can leave that particular attribute blank if desired.  The final 

column, “Default”, is used to indicate whether an initial default value will be used and what that 

value will be.  In the case of this feature, we did not define any default values. 

These sheets were created for every feature class within the irrigation system and are included in 

APPENDIX GM-A.  They are useful tools for planning the GIS and organizing the data to be 

collected.  In most cases, the user will not be concerned with the data within these sheets; 

however, we have included them in this report.  They may be useful for reference when 

modifications to the GIS are desired.  The different features and the data comprising each 

component will be discussed in more detail below.   

Attribute Definition 

To include as much data as is practical, many different attributes for each feature class are 

included in the GIS (Illustrated by Figure 2.2).  One of the most important of these for the canal 

system database is the unique identifier (name).  One reason for this is other data can be linked to 

a specific structure through this name.  The other is to reduce potential confusion by having two 

features named the same thing.  The photos and documents are linked to their corresponding 

features through this ID.  This was not necessary for many of the other databases.   The unique 

identifier will be discussed in more detail in the detail section for each database.  

Unique Identifier (Feature Name) 

One of the first steps prior to collecting data and mapping is to develop a naming system with a 

unique identifier (ID) for each feature class.  A unique identifier is simply the attribute where the 

name of a particular feature is recorded.  For a simple turnout this name might be T-H103-0010 

where the name indicates a turnout on H103 and the integer 0010 indicates its position on the 

lateral.  For the water rights and land classification feature classes, the identifier may consist of a 

WR1768 or LD1768 indicating the feature is a water right or land classification feature.  The 

integer number has no purpose other than to make it unique.   
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The unique identifier is most important for the features of the canal system database because 

information from other tables is linked to each feature by this name.  Other features may not 

even have a unique identifier.  For instance, SCE could think of no reason to ever link anything to 

the zoning layers of the risk area mapping database.  Consequently, a unique identifier was not 

included.   

Data Tables   

As discussed previously, one of the most powerful features of the GIS is the ability to link 

information and the ability to access it through the map at any time.  This is accomplished through 

the use of data tables.  First, a directory was created as part of the GIS.  This directory contains all 

the photos and other documents linked to the canal system features.  The next step was to create 

a data table to match each document with the unique identifier of its corresponding feature.  

The two data tables included in the GIS are the Documents and Site Visit tables.  The Documents 

table contains links to photos, record drawings, etc.  The screen capture in Figure 2.3 illustrates 

some of the information contained in this table. 
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Figure 2.3 Documents Data Table 

Documents are linked to other feature classes through the “FeatureID” field.  The 

“DocumentType” field is for informational purposes only.  The “FilePath” field contains a hot link 

to the file.  In Figure 2.3, the documents are all photos of the Sponsor’s features.  The database is 

provided primarily with links to photos, videos, and record drawings but other types of files such 

as movies, Adobe PDFs, or Word documents could also be linked.   

2.2.2. Canal System 

After the base mapping requirements were identified and the basic framework for the remainder 

of the GIS was determined, the actual mapping was completed.  This framework was dependent 

upon the types of features that made up each component and the amount of data the Sponsor(s) 

needed on each feature to effectively meet its needs.   
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Mapping data for the canal system generated by SCE is stored in the Canal System database.  This 

database contains both point features acquired during GPS field mapping and line features that 

were digitized based on point features and aerial photography. 

The Canal System database, which comprises the majority of the usable portion of the GIS, is the 

primary source for any mapping or geographic information and is comprised of Feature Classes 

and Data Tables. 

For example, in Figure 2.5 Turnout S-H50-0020 is highlighted in the map and Control Structure 

attribute table.  This structure has two documents associated with it, which are highlighted in the 

Documents data table.  In this way, the documents for each structure can be related to the 

structure in the mapping.  The other data tables used in this GIS all have similar relationships to 

their feature classes.  This relationship is also evident when the identify tool is used to look at 

attributes.  At that point, the documents are available for viewing.   

The goal for the GIS was to provide enough detail to fulfill the Sponsor’s needs now and in the 

future, but not be too cumbersome.  It was important to consider how each entity was to be 

mapped, what data was required, and the format of the data.  The feature classes used for the 

storage and delivery component are: 

o Control Structure 

o Simple Turnout 

o Drain Inlet 

o Measurement Location 

o Open Ditch 

o Pipeline 

o Simple Node 

o Undershot 

o Vent 

o Bridge 

o Card Box 

Unique Identifier – Canal System   

The numbering system we used has the format shown in Figure 2.4. 
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The example shown is for Control Structure S-H50-0020.  “S” indicates a structure of some sort.  

“H50” indicates Lateral H50.  As with the turnout example above, “0020” indicates the position 

along the lateral.  Features were named skipping 10 between each structure.  In most cases, 

“0020” will indicate that this particular structure is the second from the head end.  The purpose 

for skipping numbers is to allow additional features to be constructed between to existing 

structures, or if a structure was missed, open numbers exist to preserve the ascending order.  It is 

helpful to be able to look at the number and get an idea where on the lateral it might be.  The 

Canal System database has thirteen feature classes.  The Feature Class Designators are shown in 

Table 2.4.  For most of the feature classes within the Canal System database, the ID consists of a 

one letter identifier to indicate the feature class.  For example, control structures are delineated 

with an “S”, bridges a “B”, etc. 

Table 2.4 Canal System Feature Class Designators 

Feature Class Designator

Control Structure S

Vent V

Undershot U

Simple Turnout T

Simple Node N

Measurement Location M

Drain Inlet D

Card Box C

Bridge B

Pipeline P

Open Ditch R

Feature Class Designators
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Figure 2.4 Naming Convention Example 

Condition Rating 

One of the goals for this study was to evaluate the system and catalogue deficient structures.  To 

accomplish this goal, the various features within the District were evaluated and rated.  This 

required a rating system that could be used when the feature was visited and mapped.  The rating 

system meets three criteria:    

1. Results in ratings that are simple and easy to understand   

2. Results in ratings that are as objective as possible 

3. Allows ratings to be determined quickly and efficiently when being mapped 

The rating number needed to be intuitive, so at a glance the owner has an immediate idea of the 

condition of the structure.   

S-H50-0020 

S-Feature Class Designator H50 – Canal Designator 0020 – Turnout Number 
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For this project, a totally objective rating was difficult; however, it was important to include as 

many quantitative measurements as possible to try to make the ratings objective.  The more 

objective the rating system, the more valid it will be as a tool for comparison of structure 

condition ratings regardless of the individual rating them.   

A fast and efficient rating system as defined here meant the structures could be rated very 

quickly.  The simplest way to accomplish this was to set up a rating system of 1-5, as shown in 

Table 2.5.  Reaches are generally constructed of natural channel, pipe, or concrete.  Different 

descriptions are used for the reach rating number as shown in Table 2.6.   

Table 2.5 Structure Evaluation Rating Scale 

Structure Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 

Structure classified as NEW or LIKE-NEW condition.  Concrete is in like-new 

condition with no broken corners or degradation.  Gates are in like-new 

condition.  There is no evidence of leakage or erosion at the inlet or outlet.  

Operation is as intended. 

2 

Structure classified as GOOD condition.  Concrete is in good condition, with 

possible damage to corners, has no degradation in floors or walls, and is free of 

cracks.  Gates are in working order and not in need of replacement.  There is 

little to no evidence of leakage or erosion at the inlet and outlet.  If a steel 

structure, portions of steel or steel members could be slightly deformed.  

Operation is as intended. 

3 

Structure classified as FAIR condition.  Concrete has minor degradation in floors 

and walls with no cracks or exposed rebar.  Gates may be nearing replacement.  

Some evidence of leakage or erosion at inlet and outlet.  If a steel structure, 

considerable deformation of the steel members is evident.  Operation is as 

intended, but may be affected by recent modification, accumulation of debris, or 

overtopping. 
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4 

Structure classified as POOR condition.  Concrete is broken and cracked 

throughout with exposed rebar.  Gates are in need of replacement.  Significant 

evidence of leakage or erosion at inlet and outlet.  If a steel structure, steel is 

mangled and/or members have large bends that deform walls.  Structure 

performance is affected and operation is no longer as intended. 

5 

Structure classified as VERY POOR condition.  Structure is in need of 

immediate removal or replacement.  Often, structure is abandoned or 

unnecessary for system operations.  If a steel structure, steel is severely 

mangled with severe bends.  Structure performance is questionable and 

operation is no longer possible in current condition.   

 

Table 2.6 Pipeline/Open Ditch Evaluation Rating Scale 

 

Pipeline/Open Ditch Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 

The condition of this channel is NEW or LIKE-NEW condition.  Natural 

channel – channel has recently been constructed and contains no damage 

or obstructions.  Concrete channel – channel has recently been constructed 

and is free of cracks. 

2 

The condition of this channel is GOOD.  Natural channel – channel has little 

to no undercutting of banks or other degradation and is free of obstructions.  

Channel width is consistent throughout the reach.  Concrete channel – 

channel may have small cracks, but no evidence of leakage or upheaval. 

3 

The condition of this channel is FAIR.  Natural channel – channel contains 

some undercut banks and small obstructions, not significantly affecting flow.  

Some cleaning and maintenance is necessary for continued operation.  

Channel width may vary slightly along the length of the reach.  Concrete 

channel – channel contains many cracks, portions may be breaking up, but 

concrete channel remains in its original form.   
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4 

The condition of this channel is POOR.  Natural channel – channel is 

severely undercut in the banks or contains large obstructions caused by 

erosion or inconsistent flow conditions.  Channel width may vary widely 

along the length of the reach.  Channel is unstable and in need of 

rehabilitation or additional control structures to improve flow characteristics.  

Gradual continued deterioration is likely.  Concrete channel – concrete has 

severe breaking and small sections of concrete channel missing leaving 

ground exposed.   

5 

The condition of this channel is VERY POOR.  Natural channel – channel no 

longer effectively conveys flows due to severe damage to banks or channel 

bottom.  Channel width varies along length of reach, with possible breaks or 

intrusions in banks.  Channel is unstable and in need of rehabilitation or 

additional control structures to reduce flow velocities.  Further immediate 

damage is imminent.  Concrete channel – concrete has severe breaking and 

large sections (entire channel cross section) of concrete channel missing, 

leaving ground exposed.   

In addition to a general condition rating, the open ditch reaches were also rated for risk of canal 

breach and seepage.  The rating scales for those factors are shown in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8. 

Table 2.7 Open Ditch Breach Risk Evaluation Rating Scale 

Breach Risk Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 No evidence of deficient channel stability is present. 

2 
Channel stability may be a concern in the future.  If channel is constructed on a 

side hill, slope may have small areas of cracking, sliding, or sloughing.   
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3 

Channel stability is questionable.  If channel is constructed on a side hill, slope 

shows substantial areas of cracking, sliding, or sloughing.  This will also include 

areas of identified historic soil instability. 

 

Table 2.8 Open Ditch Seepage Evaluation Rating Scale 

Seepage Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 No evidence of channel seepage is present. 

2 

Some evidence of channel seepage is present.  Usually indicated by presence 

of large trees/brush or other riparian vegetation downhill from channel.  Also 

indicated by areas with highly alkaline soils on the surface. 

3 
Evidence of channel seepage is present.  In addition to the aforementioned 

vegetation, surface water is present and visible outside the channel. 

Site Visit Table 

The Site Visit table is provided for use by the District and can contain information on site visits to 

each entity.  After each visit, the following information can be entered and stored in this table:     

 Date of Visit 

 Duration 

 Visit Type 

 Notes 

Like the other tables, every entry is related to its mapping feature through the FeatureID.  Both of 

these tables will include a one-to-many relationship with the mapped feature classes.  For 

example, a Control Structure could have several site visits, photos, or record drawings associated 

with it.  Figure 2.5 more clearly illustrates the relationship of the data tables with the mapped 

features and how to access the data in the map. 
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The purpose of the Site Visit table is to provide the District with a way to track notes/activities 

while they are in the field performing maintenance or improvements on a structure, pipeline, or 

ditch.  With this table, the user can select a structure and immediately see all the recorded visits, 

what took place, and any important notes or comments. 

Accessing Feature Data 

The methods illustrated in this section apply to all the features in the GIS.  The main purpose of 

this manual is to describe the specifics of the provided GIS, not to provide a comprehensive user 

manual for ArcMap.  Consequently, some of the instructions may seem to stop short of providing 

a complete step-by-step process for use.  The main example is the discussion of the “Editor” tool.  

The intent is to point the reader in the general direction of some of the useful tools, hopefully 

providing a starting point for further research into the operation.   

The Canal System database is the most complicated and, therefore, provides the best examples of 

GIS operation.  In Figure 2.5, Structure S-H50-0020 was selected using one of the selection tools.  

These tools can be found by selecting the selection icon .  There are many ways to select 

features, and this is just one way to do it from the map.  If the table is open, features can be 

selected and sorted based on the any of the attributes.  As the user gets more familiar with the 

software, more of these methods will likely be used.   
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Figure 2.5 Relationship Between Features - Attributes Data Table and Photos Data Table 

Feature S-H50-0020 is 

selected 

S-H50-0020’s attributes are highlighted in the Attribute Table 

The Documents table is linked to the 

feature through its FeatureID.  This 

table provides a link to the FilePath 

through this ID. 
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More experienced users may want to select features through the use of a query.  In ArcMap, one 

way to do this is the “select by attributes” tool which can be accessed from the Selection Menu 

along the top bar.   For instance, if the user wants to select all the open ditches where mossing 

was classified as “Yes”, a query such as the one in Figure 2.6 could be used. 

Figure 2.6 Select by Attributes 

   

 

The same selection could be made, although with more steps, if the mossing column in the table is sorted.  

Similar to a spreadsheet, all the “Yes” values will be placed together.  These rows could then be selected 

with the mouse. 

 

Selects all open ditch 

reaches where the 

mossing attribute is 

“Yes”  
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Another common way to access data for individual features is to use the “Identify”   tool.  In the 

example below, we have used the “Identify” tool to obtain information about S-H50-0020.  Figure 2.7 

shows what these results look like.   

Figure 2.7 Identify Tool Results 

  

Editing Feature Data 

Editing is accomplished using the “Editor” tool located in the editor toolbar.  Select “Editor” and 

choose “Start Editing”.  This opens an editor session.  There are ways to edit without being in an 

editor session; however, actions cannot be undone using these methods.  To protect against 

unwanted changes, always use the editor.  

Figure 2.8 Editor Toolbar 

 

Once opened, a dialog will appear listing all the feature classes in the map, click OK.  The next 

window will contain warnings “spatial reference does not match data frame.”  This is normal 

due to the variation of different data sources included in the map.  Click “continue”.  Editing can 

Structure Data  

Photos, Videos, Record 

Drawings and Site Visits are 

shown in the upper window.  

Editor Tool  
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be accomplished using all the editor tools or directly in the tables.  Using the selection methods 

above corrections can be made, additional documents added, or new features added.   

Feature Class Example:  Control Structures – Point Feature, Network Junction 

The Control Structure feature class is described in more detail below to illustrate the types of 

collected for each feature.  The attributes for the other feature classes are described in the 

APPENDIX GM-A. 

The Control Structure feature class was created for mapping the majority of the largest 

structures in the system.  These features can be located in pipelines or open channels and are 

used as junctions within the irrigation system network.  Control structures can have as many as 

four turnouts distributing water from one structure and up to two drain inlets bringing water 

into the system.   

This feature class is the most data intensive of all the parts making up the irrigation system.  

The data collected on each structure allows the GIS to provide the Sponsor with several types of 

information such as the following: 

1. Basic design of the structure. 

2. Number and size of measurement structures and turnout size. 

3. Overall dimensions to classify the structure’s relative size compared to other            
structures as a basis of importance. 

4. Condition of the structure. 

The attributes of all the attached turnouts are included in the attributes of the control 

structure.  This adds additional attributes to those already recorded for a control structure but 

significantly reduces the amount of mapping and the complexity of the GIS.   

Two other alternatives have been considered in the past for recording the data for control 

structures.  The first was to map the center of the control structure, then map each turnout 

separately, entering data for each.  For example, a structure with four turnouts is mapped as 

one point feature under the scenario chosen.  Under the alternative scenario, it would be 

mapped as five features, one control structure and four simple turnouts.  Additionally, some 
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sort of linear feature would be required to connect all these point features, resulting in four 

additional linear features.   

Figure 2.9 Control Structure Data Attributes Schematic 

 

The second alternative considered was to add a data table and store the turnout data within 

this table, similar to the way the documents and site visits are stored.  The turnout would then 

be related to the control structure by its ID number.  Neither alternative scenario was used due 

to the complexity they would add to the GIS. 

Since this feature class is used for all of the control structures in the system, the format had to 

be flexible and able to accommodate multiple turnouts (from one to four).  It is also able to 

accommodate multiple drain inlets.  Drain inlets are used to indicate a location where a surface 

wasteway or underground drain enters a lateral, many times at a control structure.  To 

accommodate this situation, the ability to describe up to two drain inlets had been included in 
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the attributes.  Figure 2.9 summarizes the Control Structure feature and its data.  Each 

attribute is described in more detail in the Data Dictionary in APPENDIX GM-A. 

Mapping 

It is important for the user to have a background on the methods used to map the various 

features in the GIS.  This knowledge will help to understand the final result and its limitations.  

The mapping can be split into two categories: field mapping and digitizing.  The field mapping 

was used where it was felt an actual field location was required.  These features include the 

various structures and point features in the irrigation systems.  The linear features, such as 

pipelines and open ditches, were digitized based on the aerial photos.  Each is described in 

more detail below.   

Field Mapping 

The field work was completed using a Trimble ProXH GPS receiver and Ranger data collector.  

The data dictionary discussed previously was entered into the data collector in order to prompt 

the field personnel to enter the correct data.  This method provided the capability of mapping 

quickly and efficiently while providing sub-meter accuracy.   

Regardless of the features being mapped, the field data was collected in the same manner.  The 

position of the structure was taken by placing the GPS receiver on the center of the structure.  

While the GPS acquired the position data, the technician made measurements and entered 

other data about the feature.  Once all this data was stored, photos were taken for inclusion in 

the documents table.   

After returning from the field, the data was processed by applying differential correction 

routines.  A base station maintained by the National Geodetic Survey was used to improve the 

accuracy of the position data.  Following this post-processing, the mapping data was added to 

the database.   
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Figure 2.10 Field Mapping 

The system was mapped from upstream to downstream, starting with the diversion structure 

and ending at the end of the canal.  The unique identifiers of each feature increase with their 

position from the diversion.  It is important to maintain this order for use in selecting structures 

and consistency of the database.  The individual laterals were also mapped from upstream to 

downstream, beginning at each of their turnouts at the canal.   Extra care was taken on all 

structures and facilities directly used for delivery of water.  Ancillary features such as bridges, 

drain inlets, etc. were mapped but less data (as shown in the Data Dictionary) was recorded.  

They are not considered part of the delivery network; however, they can affect operation and 

most are maintained by the District, so were included in the GIS. 

Reaches were initially mapped by collecting data in the field as a point feature.  Once in the 

office, the corresponding linear feature was created and its attribute table populated with the 

data collected in the field.     
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Digitized Mapping 

Concurrent with the field mapping, SCE digitized certain features within the project.  This 

process involved using a combination of existing maps and aerial photos.  The digitized features 

of the irrigation system are primarily the open ditches and pipelines.  This process involved 

different data sources and methods. 

The open channel portions of the project were relatively easy to digitize because they are 

visible on the aerial photos.  The canals were traced from the aerial photos to map their 

alignment.  After they were drawn graphically, the data fields were populated using the field 

data collected as described in above.  This provided an efficient method of mapping these 

features.   

The locations of changes in canal shape or lining material were mapped in the field as simple 

nodes.  Each pipeline or open channel reach is bounded by a point feature, such as a control or 

measurement structure or a simple node.  These point features provide an accurate location to 

verify digitized mapping at various points along the length of the canal or lateral, resulting in 

more accurate channel and pipeline mapping. 

2.2.3. Easements 

The Easements database is included to give the user an idea of where the 50-ft buffer discussed 

in the main report is located.  Unlike some Districts where the easements are difficult to 

manage, right-of-way issues have not been a significant problem for the HMID.  It was decided 

to provide a feature class to illustrate a 50-ft buffer around all the features and to provide the 

EASEMENT_DOCUMENTS table to the Canal System database.  As new easements and rights-of- 

way are negotiated, they can be entered into this table and hyperlinks provided so they can be 

accessed through the OpenDitch and Pipeline feature classes in the map. 

2.2.4. Water Rights 

The Water Rights database contains all of the water rights within the system and the resurvey 

information required to show those water rights. 
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The feature classes contained in the Water Rights database are: 

o TR Lines (Township-Range Lines) 

o Sections 

o GLO (General Land Office) 

o Water Right 

o Irrigated_Lands 

o Irrigated_Class6 

o Land Classification 

TR Lines, Sections, GLO Feature Classes 

The remaining feature classes in the Water Rights database are line features representing 

Public Land Survey (PLS) lines and boundaries.  State Engineer’s Office (SEO) water rights 

records are listed and recorded according to their legal description.  In order to map the water 

rights, the Public Land Survey sections and resurvey tracts had to be established.  This was 

accomplished using resurvey maps obtained from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 

website.  These maps were originally drawn by the General Land Office (GLO), the precursor to 

the BLM.  The sections and tracts were then drawn into the GIS using the bearings and 

distances of record on the GLO maps and the corners marked on the USGS quadrangle maps. 

The TR Lines feature class contains line features which represent PLS township and range lines.  

The Sections feature class is a polygon feature which represents the boundaries of the resurvey 

sections and tracts.  The GLO feature class breaks these sections down into quarter-quarters or 

lots.   

It is important to note that the data contained in the Water Rights database was not obtained 

by means of a physical land survey and, therefore, may not be used as legal documentation or 

recording. 

Water Rights Feature Class 

The Water Rights feature class (a component of the Water Rights Database) contains polygons 

depicting the recorded water rights within the District.  HMID has six different permits.   The 

Water Right features contain attributes that match the information contained in Wyoming 
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State Engineer’s Office (SEO) records for the appropriate permits.  The polygons are categorized 

by permit number for display purposes in the GIS as shown in Figure 2.11 Water Rights Mapping.  

Unique identifiers such as 1189E-29 were created for each polygon.  The permit number is 

contained to the left of the hyphen.  To the right of the hyphen is a consecutive number for the 

individual polygon.   

Land Classification Feature Class 

The Land Classification mapping is used extensively by HMID for calculating assessments, 

managing their contract lands, and overall operation.  The mapping currently used by the 

District consists of hand-drawn and shaded paper maps.  These maps were scanned and geo-

referenced (overlaid on top of the rest of the mapping) when the previous GIS was created.  

This resulted in a definite improvement over the paper maps alone, because the District can 

now see the system mapping in conjunction with the land classification mapping. 

For this project we proposed to digitize these maps and create a polygon feature class which 

would include pertinent data from the paper maps and provide an easy way for the District to 

manipulate the maps in the future.  To accomplish this task SCE took the following steps: 

1. Re-georeferenced the raster images to match the underlying features as closely as 

possible.   

2. Carefully traced the boundaries shown on the raster images. 

3. Added the data visible on the raster images to the data table and calculate the areas of 

the polygons. 

Examples of this mapping are shown in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13.  
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Figure 2.11 Water Rights Mapping 
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Figure 2.12 Land Classification Feature Class 

 

Figure 2.13 Land Classification Overlaid on Top of Original Mapping 
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It is important to point out that the accuracy of this land classification mapping depended on 

the original accuracy of the hand-drawn land classification mapping.  The boundaries shown 

were likely traced from aerial photography and the areas calculated with a planimeter.  The 

process then involved overlaying these maps onto the aerial photo and other mapping, then 

“rubbersheeting” them to match known points on the map to known points on the base 

mapping.  Errors are possible during the digitization process too.  Ultimately, these errors are 

likely to be small, likely smaller than those introduced by the soil sampling originally conducted 

by the BOR to delineate the various classification boundaries. 

Irrigated Lands and Irrigated Class 6 Feature Classes 

Two additional feature classes were added to the Water Rights database.  These were the 

Irrigated_Lands and Irrigated_Class6.  This work was completed as part of the discretionary 

task. The irrigated lands layer will be useful for other tasks.  The main purpose of mapping 

these acres for this project was to provide the base data needed to produce the next feature 

class listed – Irrigated_Class6.  As discussed in the main report, the locations of the historically 

irrigated class 6 lands needed to be mapped.  Mapping the irrigated lands made it possible to 

intersect these polygons with the Land Classification Mapping to create the Irrigated_Class6 

feature class.  

The irrigated lands were mapped using the aerial photos.  Interpretation of these photos is 

somewhat subjective because the mapper must determine whether or not to include the land 

based on the amount of vegetation in the area.  This layer is a snapshot of what lands were 

being watered at the time the photo was taken.  Once the polygons were created, the number 

of acres for each was calculated.  Finally, the Class 6 lands were overlaid over the top and new 

polygons created that only included those areas that were Class 6 and irrigated.   
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Figure 2.14 Irrigated Lands Displayed in Blue 

 

Figure 2.15 Irrigated Lands Mapping with Irrigated Class 6 and Land Classification Mapping Displayed 
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2.2.5. Risk Area Management 

In some systems, failure of the canal is an ever-present possibility when the canal system is 

directly connected to the drainages it crosses.  In the past, as part of these projects, we have 

spent a significant amount of time reviewing and investigating the effects of stormwater runoff 

on the flows in the canal system.  In some districts, the main purpose of the rehabilitation 

projects recommended for those districts was to disconnect the system from the watershed.   

Eliminating the stormwater is important for two reasons; the first is that emergencies can occur 

if large storm events overwhelm the system and washout canals, structures, etc.  The second is 

if the system has a large amount of stormwater entering it, but has enough capacity to handle 

these storm events, the facilities are usually much larger than necessary.  Larger facilities mean 

higher maintenance costs.  If the stormwater could be used, it might be worthwhile.  Normally, 

the timing of these events is such that the water collected is of no use to the system. 

HMID is not one of these districts.  Undershots are located throughout the district and major 

drainages do not discharge to the canal.  During the preliminary scoping discussions for this 

project, it was determined not to spend a large amount of time on this risk area management 

and mapping.  However, the North Cottonwood drainage was one drainage of concern.  This 

was primarily due to development in the area downstream of the HMID canal.  The structure at 

his drainage was on the list for automation as part of the SCADA project because of the large 

spill on the upper end of the inverted siphon where the canal passes under the drainage.  The 

entire canal can be spilled into the drainage at this point, and the potential exists for damage.  

A stage-discharge table was developed for this location. 

A special feature class to house the information for this specific location was not created and 

included in the GIS.  However, the following feature classes were included for use by the 

District in evaluating future development and to provide the District with information on where 

higher density development may occur: 
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o IZone 

o RR2Zone 

o GR20Zone 

o GR5Zone 

o GRPZone 

The zones provided include areas where lot sizes could be small.  The description of each zone, 

excerpted from the Park County Development Regulations, is included below.  These zones 

include the smallest lot sizes allowed by the County and encompass nearly the entirety of the 

area with HMID.  Unfortunately, this means the District must be vigilant in reviewing 

subdivision applications within its boundaries.   

Industrial (I):  The I district provides sufficient space in appropriate locations for a wide variety 

of industrial and manufacturing uses.   

Rural Residential 2-Acre (RR-2):  The RR-2 district allows a higher density of residential 

development served by on-site wastewater disposal systems.  Conventional subdivisions will 

average 2 acres per housing unit. Because of the higher residential densities permitted in this 

district, non-residential uses are limited to prevent potential conflicts. 

General Rural 20-Acre (GR-20):  The GR-20 district allows low-intensity rural land uses in areas 

that are not well suited for higher intensity development. Conventional subdivisions will 

average 20 acres per housing unit. A variety of uses is permitted in this district in recognition of 

the varied land uses typical of rural areas. This district is also intended to promote the retention 

of open space, agricultural land, wildlife habitat, riparian habitat, or scenic areas and prevent 

development on unstable geologic features.   

General Rural 5-Acre (GR-5):  The GR-5 district allows moderate-intensity land uses.  

Conventional subdivisions will average 5 acres per housing unit. A variety of uses is permitted in 

this district in recognition of the varied land uses typical of rural areas. This district is also 

intended to promote the retention of open space, agricultural land, wildlife habitat, riparian 

habitat, and scenic areas and prevent development on unstable geologic features.  
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General Rural Powell (GR-P):  The GR-P district allows low and moderate-density land uses.  

Lots with on-site septic systems shall have a one-acre minimum lot size.  Otherwise, no other 

minimum lot sizes are specified.  Subdivision densities will be set in the subdivision review 

process based on consideration of site and area characteristics and the land use guidelines of 

the Land Use Plan.  A variety of uses are permitted in this district in recognition of the varied 

land uses typical of rural areas.  This district is also intended to promote the retention of open 

space, agricultural land, wildlife habitat, riparian habitat and scenic areas and prevent 

development on unstable geologic features.   

2.3. PROVIDED MAP 

The map files can be thought of as windows to the underlying data.  The different layers can be 

added or subtracted from view depending upon the preferences of the user.  Their display 

symbology can be controlled based on user preference or the intent of the map.  The data is 

not stored as part of the map, which keeps the file sizes small.  Two maps have been provided 

with the database and supporting files.  These are: 

1. HMID.mxd 

2. HMID_INDEXGRID.mxd 

The GIS has been set up to use data-driven pages, and this map contains the grid set up to 

display the entire district.  This grid determines the extent of the individual pages.  Using these 

settings, a map book can be created for the whole district.  The overview or index of the maps 

is contained in this map (Figure 2.16).  The yellow lines form map areas that are numbered, 

delineating the map that corresponds to the area.  Again, we recommend keeping an original 

un-modified copy of this map.  Any of the maps shown on this grid can be printed from the 

HMID.mxd Map using the Data Driven Pages Toolbar.
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Figure 2.16 HMID_INDEXGRID.mxd Map 

 

The HMID.mxd map is the basic working map for general use.  All the feature classes are 

already included in this map, and the symbology has been set to display as shown in the 

examples in this report.  Our recommendation is to open this map and then use “Save As” to 

save individual copies for each user.  This will ensure a copy of the original map with its 

settings intact is retained.  
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Figure 2.17 Layout View of Sheet A7 
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Most GIS activities will be completed in Data view.  The small icons shown in Figure 2.17 allow 

the user to toggle between the Data and Layout views.  The Layout View is intended to show a 

final copy of what the printed map will look like.  Legends, scales, north arrows, etc. can be 

added to this view to make it more presentable.   

This figure shows the Data Driven Pages Toolbar.  The index map contains a labeled overview of 

all the maps in the HMID system.  This toolbar allows the user to immediately go to any map (in 

the case of Figure 2.17, map A7), adjust the features displayed, and print the map shown on the 

index as A7. 

3. SUMMARY 

The GIS can be a powerful tool for tracking information about the system and making maps.  If 

the data is kept up to date, it can be a very useful tool for conveying the status of the delivery 

system to the Board.  It is not intended to remain a static system.  When SCE began completing 

GIS mapping nearly a decade ago, the main goal was to be able to produce good system maps.  

That purpose has changed over the years, and now one of the biggest uses is tracking water 

rights and land classification changes.  For these purposes, the GIS is the best tool available and 

has become invaluable to the districts for which it has been completed.



 

 
 

APPENDIX GM-A 

DATA DICTIONARY 

 



Bridge
Alias:

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Bridge   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Integer n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
BRIDGEID BRIDGEID Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 

the system built in
PK String 25 Yes <null>

REACHID REACHID Identifier of the canal or lateral that this bridge 
crosses

FK String 25 Yes <null>

ROADNAME ROADNAME Name of road passing over bridge String 25 Yes <null>
OWNER OWNER Owner of the bridge String 25 Yes COUNTY

SPAN_FT SPAN_FT Span of bridge in feet Float n/a Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Rating of condition of bridge Long Integer n/a Yes 0

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field String 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

Undershot
Alias: Undershot

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Undershot   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE_ID Unique identifer PK Text 25 No <null>

REACHID REACH_ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that this 
undershot crosses

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

DRAINNAME DRAINAGE_NAME Name of drain or drainage Text 25 Yes <null>

CONDUITTYP CONDUIT_TYPE Type of Conduit Text d_UndershotType 25 No <null>

HEIGHT_FT HEIGHT_FT Height dimension of the conduit (feet) Float n/a No <null>

WIDTH_FT WIDTH_FT Width dimension of the conduit (feet) Float n/a No <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT Length of the conduit (feet) Float n/a No <null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Construction material Text d_UndershotMaterial 25 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION_RATING Rating of condition of undershot Long Integer n/a Yes 0
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

This point feature class represents locations where natural drainage passes under the irrigation network

This point feature class represents the location of a bridge that spans a canal or lateral



DrainInlet
Alias: Drainage Inlet

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

DrainInlet   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

INLETID INLET_ID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACH_ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that is 
upstream of this inlet

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

INLETTYPE INLET_TYPE Type of Inlet Text d_InletType 25 No <null>

CONFIG CONFIGURATION Configuration of the inflow Text d_InletConfiguration 25 Yes <null>

SIZE_FT SIZE_FT
Width of channel, diameter of conduit, feet

Float n/a Yes
<null>

NAME NAME Common name Text 25 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION_RATING Rating of condition of inlet Long Integer Yes 0
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

Measurement_Location
Alias: Measurement Structure

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Measurement_Location   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE_ID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACH_ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that is 
upstream of this inlet

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Material of measurement structure Text d_MeasMaterial 25 No <null>

MEASTYPE MEASUREMENT_TYPE Type of measuring device Text d_MeasContType 25 Yes <null>

CONSTDATE DATE_OF_CONSTRUCTION Date of Construction Date n/a Yes <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT Length of measurement structure (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH_FT WIDTH_FT Width of measurement structure (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

HEIGHT_FT HEIGHT_FT Height of measurement structure (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION_RATING Rating of condition of structure Long Integer n/a Yes 0
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

This point feature class represents locations where stormwater or field runoff enters a canal or lateral

This point feature class represents the location where a flow measurement is taken as a single purpose (i.e., not at a turnout)



SimpleTurnout
Alias: Simple Turnout

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
SimpleTurnout   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE_ID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

CANALID CANAL_ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that this turnout 
pulls water from

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

CONSTDATE DATE_OF_CONSTRUCTION Date turnout was constructed Date n/a Yes <null>

TURNOUTTYP TURNOUT_TYPE Type of Turnout Text d_TurnoutType 25 No <null>

CAP_CFS CAPACITY_CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE MEASUREMENT_TYPE Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MeasContType 25 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION_RATING Rating of condition of structure Long Integer n/a Yes 0

REACHID REACH_ID
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 25 No

<null>

GATEW_IN GATEWIDTH_IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes 0
GATEHT_IN GATEHEIGHT_IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes 0

WIDTH_FT WIDTH_FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

SCREEN SCREEN Is there a screen in place Text Y_N n/a No No

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

This point feature class represents the location where flow is diverted from an open channel or pressure pipeline



Control_Structure
Alias: Control Structure

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Control_Structure   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes

STRUCID STRUCTURE_ID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACH_ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that this turnout 
pulls water from

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

CONSTDATE CONSTRUCTION_DATE Date turnout was constructed Date Yes <null>

TURNOUTTYP TURNOUT_TYPE Type of Turnout Text d_TurnoutType 25 No <null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Type of material for the structure Text 25 No UNKNOWN
StrucCAP_CFS StrucCAP_CFS Capacity of the structure (cfs) Long Integer n/a Yes <null>

INLETW_FT INLETWIDTH_FT Width of the structure inlet (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
INLETHT_FT INLETHEIGHT_FT Height of the structure inlet (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
OUTLETW_FT OUTLETWIDTH_FT Width of the structure outlet (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
OUTLETHT_FT OUTLETHEIGHT_FT Height of the structure outlet (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
CONDITION CONDITION_RATING Rating of condition of structure Long Integer n/a Yes 0

STRUCW_FT STRUCTUREWIDTH_FT
Width of structure (feet) perpendicular to main 
channel Float n/a Yes 0

STRUCL_FT STRUCTURELENGTH_FT
Length of structure (feet) along main channel

Float n/a Yes 0
STRUCHT_FT STRUCTUREHEIGHT_FT Height of structure (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
NUMOFTRNOT NUMBER_OF_TURNOUTS Number of turnouts in this structure Long Integer n/a No 0
SCREEN SCREEN Is there a screen in place Text Y_N n/a No No

CAP1_CFS CAPACITY1_CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE1 MEASTYPE1 Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MeasContType 25 Yes <null>

REACHID1 REACHID1
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 25 Yes

<null>

GATEW1_IN GATEWIDTH1_IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

GATEHT1_IN GATEHEIGHT1_IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH1_FT WIDTH1_FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH1_FT LENGTH1_FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

GNUM1 G_NUMBER1 G number served by this turnout Text 25 Yes <null>

CAP2_CFS CAPACITY2_CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE2 MEASUREMENTTYPE2 Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MeasContType 25 Yes <null>

REACHID2 REACHID2
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 25 Yes

<null>

GATEW2_IN GATEWIDTH2_IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

GATEHT2_IN GATEHEIGHT2_IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH2_FT WIDTH2_FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH2_FT LENGTH2_FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

GNUM2 G_NUMBER2 G number served by this turnout Text 25 Yes <null>

CAP3_CFS CAPACITY3_CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE3 MEASUREMENTTYPE3 Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MeasContType 25 Yes <null>

REACHID3 REACHID3
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 25 Yes

<null>

GATEW3_IN GATEWIDTH3_IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

GATEHT3_IN GATEHEIGHT3_IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH3_FT WIDTH3_FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH3_FT LENGTH3_FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

GNUM3 G_NUMBER3 G number served by this turnout Text 25 Yes <null>

CAP4_CFS CAPACITY4_CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE4 MEASUREMENTTYPE4 Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MeasContType 25 Yes <null>

This point feature class represents the location of a control structure (and possible turnouts where flow is diverted from an open channel or pressure pipeline)



Control_Structure (continued)

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default

REACHID4 REACHID4
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 25 Yes <null>

GATEW4_IN GATEWIDTH4_IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

GATEHT4_IN GATEHEIGHT4_IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH4_FT WIDTH4_FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH4_FT LENGTH4_FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

GNUM4 G_NUMBER4 G number served by this turnout Text 25 Yes <null>

DRAINNAME1 DRAINNAME1
name of the drain connecting to this structure

Text 25 Yes
<null>

PIPESZ1_IN PIPESIZE1 Size of the drain pipe (inches) Float Yes <null>

DRAINNAME2 DRAINNAME2
name of the drain connecting to this structure

Text 25 Yes
<null>

PIPESZ2_IN PIPESIZE2_IN Size of the drain pipe (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

Vent
Alias: Vent

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Vent   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCTUREID STRUCTUREID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACHID
Identifier of the canal or lateral adjacent of this 
node

FK
Text 25 Yes

<null>

CONDITION CONDITION Condition of vent Short Integer n/a Yes 0
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

SimpleNode
Alias: Simple Node

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
SimpleNode   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTUREID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 Yes

<null>

CANALID CANALID
Identifier of the canal or lateral upstream of 
this node

FK
Text 25 Yes

<null>

NODETYPE NODETYPE Type of Node Text d_NodeType 25 Yes Unknown
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

This point feature class represents locations for pipe vents.

This point feature class represents locations where the channel properties change (i.e., lining, reducers, etc)



HEADGATE_NAMES
Alias: Headgate Names

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
HEADGATE_NAMES   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

NAME NAME
Historic headgate name from previous GIS

Text 50 Yes
<null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation from 2007 GIS Float n/a Yes <null>

This point feature class is used fro labeling headgates by their historic names.



OpenDitch
Alias: Open Ditch

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
OpenDitch   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

REACHID REACHID
Unique identifer, has some knowledge of the 
system

PK
Text 25 Yes

<null>

UPSTRSTRUC UPSTREAMSTRUCTURE ID of Upstream Structure Text 25 Yes <null>

DNSTRSTRUC DOWNSTREAMSTRUCTURE ID of Downstream Structure Text 25 Yes <null>

TW_FT TW_FT Top width of channel (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

BW_FT BW_FT Bottom width of channel (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

DEPTH_FT DEPTH_FT Depth of channel (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT Length of reach (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

CAP_CFS CAPACITY_CFS Design Capacity (cubic feet per second) Float n/a Yes <null>

LNGMAT LININGMATERIAL Type of lining material Text d_LiningMaterial 25 Yes <null>

CONSTDATE CONSTRUCTIONDATE Date of Construction Date n/a Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Condition of ditch Long Integer n/a Yes 0
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length of reach (meters, read only) Double n/a Yes <null>

LATNAME LateralName Name of lateral being described Text d_DITCH 100 Yes <null>

OTHER_DAMAGE OTHER_DAMAGE Is there other damage to canal Text Y_N 50 No N
BREACH BREACH Breach risk Short Integer d_breach n/a Yes <null>

SEEPAGE SEEPAGE
Length of feature automatically calculated by 
ArcMap in datum units Short Integer

d_seep
n/a Yes

<null>

MOSSING MOSSING Mossing condition of channel Text Y_N 50 Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

This line feature class represents a canal or a lateral that carries water between structures with a free surface



Reach
Alias: Reach

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Reach   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

LATERALNAME LATERALNAME Name of the canal or lateral PK Text 50 Yes <null>

UPSTREAMSTRUCTURE UPSTREAMSTRUCTURE ID of Upstream Structure Text 50 Yes <null>

DOWNSTREAMSTRUCTURE DOWNSTREAMSTRUCTURE ID of Downstream Structure Text 50 Yes <null>

TW_FT TW_FT Top width of channel (feet) Double n/a Yes <null>

BW_FT BW_FT Bottom width of channel (feet) Double n/a Yes <null>

DEPTH_FT DEPTH_FT Depth of channel (feet) Double n/a Yes <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT Length of reach (feet) Double n/a Yes <null>

CAPACITY_CFS CAPACITY_CFS Design Capacity (cubic feet per second) Double n/a Yes <null>

LININGMATERIAL LININGMATERIAL Type of lining material Text d_LiningMaterial 50 Yes <null>

CONSTRUCTIONDATE CONSTRUCTIONDATE Date of Construction Date n/a Yes <null>

BREACH BREACH BREACH RISK Short Integer d_breech n/a Yes <null>

SEEPAGE SEEPAGE SEEPAGE RATING Short Integer d_seep n/a Yes <null>

MOSSING MOSSING MOSSING Text Y_N 50 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Condition of ditch Short Integer n/a Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 250 Yes <null>

REACH_ID REACH_ID
Unique identifer, has some knowledge of the 
system Text 50 Yes

<null>

DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

Pipeline
Alias: Pipeline

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Pipeline   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

REACHID REACHID
Unique identifer, has some knowledge of the 
system

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

UPSTRSTRUC UPSTREAMSTRUCTURE ID of Upstream Structure Text 25 No <null>

DNSTRSTRUC DOWNSTREAMSTRUCTURE ID of Downstream Structure Text 25 No <null>

HEIGHT_FT HEIGHT_FT Height dimension of the conduit (feet) Float n/a No <null>

WIDTH_FT WIDTH_FT Width dimension of the conduit (feet) Float n/a No <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT Length of pipe Float n/a No <null>

CAP_CFS CAPACITY_CFS Design Capacity (cubic feet per second) Float n/a Yes <null>

PIPEMAT PIPEMATERIAL Type of pipe construction material Text d_PipeMaterial 25 No Unknown
CONSTDATE CONSTRUCTIONDATE Date of Construction Date n/a Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Condition of pipe Long Integer n/a Yes 0
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text n/a Yes 255

SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length
Length autimaticly calculated by ArcMap 
based on the datum units Double n/a Yes

Latname LATERALNAME Name of the canal or lateral Text 100 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z_EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

This point feature class represents locations along the channel.

This line feature class represents a closed conduit between two structures



PHOTOS
Alias: PHOTOS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
PHOTOS   

FeatureID FeatureID Unique identifer of the feature represented FK String 25 N <null>

DocumentType Type of Document Type of document String d_DocumentType 25 N <null>
FilePath File Path Relative path and name of file String 255 N <null>
Notes Notes General comments collected in the field String 255 Y <null>

CardBox
Alias: CARD_BOX

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
CardBox   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTUREID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 

the system built in
PK

String 25 Yes
<null>

CANALID CANALID
Identifier of the canal or lateral upstream of 

this node
FK

String 25 Yes
<null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field String 255 Yes <null>
DOCUMENT_KEY DOCUMENT_KEY Key for attaching Record Drawings String 50 Yes <null>

This Table contains file paths used to link pictures to features.

This point feature class represents locations of card boxes



CLOSEDDRAINS_LINE
Alias: CLOSEDDRAINS_LINE

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
CLOSEDDRAINS_LINE   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

SEGMENTID SEGMENTID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 

the system built in
PK

String 50 Yes
<null>

DRAIN_NAME DRAIN_NAME Identifier of the drain FK String 50 Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field String 255 Yes <null>
LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT Length of pipe in feet Short Interger n/a Yes <null>

CLOSEDDRAINS_POINT
Alias: CLOSEDDRAINS_POINT

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
CLOSEDDRAINS_POINT   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

NODEID NODEID
Unique identifer, contain some knowledge of 

the system built in
PK

String 50 Yes
<null>

DRAINNAME DRAINNAME Identifier of the drain FK String 50 Yes <null>

NODETYPE NODETYPE Type of node String d_NODETYPE_1 25 No <null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Material node consists of String d_DrainNodeMaterial_1 25 No <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field String 255 Yes <null>

This line feature class represents locations of closed drains

This point feature class represents locations of man holes in the closed drains system



RECORD_DRAWINGS
Alias: RECORD_DRAWINGS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
RECORD_DRAWINGS   

CANAL_ID CANAL_ID Unique identifer of the feature represented FK String 255 N <null>

DOCUMENT_TYPE DOCUMENT_TYPE Type of document FILE_PATH String 255 N <null>
FILE_PATH FILE_PATH Relative path and name of file String 255 N <null>

VIDEOS
Alias: VIDEOS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
VIDEOS   

FeatureID FeatureID Unique identifer of the feature represented FK String 255 N <null>

DocumentType DocumentType Type of document String 255 N <null>
FilePath FilePath Relative path and name of file String 255 N <null>
Notes Notes General comments collected in the field String 255 Y <null>

This Table contains file paths used to link videos to features.

This Table contains file paths used to link record drawings to features.
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Alias: GLO

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
GLO   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a N <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Y <null>
QTRQTR_PARCEL QTRQTR_PARCEL QTRQTR/PARCEL NUMBER (NENE, TRACT 1) PK Text 50 N <null>
SECTION SECTION SECTION NUMBER INTERGER N <null>
TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP INTERGER N <null>
RANGE RANGE RANGE DOUBLE N <null>

Alias: SECTIONS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
SECTIONS   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a N <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Y <null>
SECTION SECTION SECTION OR TRACT NUMBER (SECTION 1, TRACT 91) PK Text 50 N <null>

Alias: TOWNSHIP/RANGE LINES

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
TR_LINES   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a N <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Y <null>
TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP (53/52) PK Text 50 Y <null>
RANGE RANGE RANGE (93/92) FK Text 50 Y <null>

This polygon feature class shows the section or tract boundaries

WATER RIGHTS

TR_LINES

GLO

This polygon feature class shows the qtrqtr or resurvey tracts for each section or lot/tract (GLO is the General Land Office)

SECTIONS

This line feature class shows the township and range lines



Alias: Water_right

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Water_right   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a N <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Y <null>
PERMIT_NO PERMIT NUMBER PERMIT NUMBER PK TEXT d_PERMITNO n/a N <null>
PROOF_NO PROOF NUMBER PROOF NUMBER INTERGER 50 N <null>
ACRES ACRES IRRIGATED ACRES DOUBLE n/a N <null>
DITCH DITCH NAME DITCH NAME TEXT d_DITCH n/a N <null>
CR_NO CR NUMBER CERTIFICATE OF RECORD INTERGER n/a N <null>
CR_PAGE CR PAGE INTERGER n/a N <null>
OR_NO ORDER NUMBER INTERGER n/a N <null>
OR_PAGE OR PAGE INTERGER n/a N <null>
PRIORITY PRIORITY DATE PRIORITY DATE DATE n/a N <null>
TWP TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP NUMBER INTERGER n/a N <null>
RNG RANGE RANGE NUMBER DOUBLE n/a N <null>
SEC SECTION SECTION/TRACT NUMBER TEXT 50 N <null>

Alias: IRRIGATED LANDS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
IRRIGATED_LANDS   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a N <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Y <null>

Alias: LANDCLASS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
LANDCLASSIFICATION   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a N <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Y <null>
ID ID UNIQUE IDENTIFIER PK TEXT 50 Y <null>
G_NUMBER G_NUMBER TEXT 50 Y <null>
CLASSIFICATION CLASSIFICATION CLASSIFICAION OF PARCEL TEXT d_LANDCLASSIFICATION 25 Y <null>
CALCULATED_AREA_AC CALCULATED_AREA_AC CALCULATED AREA OF LANDCLASS PARCEL FLOAT n/a Y <null>
MYLAR MYLAR MYLAR IDENTIFIER TEXT 25 Y <null>
NOTES NOTES TEXT 255 Y <null>

IRRIGATED_LANDS

This polygon feature class shows the irrigated lands in each qtrqtr/tract

Water_right

This polygon feature class shows the water rights for each quarter quarter section

LANDCLASSIFICATION

This polygon feature class shows the land classification within each parcel of land



Documents
Alias: Documents

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Documents   

FileID ID Unique identifer PK Integer n/a N <null>
FeatureID FeatureID Unique identifer of the feature represented FK String 25 N <null>
DocumentType Type of Document Type of document String d_DocumentType 25 N <null>
FilePath File Path Relative path and name of file String 255 N <null>
Notes Notes General comments collected in the field String 255 Y <null>

DOCUMENTS_LANDCLASS_1
Alias: DOCUMENTS_LANDCLASS_1

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
DOCUMENTS_LANDCLASS_1   

G_NUMBER G_NUMBER Unique identifer PK Integer n/a Y <null>
TYPE TYPE Type of document String 255 Y <null>
FILE_PATH FILE_PATH Relative path and name of file String 255 Y <null>
NOTES NOTES ` String 255 Y <null>

This object class contains images of the original landclass mylars.

This object class contains photographs, CAD files, and other types of documents that are related to GIS features



Conveyance
Alias: CONVEANCE

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Conveyance   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Integer n/a <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
Shape_Length Shape_Length Field generated automatically generated by ArcMap Double n/a Yes <null>

Easement
Alias: 50 FT EASEMENT

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Easement   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Integer n/a <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
Shape_Length Shape_Length Field generated automatically generated by ArcMap Double n/a Yes <null>
Shape_Area Shape_Area Field generated automatically generated by ArcMap Double n/a Yes <null>

Documents
Alias: Documents

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Documents   

FeatureID FeatureID Unique identifer of the feature represented FK String 25 N <null>
DocumentType Type of Document Type of document String d_DocumentType 25 N <null>
FilePath File Path Relative path and name of file String 255 N <null>
Notes Notes General comments collected in the field String 255 Y <null>

This line feature class represents the location of ditches and canals combined into a single feature.

This polygon feature class represents a 50 ft buffer either side of the conveyance feature.

This object class contains photographs, CAD files, and other types of documents that are related to GIS features



DOCUMENTS
Alias: DOUMENTS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
DOCUMENTS   

FEATUREID FEATURE_ID Unique identifer of the feature represented FK String 25 N <null>
DocumentType Type of Document Type of document String d_DocumentType 25 N <null>
FilePath File Path Relative path and name of file String 255 N <null>
Notes Notes General comments collected in the field String 255 Y <null>

Alias: GR20 LANDS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
GR20_LANDS   

Alias: GR5 LANDS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
GR5_LANDS   

GR5_LANDS

A polygon featureclass imported from the county database

This Table contains file paths used to link pictures, drawings, movies etc. to features.

GR20_LANDS

A polygon featureclass imported from the county database



Alias: GR20ZONE

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
GR20ZONE   

Alias: GR5ZONE

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
GR5ZONE   

GR5ZONE

A polygon featureclass imported from the county database

GR20ZONE

A polygon featureclass imported from the county database



d_DrainNodeMaterial_1 d_MeasMaterial d_DocumentType

Concrete Concrete Photo
Wood Natural Channel Record Drawing
Other Steel Movie
Unknown Unknown Other

d_InletType d_MeasContType Y_N

Drain Cipoletti Weir YES
Stormwater Montana Flume NO
Unknown None

Other
d_InletConfiguration Parshall Flume
Ditch Ramp Flume Feature Class Designator
Concrete Apron Rated Channel Control Structure S
Pipe Rectangular Weir Vent V
Unknown Trapezoidal Weir Undershot U

Flow Meter Simple Turnout T
d_UndershotType Unknown Simple Node N
Box Measurement Location M
Circular d_LiningMaterial Drain Inlet D
Eliptical Concrete Card Box C
Other Other Bridge B
Unknown Membrane Pipeline P

Natural Channel Open Ditch R
d_UndershotMaterial Unknown
Concrete
PVC d_PipeMaterial

Unknown Concrete
Other

d_NodeType PVC
Reducer Steel
Material Change Polyethylene
Lining Change Unknown
Other
Conveyance Type Change
Unknown d_TurnoutType

Open
d_SEEP Pressure
1 Pump
2 Unknown
3

d_BREECH

d_NodeType_1 1
Reducer 2
Material Change 3
Lining Change
Other
Conveyance Type Change
Unknown

Feature Class Designators
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MEMORANDUM 
 

TO:  Dale Anderson, PE DATE:  September 26, 2013 
 
FROM:  Jim Evans, PE PROJECT: Heart Mountain Irrigation District 

Level II 
 
SUBJECT:  SCADA Locations 

 
 

As part of the Heart Mountain Rehabilitation and GIS, Level II study, SCE was tasked with reviewing 
proposed SCADA plan for the Heart Mountain Canal and make recommendations.  Two locations are of 
most importance for the immediate future (October application deadline) the Eaglenest Siphon and the 
Cottonwood Siphon structures.  Below are our findings. 

Criteria for evaluating SCADA locations 

During our mapping and inventory of the Heart Mountain system, which is ongoing, one of the points of 
evaluation is from the standpoint of where SCADA components would be most effective.  In general, the 
following characteristics would indicate a site is suitable for SCADA.   

1. Safety of Canal Operation 

2. Level of Service 

3. Flow measurement. 

Two other criteria enter into the equation when prioritizing SCADA locations.  The first is the amount of 
potential labor and maintenance costs to be saved at each site if it is automated.  All things considered 
equal, the savings on maintenance costs becomes the deciding factor when comparing two sites.  The 
second is the relative flow rates.  In general, the higher the flow rate through the structure the more 
important it and higher on the priority list. 

Safety:  Sites critical to the safety of the canal operation include locations at risk to a canal overflow 
during storm events or the failure of a structure to function properly.  Locations where large spillway 
capacities are available immediately move to the top of the list of potential SCADA sites.  These are the 
locations where the ability to quickly spill the canal or make flow adjustments may protect the integrity of 
the system during an emergency.  Other locations where, at a minimum, monitoring may be necessary 
would be locations upstream of structures prone to plugging.  Tracking the water surface elevation to 
indicate problems can give an operator the lead time necessary to prevent major damage to the system or 
interruption of delivery of water. 

Level of Service:  Sites critical to the level of service are those sites where safety is not necessarily a 
major concern but good control of water levels is necessary to maintain deliveries to major laterals.  These 
sites are rarer on a large canal for the simple reason that flows are generally fairly constant in the main 
canal and larger laterals.  Flow fluctuations in a system the size of the Heart Mountain Canal significantly 
affecting delivery of water to a large number of acres are not common.   
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From the District’s perspective, the highest priority projects might be to eliminate labor costs associated 
with travel to certain control structures daily or multiple trips per day to make flow adjustments.  
Automation can save a lot of time and effort currently expended on labor and the District will see savings, 
especially at remote sites.  These are the locations that, after safety considerations are taken into account, 
automation/remote control should be considered.  

Flow Measurement:  Flow rates are the single most critical parameter for operation of a canal system.  
Knowledge about flow rates is important for planning deliveries, scheduling reservoir supply and 
eliminating operational waste.   Having instantaneous flow rate information can improve safety by 
allowing the manager to track flow increases that may affect a certain structure.  However, flow 
monitoring is primarily an operational aid and therefore would be placed at a lower priority than spill 
automation which increases the safety of the canal operation. 

Heart Mountain Irrigation Planned Improvement Sites 

HMID has proposed a list of potential SCADA sites.  These are locations, primarily on the main 
canal where they feel the addition of various levels of SCADA would be helpful to their 
operations.  The primary focus of this memo is on these sites.  SCE is in the process of mapping 
the remainder of the system as part of the Level II rehabilitation study.  However, this mapping 
and system review is not complete.  As part of that effort, additional sites may be identified.  If 
they are, those recommendations will be included in the Level II report. 

The locations identified by HMID are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. 

Table 1 Proposed SCADA sites 

Priority Proposed SCADA Sites
1 EAGLENEST GCS RADIAL GATE
2 NORTH COTTONWOOD GCS RADIAL GATE
3 RALSTON SCREEN
4 LOWER POOL AND ALKALI SPILL
5 RALSTON CHECK
6 RATTLESNAKE MEASUREMENT STATION
7 79 MEASUREMENT STATION
8 EAGLENEST MEASURING STATION 
9 LOWER POOL

10 R41 AUTO GATE  

These sites have been prioritized based on our opinions of where they rate based on the logic 
described above.  A brief description of the three highest priorities is contained below. 

Eaglenest Siphon Radial Gate: 

This structure is located at the inlet to the Eaglenest Siphon structure and contains an existing 
spill.  Power is available at the site, but the gates are currently operated by hand.  This site is 
currently has no monitoring or automation.  This structure serves two purposes.  The first is as a 
check structure to maintain the canal elevation upstream.  The second is as a spill, both  

 



  
Figure 1 SCADA Sites 

 



  

emergency and operational.  Normally, small flows are spilled so that they are available for 
delivery.  However, this structure is the main protection for the siphon and in the event of an 
emergency could be used to protect the canal from overtopping in a vulnerable area.   

Our recommendations for this structure are to automate the main radial gate for operational 
purposes and at least one of the spill gates for safety purposes.  Once the electronics necessary 
for automation of the main radial gate are in place, the spill gates can be automated essentially 
for the cost of the actuator (s).   

Figure 2 Eaglenest Radial Gate 

 
Because this structure is also used for operational spills, it would be worthwhile information for 
operation purposes to know the amount flow rate being spilled.  We recommend that a separate 
smaller gate be installed in the future, with measurement to track these flows.  Measurement 
could be accomplished with an in line meter, weir or other type of measurement structure with 
the spill flows being routed into the existing channel with a short pipeline.  The purpose behind 
having a separate gate is to allow better control of the flows within the range of operational 
spills.  The existing sluice gates are large so small adjustments in opening have a large effect on 
the flow rate.  A smaller gate and measurement structure would make adjustments and 
measurement more accurate for the smaller flows.  

 



  
Figure 3 Eaglenest Spill Gate Actuators 

 
North Cottonwood Siphon Radial Gate: 

This structure (See Figure 4 and Figure 5) is located at the inlet to the North Cottonwood Creek 
Siphon structure and also contains an existing spill.    Monitoring, automation and power do not 
currently exist and the structure also serves two purposes.  The first is as a check structure to 
maintain the canal elevation upstream.  The second is as a spill.  The spill is capable of 
discharging a large percentage, if not all, of the canal flow.  Development within the 
Cottonwood Creek drainage downstream of the structure limits the amount of water that can be 
discharged without damage to improvements.   

Discharges in excess of 25 cfs begin to affect fences and other improvements built adjacent to 
the drainage.  For emergency spills in excess of these flows, damage will occur.  This damage 
will range from minor (fence damage) up to major if the flows are high enough.  In the event of 
a catastrophic emergency the District will have to make the decision which damage will be 
greater, high spill flow rates or potential canal damage due to the emergency downstream. 

Figure 4 North Cottonwood Siphon Radial Gate 

 



  

As with the Eaglenest structure, we recommend adding control to at least one of the spill gates 
so that it could be operated remotely.  As illustrated by Figure 5 the structure has the capacity to 
spill large flows.  SCE has been requested provide preliminary estimates of the potential for 
damage downstream, which will be included in the final Level II report.  Ideally, this would be 
done for a variety of flow rates and form the basis of a decision process for the District to 
include in an emergency plan.    

Figure 5 North Cottonwood Spill Gates 

 
Ralston Screen: 

This structure (Figure 6) is currently automated with local control and the structure is alarmed 
in the event there are problems with the screen.  If the water level rises above a predetermined 
level the screen is designed to automatically lift out of the water so that it doesn’t impede flow 
due to clogging.  The majority of the infrastructure necessary for automation is already in place 
at this structure.  Adding the equipment necessary for remote monitoring and control would be 
relatively inexpensive.  Failure of the structure to automatically lift or clogging could be 
catastrophic to the canal system.  This makes this location an important one for inclusion in a 
SCADA system.  Since all the sensors and equipment are currently in place, addition of this 
location to the SCADA network requires a minimal amount of equipment.     



  
Figure 6 Ralston Screen 

 

Communication System 

Included in the requirements for the SCADA review was recommendations for the 
communication system to connect the remote sites to the office.  The District currently has 
locations where Rubicon Flume gates and controls have been installed.  Communication with 
these sites currently occurs through the use of cell phone modems and information is accessed 
via the internet using Rubicon’s server.  The initial year of communication is free.  Rubicon 
charges a fee for use of this system past the first year.  

The current proposal is to purchase SCADA software and set up a local radio network to 
monitor and control the remote sites.  The existing sites with automation would be included in 
this system and new sites would be automated as part of the overall plan.  The current plan 
recommends a 450 Mhz radio system and the associated towers and repeaters for 
communication.  SCE consulted with Dehaan Electronics to conduct a radio study to determine 
the best radio system and to determine whether the proposed repeater locations were optimal or 
even needed.   

Through the course of that investigation it was determined that the 450 Mhz licensed frequency 
is preferred due to its higher power and better communication for sites with marginal line of site 
characteristics.  This agrees with the proposed frequency.   

The next question to be answered was whether or not all the proposed sites could be contacted 
with radio.  Dehaan Electronics conducted a “paper” study and determined that the proposed 
antenna sites are marginal for communication purposes.  They have a lot of experience with 
Park County’s antenna installation at the top of the McCullough peaks south of the Shoshone 
River.  Based on this experience and knowledge of the site, they proposed renting space on this 
tower and within this building for a proposed HMID SCADA system.  The sites were 
investigated with this location used as the repeater site.   

With the exception of the Rattlesnake Measurement and the H79 Measurement locations, all the 
sites were visited to determine whether the proposed Park County location would be able to 
reach all of the proposed sites.  Communication was successful with all the visited sites and the 
two that weren’t visited showed no obstructions during the paper study and, in the case of H79, 



  

showed communication from a location downhill from the structure.  We have a high level of 
confidence that those locations will work also.  The determination was that the McCullough 
peaks site provided good communication without the need for multiple repeater tower 
installations. 

The Park County site has several other benefits.  It currently houses repeaters for Northwest 
Rural Water, Shoshone Municipal Pipeline and Park County’s system.  If HMID decides to use 
this location it will come with the following benefits: 

• Climate controlled building to house the equipment 

• Lightening protection for the building and antenna tower 

• Backup Power 

• Access maintained by others 

• Power costs are included in the rent 

Contact was made with County personnel and the Commissioners.  Should an official request 
be made by HMID to the County, HMID would be required to sign the same rental agreement 
the other users have agreed to.  Park County currently charges $1,000/yr for that site.   

Hardware/Software 

The final component to be considered is the computer hardware necessary for the system.  The 
SCADA software will be installed on a local computer connected to the radio network.  The 
SCADAConnect software is not proprietary and serves as an interface between the user and an 
Oracle database.  Rubicon’s proposal for this project is to use Modbus communication protocol 
which is an openly published protocol commonly used in SCADA systems.  Schneider Electric 
was the original developer but transferred the rights to the Modbus Organization in 2004 to 
manage the development and management of the protocol.   

What this means to HMID is that most of the hardware could be competitively purchased.  The 
brands of the components for the field devices could be from any manufacturer as long as they 
use an industry standard interface, which in this case is proposed to be Modbus.  There are 
other protocols and SCADAConnect supports more than just the Modbus.  Based on our 
research, the SCADA as proposed would not be limiting the District to one supplier.  Once up 
and running, components could be replaced with different manufacturer’s products without a 
lot of trouble by someone familiar with the system and some knowledge of SCADA.     

SCADAConnect can run on any PC.  Whether or not an additional dedicated computer is 
required or not depends on the amount of security desired.  Security is an issue with the system 
due to the amount of damage that could result should an outside or inside individual make 
changes to gate positions, etc. in an attempt to sabotage the system. 

The most secure setup would be to have a dedicated phone line and dial up modem to access 
the local computer connected to the SCADA system.  That computer would not have an internet 
connection so it would be isolated from the outside world and someone would have to be 
physically at the computer and logged in to make changes to set points, etc.  The problem with 
this setup is that it doesn’t accomplish one of the goals, which is to provide the manager access 
to the system so that monitoring or changes could be completed from anywhere.   

Then next most secure setup is to have a separate PC to be used for the SCADA system.  This 
PC would be connected to the internet and protected by a physical firewall.  This PC would also 
be protected from the rest of the HMID network with an additional firewall preventing access 



  

from the HMID network by anyone other than those that specifically have permission to go 
through the firewall.  Access would be granted to select people or IP addresses through these 
devices.  In our opinion this is the preferred setup to accomplish the goals of HMID.  Having a 
dedicated computer protected in the above manner provides the most security.  If the SCADA 
PC is only used for the SCADA system and not general office use or web surfing, it should be 
relatively safe from infections due to malware, etc. 

Conclusions 

• We feel SCADA is a worthwhile improvement to the District’s infrastructure. 

• We concur with the site selection described above and prioritize them as discussed 
above.  We may find more sites we feel would be worthwhile to monitor, automate or 
control remotely as the mapping is completed.  However, the list above contains the 
most important sites on the main canal, which we expect be the highest priority 
anyway. 

• We recommend the spillway gates be automated to give the manager some flexibility 
to mitigate an emergency. 

• Based on our review it appears that most of the SCADA components proposed by 
Rubicon are not proprietary and could be provided by nearly any manufacturer.  Their 
main service is configuration of all of the components. 

• The most secure setup would require a separate PC, isolated from the rest of HMID’s 
network, to run the SCADA system. 

• We recommend contracting with a local qualified firm to assist the District with 
planning and installation of the SCADA system.  The intent would be that this person 
would be local expertise, familiar with the system and to troubleshoot and fix most 
problems as they come up.   
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United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

IN REPLY REFER TO; 

WY-4304 
PRJ-15.00 

Mr. Brian Duy.ck, President 
Heart Mountain Irrigation District 
1206Road 18 
Powell, WY 82435 

Great Plains Region 
Wyoming Area Office 

P.O. Box 1630 
Mills, Wyoming 82.644-1630 

SEP 25' 201~ 

Subject: Annual Status Report of Recommendations from the Associated Facility Review 
(AFR) Program 

Dear Mr. Duyck: 

~nclosed is a list of outstanding facility review recommendations for the facilities operated by 
your District. For each recommendation on the enclosed list, please identify the most recent 
status by checking the box next to either "complete" or "incomplete.,, If the .recommendation is 
complete, provide the date of completion. If the recommendation is incomplete, provide the 
current scheduled completion date, along with the estimated cost. Please return the marked up 
copies to the Wyoming Area Office (WYAO) by October 31, 2014. 

If you have questions on the above subject, please call the WY AO Technical Analysis' Branch 
Chief, Greg Hammer at 307-261-5699. 

Enclosure 

\ 

' 

Sincerely, 

' 

~"14~S;~~1--__, 
Mlihotlri Williams 
Chjef, Water & Land Operations Division 



,, 

Status of Outstanding Recomm'endations 
Hea.rt Mountain Irrigation Dis~rict 

2010-2-B 

2016-2-F 

/ 

~010-2-G 

2010-2-1 

/. 2010-2-K 

Locate and divert source of seepage behind downstream wingwall on Lateral 
H-89 drop struc~ure near Lateral H-89-4 turnout. 

~Complete. Date of completion Aof I l/ 
D Inco.mplete. Current schedule for completion ____ _ 
Estimated cost $ -----

Replace tbe missing sealant on the cracks of the Shoshone Canyon Conduit. 

0 Complete. Date of completion _____ _ 

IX Incomplete. Current schedule for completion ~ v - Oe c.- J '{ 
Estimated cost $ -----

Repair or replace the sealant at the expansion jo~ts of. the Shoshone River 
Siphon. 

D Complete. Date of completion _____ _ 

~.Incomplete. Current schedule for completion ____ _ 
Estimated cost $ -----

Replace the missing _concrete in 'the Shoshone River Sipbon. 

D Complete. Date of completion _____ _ 

~ Incomplete. Current schedule for completion .W l t.JrerJ '{-16 
Estimated cost $ -----

Prepare the outside expansion joints on the Shoshone River Siphon conduit 
and repaint th~ corroded areas ,t9 st()p the corrosion process. 

D Complete·. Date of completion _____ _ 

~Incomplete. Current schedule for completion ____ _ 
E~timated cost $ -----

Replace missing concrete on the support structures for the Shoshone River 
Siphon. 

\ 



I j ' 

2010-~-L 

iV 2010-2-M 

1.-/ 2010-2-0 

1 2010-2-Q 
~ 

0 Complete. Date of completion _____ _ 

Li'. Incomplete. Cmrent schedule for completion W i -' tt.c JI.{.-/!) 
Estimated cost$ ____ _ 

Replace the. delaminated concrete on the upstream thr11st block of the 
Shoshone River Siphon. 

D Complete. Date of completion _____ _ 

J"i Incomplete. Current schedule for completionf,J/'w'ti'r= Ji/ 7' 
Estimated cost $ -----

. . 
Repair th~ deteriorated concrete at the exit of the Buck Springs Siphon. 

(J Complete. Date of completion _____ _ 

)\.Incomplete. Current schedule for completion ~ i t.1T:<r II./ ... IS 
Estimated cost $ -----

Repair the concrete at the downstream convergence of concrete and metal of 
the Buck Springs Siphon. 

D Complete. Date of completion _ __...;;. ___ _ \ 

~ Incomplete. Current schedule for comple#on W.lw Ifly= J&I,,. I:) 
Estimated cost $ -----

Replace the deteriorated concr-,,te in the canal just upstream of the B~ck 
Springs Siphon. · 

D Complete. Date of completion _____ _ 

~Incomplete. Current schedule for completion WI NTer JY-15 
Estimated cost$ ____ _ 

Repair_the c~ncrete of support structure 39W. 

D Complete. Date of completion _____ _ 

P Incomplete. Current schedule for completion ____ _ 
Estimated cost $. ____ _ 



· . . 

. ' 
,· 

2010-2-R ~eplace the <Jetedorated concrete at ainchor blocks No. 2 and No. 3. 

~ Gomplete. Date of compl~tion , ~3.· 

D Incomplete. Current schedule for completion ____ _ 
Estimated cost $ -----

2010-2-S Prepare and paint the exterior of the expansion joints showing signs of 
corrosion on the Buck Springs Siphon, · 

rM[Complete. Date of completion F121t Jo 13 
t . . .. 

. Qlncomplete. Current. schedule for completion _ ___ _ 
Estimated cost $ -----

. i 
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Heart Mountain Irrigation District, Level II Study  
 

APPENDIX E – Cost Estimates 

 
 



$316,300.00
19,100.00$      
29,400.00$      
14,300.00$      

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐51 PIP‐42 inch LF 10487 $210.15 $2,203,796.79
DR‐51 PIP‐36 inch LF 1850 $151.64 $280,478.90
DR‐51 PIP‐30 inch LF 4015 $95.52 $383,485.66
DR‐51 PIP‐27 inch LF 1224 $70.45 $86,247.29

42 inch LF 10487 $19.10 $200,345.16
36 inch LF 1850 $16.72 $30,918.93
30 inch LF 4015 $14.33 $57,522.85
27 inch LF 1224 $13.13 $16,080.00

42 in Fittings EA 30 $11,601.41 $348,042.36
36 in Fittings EA 6 $7,588.20 $45,529.21
30 in Fittings EA 19 $6,324.90 $120,173.01
27 in Fittings EA 5 $1,814.96 $9,074.80

Concrete EA 14 $298.51 $4,179.18
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,041.21 $2,082.43
Box Sub‐Total $6,261.61

Control Box Totals EA 15 $6,261.61 $93,924.15

$3,875,619.12

Concrete Placement CY 210 $1,194.05 $250,750.98
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 17575 $11.94 $209,854.69
PIP Handling LF 17575 $11.94 $209,854.69
Mobilization LS 1 $453,739.87 $453,739.87

$1,124,200.24

$4,999,819.36

$499,981.94
$5,499,801.30
$824,970.19

$6,324,771.49

$6,703,871.49

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)

CONTROL BOXES

Materials Total

INSTALLATION

Installation Total

Engineering Costs (10%)

MATERIALS

PIPE

BEDDING

FITTINGS

H89‐MAIN ‐ LOW PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2021 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way



$40,700.00
6,000.00$         
12,700.00$      
2,400.00$         

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐51 PIP‐21 inch LF 3450 $42.99 $148,301.30
DR‐51 PIP‐18 inch LF 3355 $29.85 $100,144.57
DR‐51 PIP‐15 inch LF 750 $20.30 $15,224.17

21 inch LF 3450 $10.75 $37,075.32
18 inch LF 3355 $9.55 $32,046.26
15 inch LF 750 $8.36 $6,268.77

21 in Fittings EA 12 $837.03 $10,044.37
18 in Fittings EA 31 $837.03 $25,947.95
15 in Fittings EA 6 $837.03 $5,022.18

Concrete EA 14 $298.51 $4,179.18
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,041.21 $2,082.43
Box Sub‐Total $6,261.61

Control Box Totals EA 3 $6,261.61 $18,784.83

$398,859.72

Concrete Placement CY 3 $1,194.05 $3,582.16
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 7554.78 $11.94 $90,208.02
PIP Handling LF 7554.78 $11.94 $90,208.02
Mobilization LS 1 $59,702.61 $59,702.61

$243,700.82

$642,560.54
$64,256.05
$706,816.60
$106,022.49

$812,839.09

$874,639.09Project Cost Total

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

Materials Total

INSTALLATION

Installation Total

PIPE

BEDDING

FITTINGS

CONTROL BOXES

H89‐4 ‐ LOW PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2021 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

MATERIALS



$268,300.00
$19,100.00
$29,400.00
$14,300.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐26 HDPE‐42 inch LF 3313 $149.26 $494,486.91
DR‐17 HDPE‐42 inch LF 1349 $223.29 $301,215.21
DR‐17 HDPE‐32 inch LF 814 $130.15 $105,943.48
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐30 inch LF 2026 $140.90 $285,459.69
DR‐11 HDPE‐30 inch LF 3183 $170.75 $543,495.59
DR‐11 HDPE‐28 inch LF 1653 $148.06 $244,747.29
DR‐11 HDPE‐26 inch LF 2050 $127.76 $261,915.37
DR‐9 HDPE‐26 inch LF 1966 $152.84 $300,480.87
DR‐9 HDPE‐24 inch LF 1225 $127.76 $156,510.40

42 inch LF 4662 $19.10 $89,066.75
32 inch LF 814 $15.52 $12,635.46
30 inch LF 5209 $14.33 $74,637.82
28 inch LF 1653 $13.13 $21,711.45
26 inch LF 4016 $13.13 $52,748.45
24 inch LF 1225 $11.94 $14,627.14

42 in DR‐26 Elbows EA 17 $2,381.66 $37,114.73
30 in DR‐11 Elbows EA 3 $1,484.45 $4,176.79
28 in DR‐11 Elbows EA 2 $1,380.56 $2,521.84
26 in DR‐11 Elbows EA 7 $1,004.91 $7,093.86
26 in DR‐9 Elbows EA 7 $1,140.80 $8,555.38
24 in DR‐9 Elbows EA 4 $835.84 $3,659.77
Thrust Blocks EA 40 $597.03 $23,881.05

TEES
DR‐26 HDPE‐42 inch EA 2 $7,454.47 $14,908.94
DR‐17 HDPE‐42 inch EA 1 $9,062.86 $9,062.86
DR‐17 HDPE‐32 inch EA 2 $5,671.75 $11,343.50
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐30 inch EA 2 $4,349.93 $8,699.87
DR‐11 HDPE‐30 inch EA 2 $5,155.92 $10,311.84
DR‐11 HDPE‐28 inch EA 2 $2,758.26 $5,516.52
DR‐11 HDPE‐26 inch EA 1 $2,758.26 $2,758.26
DR‐9 HDPE‐26 inch EA 1 $3,546.34 $3,546.34
DR‐9 HDPE‐24 inch EA 1 $2,863.34 $2,863.34
GATE VALVES
14 inch EA 28 $14,477.88 $405,380.75
MEASUREMENT
10" Badger Meter EA 14 $2,149.29 $30,090.12
4' Manhole EA 14 $477.62 $6,686.69

Reinforced Concrete CY 50 $1,194.05 $59,702.61
Wedge Wire Screen SF 102 $238.81 $24,358.67
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,041.21 $2,082.43

Materials Total $3,643,998.05

Pipe Installation
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 17579 $11.94 $209,902.45
Installation LF 17579 $21.49 $377,824.42
Mobilization LS 1 $5,970.26 $5,970.26
Measurement
Excavation CY 140 $29.85 $4,179.18

$597,876.31

Construction Cost Subtotal $4,241,874.37

$424,187.44
$4,666,061.80
$699,909.27

$5,365,971.07

$5,697,071.07

SCREEN STRUCTURE

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3

Project Cost Total

TURNOUTS

INSTALLATION

H89‐MAIN ‐ PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2021 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Installation Total

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

MATERIALS

PIPE

BEDDING

FITTINGS



$44,700.00
$6,000.00

$12,600.00
$2,400.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐17 HDPE‐16 inch LF 7555 $32.24 $243,568.76

16 inch LF 7555 $8.36 $63,147.46

16 in DR‐17 Elbows EA 46 $313.08 $14,270.12
Thrust Blocks EA 46 $597.03 $27,463.20

TEES
16 inch EA 3 $1,208.38 $3,625.14
GATE VALVES
14 inch EA 6 $14,477.88 $86,867.30
MEASUREMENT
10" Badger Meter EA 3 $2,149.29 $6,447.88
4' Manhole EA 3 $477.62 $1,432.86

Materials Total $446,822.73

Pipe Installation
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 7555 $11.94 $90,210.65
Installation LF 7555 $21.49 $162,379.17
Mobilization LS 1 $5,970.26 $5,970.26
Measurement
Excavation CY 30 $29.85 $895.54

Installation Total $259,455.62

Construction Cost Subtotal $706,278.35

$70,627.84
$776,906.19
$116,535.93

$893,442.11

$959,142.11

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

INSTALLATION

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

H89‐4 ‐ PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2021 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

MATERIALS

PIPE

BEDDING

FITTINGS

TURNOUTS



$371,000.00
$25,300.00
$35,600.00
$19,000.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐51 PIP‐48 inch LF 6027 $286.29 $1,725,587.44
DR‐51 PIP‐42 inch LF 1530 $224.22 $342,948.62
DR‐51 PIP‐36 inch LF 533 $160.88 $85,769.85
DR‐51 PIP‐30 inch LF 4590 $101.34 $465,150.88
DR‐51 PIP‐27 inch LF 321 $101.34 $32,530.66
DR‐51 PIP‐24 inch LF 3260 $59.54 $194,094.51
DR‐51 PIP‐21 inch LF 3809 $45.60 $173,704.58

48 inch LF 6027 $22.80 $137,436.17
42 inch LF 1530 $20.27 $31,001.01
36 inch LF 533 $17.73 $9,454.94
30 inch LF 4590 $15.20 $69,772.63
27 inch LF 321 $13.93 $4,472.97
24 inch LF 3260 $12.67 $41,296.70
21 inch LF 3809 $11.40 $43,426.15

48 Fittings EA 28 $16,565.55 $463,835.47
42 in Fittings EA 15 $12,307.94 $184,619.07
36 in Fittings EA 1 $8,050.32 $8,050.32
30 in Fittings EA 15 $6,710.08 $100,651.22
27 in Fittings EA 3 $1,925.49 $5,776.47
24 in Fittings EA 3 $1,425.12 $4,275.35
21 in Fittings EA 6 $888.01 $5,328.03

Concrete CY 14 $1,266.77 $17,734.78
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,104.62 $2,209.25
Box Sub‐Total $19,944.03

Control Box Totals EA 18 $19,944.03 $358,992.51

$4,480,125.22

Concrete Placement CY 252 $1,266.77 $319,226.06
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 20070 $12.67 $254,240.76
PIP Handling LF 20070 $12.67 $254,240.76
Mobilization LS 1 $557,378.84 $557,378.84

$1,385,086.41

$5,865,211.63
$586,521.16

$6,451,732.79
$967,759.92

$7,419,492.71

$7,870,392.71

MATERIALS  

H79‐MAIN ‐ LOW PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2023 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

INSTALLATION

Engineering Costs (10% of CCS)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

FITTINGS

PIPE

CONTROL BOXES

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)

Materials Total

Installation Total

BEDDING



$85,600.00
$12,700.00
16,600.00$      
3,800.00$        

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐51 PIP‐30 inch LF 3179 $101.34 $322,207.53
DR‐51 PIP‐27 inch LF 1591 $76.01 $120,925.87
DR‐51 PIP‐24 inch LF 2340 $59.54 $139,319.37
DR‐51 PIP‐21 inch LF 2277 $45.60 $103,839.68

30 inch LF 3179 $15.20 $48,331.13
27 inch LF 1591 $13.93 $22,169.74
24 inch LF 2340 $12.67 $29,642.42
18 inch LF 2277 $11.40 $25,959.92

30 in Fittings EA 11 $6,710.08 $73,810.89
27 in Fittings EA 6 $1,925.49 $11,552.94
24 in Fittings EA 9 $1,425.12 $12,826.05
21 in Fittings EA 1 $888.01 $888.01

Concrete CY 14 $1,266.77 $17,734.78
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,104.62 $2,209.25
Box Sub‐Total $19,944.03

Control Box Totals EA 5 $19,944.03 $99,720.14

$1,021,264.52

Concrete Placement CY 70 $1,266.77 $88,673.91
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 9387 $12.67 $118,917.03
PIP Handling LF 9387 $12.67 $118,917.03
Mobilization LS 1 $6,333.85 $6,333.85

$332,841.81

$1,354,106.33
$135,410.63

$1,489,516.96
$223,427.54

$1,712,944.51

$1,831,644.51

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

INSTALLATION

Installation Total

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)

Engineering Costs (10% of CCS)

Subtotal #3

FITTINGS

MATERIALS  

CONTROL BOXES

Materials Total

H79‐5 ‐ LOW PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2023 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

PIPE

BEDDING



$11,400.00
2,500.00$        
5,200.00$        
1,300.00$        

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐51 PIP‐15 inch LF 2892 $21.54 $62,271.95

15 inch LF 2892 $8.87 $25,641.39

15 in Fittings EA 21 $424.37 $8,911.73

Concrete CY 14 $1,266.77 $17,734.78
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,104.62 $2,209.25
Box Sub‐Total $19,944.03

Control Box Totals EA 2 $19,944.03 $39,888.06

$135,015.65

Concrete Placement CY 28 $1,266.77 $35,469.56
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 2892 $12.67 $36,630.56
PIP Handling LF 2892 $12.67 $36,630.56
Mobilization LS 1 $6,333.85 $6,333.85

$115,064.53

$250,080.18
$25,008.02
$275,088.19
$41,263.23

$316,351.42

$336,751.42Project Cost Total

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)

Engineering Costs (10% of CCS)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

H79‐7 ‐ LOW PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2023 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

MATERIALS

PIPE

BEDDING

FITTINGS

CONTROL BOXES 

Materials Total

INSTALLATION

Installation Total



$36,500.00
$6,300.00
$11,100.00
$1,300.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐51 PIP‐21 inch LF 2078 $45.60 $94,742.19
DR‐51 PIP‐18 inch LF 4137 $32.94 $136,261.26

21 inch LF 2078 $11.40 $23,685.55
18 inch LF 4137 $10.13 $41,926.54

21 in Fittings EA 19 $888.01 $16,872.11
18 in Fittings EA 20 $595.38 $11,907.64

Concrete CY 14 $1,266.77 $17,734.78
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,104.62 $2,209.25
Box Sub‐Total $19,944.03

Control Box Totals EA 2 $19,944.03 $39,888.06

$376,302.98

Concrete Placement CY 28 $1,266.77 $35,469.56
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 6215 $12.67 $78,729.76
PIP Handling LF 6215 $12.67 $78,729.76
Mobilization LS 1 $6,333.85 $6,333.85

$199,262.93

$575,565.92

$57,556.59
$633,122.51
$94,968.38

$728,090.89

$783,290.89

Engineering Costs (10% of CCS)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

MATERIALS

BEDDING

FITTINGS

CONTROL BOXES

H79‐8 ‐ LOW PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2023 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Materials Total

INSTALLATION

Installation Total

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)



$271,300.00
$25,300.00
$34,900.00
$19,000.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐26 HDPE‐42 inch LF 4524 $158.35 $716,358.48
DR‐21 HDPE‐42 inch LF 1187 $193.82 $230,059.38
DR‐21 HDPE‐36 inch LF 1846 $141.88 $261,907.25
DR‐21 HDPE‐34 inch LF 533 $126.68 $67,518.85
DR‐21 HDPE‐28 inch LF 75 $110.21 $8,265.67
DR‐21 HDPE‐26 inch LF 380 $74.74 $28,400.99
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐24 inch LF 6247 $93.74 $585,599.94
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐20 inch LF 1273 $81.07 $103,206.29
DR‐11 HDPE‐18 inch LF 3637 $64.61 $234,969.38
DR‐9 HDPE‐18 inch LF 368 $76.01 $27,970.28

42 inch LF 5711 $20.27 $115,752.38
36 inch LF 1846 $17.73 $32,738.41
34 inch LF 533 $16.47 $8,777.45
28 inch LF 75 $15.20 $1,140.09
26 inch LF 380 $13.93 $5,295.10
24 inch LF 6247 $12.67 $79,135.13
20 inch LF 1273 $11.40 $14,513.38
18 inch LF 4005 $10.13 $40,587.31

42" DR‐26 Elbows EA 16 $2,526.70 $39,733.51
36" DR‐21 Elbows EA 16 $1,710.14 $28,639.14
24" DR‐13.5 Elbows EA 12 $646.31 $8,064.26
18" DR‐9 Elbows EA 2 $520.14 $1,114.76
Thrust Blocks EA 46 $633.39 $29,135.71

TEES
DR‐26 HDPE‐42 inch EA 6 $7,908.45 $47,450.67
DR‐21 HDPE‐42 inch EA 0 $8,012.32 $0.00
DR‐21 HDPE‐36 inch EA 3 $6,901.36 $20,704.09
DR‐21 HDPE‐28 inch EA 2 $4,305.75 $8,611.50
DR‐21 HDPE‐26 inch EA 1 $3,692.63 $3,692.63
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐24 inch EA 4 $1,727.87 $6,911.50
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐20 inch EA 3 $1,583.46 $4,750.39
DR‐11 HDPE‐18 inch EA 2 $1,184.43 $2,368.86
DR‐9 HDPE‐18 inch EA 1 $1,449.18 $1,449.18
GATE VALVES
24 inch EA 2 $44,621.98 $89,243.95
16 inch EA 34 $16,753.03 $569,603.17
MEASUREMENT
10" Badger Meter EA 18 $2,280.19 $41,043.35
4' Manhole EA 18 $506.71 $9,120.74

Reinforced Concrete CY 50 $1,266.77 $63,338.50
Wedge Wire Screen SF 102 $253.35 $25,842.11
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,104.62 $2,209.25

Materials Total $3,565,223.05

Pipe Installation
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 20070 $12.67 $254,240.76
Installation LF 20070 $22.80 $457,633.36
Mobilization LS 1 $6,333.85 $6,333.85
Measurement
Excavation CY 180 $31.67 $5,700.47

Installation Total $723,908.43

Construction Cost Subtotal $4,289,131.48

$428,913.15
$4,718,044.63
$707,706.69

$5,425,751.33

$5,776,251.33Project Cost Total

PIPE

BEDDING

FITTINGS

TURNOUTS

INSTALLATION

Construction Cost Total

MATERIALS

Engineering Costs (10%)

SCREEN STRUCTURE

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

H79‐MAIN ‐ PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2023 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way



$88,100.00
$12,700.00
$16,600.00

$3,800.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐17 HDPE‐24 inch LF 2809 $76.01 $213,501.43
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐22 inch LF 2594 $96.27 $249,736.12
DR‐11 HDPE‐20 inch LF 1327 $78.54 $104,222.24
DR‐11 HDPE‐18 inch LF 2280 $64.61 $147,300.03
DR‐11 HDPE‐16 inch LF 377 $62.07 $23,401.04

24 inch LF 2809 $12.67 $35,583.57
22 inch LF 2594 $12.67 $32,860.02
20 inch LF 1327 $11.40 $15,129.04
18 inch LF 2280 $10.13 $23,105.89
16 inch LF 377 $8.87 $3,343.01

24" DR‐17 Elbows EA 9 $647.07 $5,877.81
22" DR‐13.5 Elbows EA 10 $667.33 $6,583.40
Thrust Blocks EA 19 $633.39 $12,034.32

TEES
DR‐17 HDPE‐24 inch EA 1 $2,139.57 $2,139.57
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐22 inch EA 2 $2,034.43 $4,068.87
DR‐11 HDPE‐20 inch EA 1 $1,498.59 $1,498.59
DR‐11 HDPE‐18 inch EA 1 $1,184.43 $1,184.43
DR‐11 HDPE‐16 inch EA 1 $871.54 $871.54
GATE VALVES
16 inch EA 10 $16,753.03 $167,530.34
MEASUREMENT
10" Badger Meter EA 5 $2,280.19 $11,400.93
4' Manhole EA 5 $506.71 $2,533.54

Materials Total $1,051,871.40

Pipe Installation
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 9387 $12.67 $118,911.71
Installation LF 9387 $22.80 $214,041.07
Mobilization LS 1 $6,333.85 $6,333.85
Measurement
Excavation CY 50 $31.67 $1,583.46

Installation Total $340,870.09

Construction Cost Subtotal $1,392,741.50
$139,274.15

$1,532,015.65
$229,802.35

$1,761,818.00

$1,883,018.00

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

MATERIALS  

PIPE  

BEDDING

FITTINGS

TURNOUTS

INSTALLATION

Engineering Costs (10%)
Subtotal #3
Contingency (15%)

H79‐5 ‐ PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2023 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way



$19,500.00
$2,500.00
$5,100.00
$1,300.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐13.5 HDPE‐14 inch LF 2891 $32.94 $95,218.04

14 inch LF 2891 $8.87 $25,635.63

14" DR‐13.5 Elbows EA 17 $262.22 $4,450.16
Thrust Blocks EA 17 $633.39 $10,767.55

TEES
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐14 inch EA 2 $648.59 $1,297.17
GATE VALVES
14 inch EA 4 $16,753.03 $67,012.14
MEASUREMENT
10" Badger Meter EA 2 $2,280.19 $4,560.37
4' Manhole EA 2 $506.71 $1,013.42

Materials Total $199,186.93

Pipe Installation
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 2891 $12.67 $36,622.32
Installation LF 2891 $22.80 $65,920.18
Mobilization LS 1 $6,333.85 $6,333.85
Measurement
Excavation CY 20 $31.67 $633.39

Installation Total $109,509.74

Construction Cost Subtotal $308,696.67

$30,869.67
$339,566.33
$50,934.95

$390,501.28

$418,901.28

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

H79‐7 ‐ PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2023 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

PIPE 

BEDDING

FITTINGS

TURNOUTS

INSTALLATION

MATERIALS

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)



$38,700.00
$6,300.00
$3,700.00
$1,300.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

DR‐21 HDPE‐16 inch LF 2078 $51.94 $107,926.28
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐14 inch LF 4137 $32.94 $136,256.32

16 inch LF 2078 $8.87 $18,426.44
14 inch LF 4137 $8.87 $36,684.39

16" DR‐21 Elbows EA 17 $310.87 $5,405.31
14" DR‐13.5 Elbows EA 23 $262.22 $6,000.69
Thrust Blocks EA 40 $633.39 $25,335.40

TEES
DR‐13.5 HDPE‐14 inch EA 2 $648.59 $1,297.17
GATE VALVES
14 inch EA 4 $16,753.03 $67,012.14
MEASUREMENT
10" Badger Meter EA 2 $2,280.19 $4,560.37
4' Manhole EA 2 $506.71 $1,013.42

Materials Total $384,582.53

Pipe Installation
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 6215 $12.67 $78,729.76
Installation LF 6215 $22.80 $141,713.57
Mobilization LS 1 $6,333.85 $6,333.85
Measurement
Excavation CY 20 $31.67 $633.39

Installation Total $227,410.57

Construction Cost Subtotal $611,993.09

$61,199.31
$673,192.40
$100,978.86

$774,171.26

$824,171.26

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

TURNOUTS

INSTALLATION

H79‐8 ‐ PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2023 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

PIPE  

BEDDING

FITTINGS

MATERIALS

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)



$487,200.00
$31,400.00
$37,100.00
$14,300.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

72 IN CORRUGATED HDPE LF 11762 $285.15 $3,353,959.91
48 IN CORRUGATED HDPE LF 2833 $205.31 $581,642.01
42 IN CORRUGATED HDPE LF 3940 $158.26 $623,542.27

72 IN LF 11762 $61.31 $721,101.38
48 IN LF 2833 $44.20 $125,214.60
42 IN LF 3940 $44.20 $174,142.43

72 IN HDPE ELBOW EA 17 $6,736.72 $114,524.24
72 IN X 12 IN TEE EA 10 $748.52 $7,485.24
48 IN X 48 IN TEE EA 1 $11,406.09 $11,406.09
48 IN X 12 IN TEE EA 1 $712.88 $712.88
42 IN X 42 in HDPE TEE EA 1 $9,809.23 $9,809.23
42 IN X 12 in HDPE TEE EA 2 $677.24 $1,354.47

Concrete CY 24 $250.00 $6,000.00
15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $872.00 $1,744.00
Box Sub‐total $7,744.00

Control Box Totals EA 15 $11,041.09 $165,616.38

$5,890,511.14

Concrete Placement CY 360 $1,425.76 $513,273.92
Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 18535 $14.26 $264,264.78
PIP Handling LF 18535 $14.26 $264,264.78
Mobilization LS 1 $770,000.00 $770,000.00

$1,811,803.48

$7,702,314.62

$770,231.46
$8,472,546.09
$1,270,881.91

$9,743,428.00

$10,313,428.00

MATERIALS

Lateral R4S ‐ 2027 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

Installation Total

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

BEDDING

FITTINGS

CONTROL BOXES

Materials Total

INSTALLATION

PIPE
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SECTION 515  
Silica Fume Modified Concrete Repair  

515.1 DESCRIPTION  

This section describes the requirements for repair and resurfacing of concrete canal liners and structures 
with silica fume modified concrete.  

515.2 MATERIALS  

Provide materials in accordance with the following:  

Material Subsection  
Admixtures    801.4  
Aggregate for Concrete    803  
Curing Materials     802.1  
Evaporation Retardant    802.2  
Portland Cement     801.1  
Silica Fume Admixture    801.4  
Synthetic Fibers     801.5  
Water     814.1  

For filling cracks in the completed modified concrete overlay, provide a crack filler approved by the 
Materials Program. For bonding agents used in lieu of the slurry bonding method, provide a product 
approved by the Materials Program.  

515.3 EQUIPMENT  

515.3.1 Surface Preparation Equipment  

Provide sawing, mechanical scarifying, sandblasting equipment, and all other tools necessary to complete 
the work.  

Provide power-driven hand tools to remove unsound concrete. With the engineer’s approval, 
jackhammers heavier than the nominal 30-pound [14 kg] class or 60-pound [27 kg] hammers with a spade 
at least 6 in [150 mm] wide may be used.  

Provide self-propelled mechanical scarifying equipment capable of accurately establishing profile grades 
by referencing from the existing surface or from an independent grade control. Ensure that the equipment 
has the following:  

1. A positive means of controlling cross-slope elevations;  

2. Sufficient power, traction, and stability to maintain an accurate and uniform depth of cut; and  

3. An apparatus to keep dust generated by scarifying from escaping into the air.  

515.3.2 Proportioning, Batching, and Mixing Equipment  

Ensure that equipment meets the following requirements:  



Equipment Subsection  
Batch Plant   513.3.1  
Mixers    513.3.2  

515.3.3 Placing and Finishing Equipment  

Provide hand tools for placing stiff plastic concrete and working material down for the screed to strike 
off. Provide manual screeds or metal plates with electric vibrators attached to consolidate and finish 
smaller areas.  

When resurfacing is specified, provide a finishing machine. Provide a finishing machine in accordance 
with Subsection 513.3.3, Placing and Finishing Equipment, for finishing large areas. Provide two 
portable, lightweight work bridges for touch-up and surface texturing behind the finishing machine.  

Transport material from the truck mixer to the surface with a discharge chute on the truck mixer directly 
onto the surface or with motorized buggies. The engineer may prohibit the use of buggies if they cause 
segregation or inconsistent slump, or they delay placement. Provide runways for transport devices 
operating over exposed reinforcing steel. Equip trucks with diapers or cover the surface to prevent 
contamination.  

515.4 CONSTRUCTION  

515.4.1 General  

Repairs are classified as follows:  

1. Class I Repair. Removing the concrete surface with a scarifying machine and disposing of 
removed concrete. Depth is classified as follows:  

1.1. Class I-A: 3 in [5 mm].  

1.2. Class I-B: greater than 3 in [5 mm] to 22 in [70 mm].  

2. Class II Repair. Removing loose and unsound concrete portions by chipping and disposing of 
removed concrete. Depth is classified as follows:  

2.1. Class II-A: up to one-half total slab thickness.  

2.2 Class II-B: from one-half to total slab thickness.  

515.4.2 Mix Design  

Use silica fume-modified concrete of a workable mixture having properties or limits in accordance with 
Table 515.4.2-1, Silica Fume Modified Concrete Mixture Parameters.  

Table 515.4.2-1 Silica Fume Modified Concrete Mixture Parameters  
 
Parameter  Property or Limit  
Ultimate Design Strength, f'c (28 
day) (min.)  

7000 psi [48 MPa]  

Cement Content (min.)  (1.0 part by weight)  
658 lb/yd3 [390 kg/m3]  

Water Content(1)  34.1 gal/yd3 [169 L/m3]  



Silica Fume Solids Content (min.)  52.5 lb/yd3 [31.1 kg/m3]  
Fine Aggregate (approx.)(2)  (1.8 parts by weight)  

1200 lb/yd3 [710 kg/m3]  
Coarse Aggregate (approx.)(2)  (2.5 parts by weight)  

1800 lb/yd3 [1065 kg/m3]  
Fibers (min.)  2 lb/yd3 [1.2 kg/m3]  
Entrained Air Content  4.5 to 7.5 percent  
Consistency (Slump)  4 in to 8 in  

[100 mm to 200 mm]  
Mix Temperature Range  50 °F to 85 °F  

[10 °C to 29 °C]  
 (1) Ensure that the water-cement-plus-silica-solids ratio does not exceed 0.40.  

(2) This weight [mass] is based on aggregate being in a saturated, surface dry condition.  

515.4.3 Seasonal and Weather Limitations  

Place silica fume modified concrete from May 15 to September 15, unless otherwise approved in writing 
by the engineer, and only when atmospheric conditions are acceptable and rain is not expected. Place 
between 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m., unless otherwise approved in writing by the engineer. Provide 
adequate lights for nighttime work. Place when air temperature is above 45 ºF [7 ºC] and predicted to be 
above 45 ºF [7 ºC] for at least six hours after placement. Do not place when air temperature exceeds 80 ºF 
[27 ºC] or when the temperature of the in-situ concrete, after wetting, falls outside a range from 45 ºF [7 
ºC] to 80 ºF [27 ºC].  

The engineer will determine acceptable atmospheric conditions for placement by measuring surface 
evaporation rate. This rate will be obtained from Figure 513.4.2-2, Evaporation Nomograph, by 
measuring relative humidity near the surface, wind velocity, air temperature, and concrete temperature. 
Determine the relative humidity from Figure 513.4.2-1, Relative Humidity, using the wet-bulb and dry-
bulb temperatures. During concrete placement, the engineer will use mix temperature in place of liner 
temperature to calculate the evaporation rate. Do not place silica fume concrete when the evaporation rate 
exceeds 0.10 lb/ft²/h [0.50 kg/m²/h].  

Postpone or stop placement when any of the following conditions exist:  

1. Rain is expected during the work period or rain starts to fall.  

2. Air temperature hinders finishing or texturing the overlay.  

3. Any condition hinders finishing, texturing, or curing the overlay.  
Protect freshly-placed concrete from sudden rain. Remove and replace rain-damaged concrete at no 
additional cost.   

515.4.4 Surface Preparation  

Where specified or designated by the engineer, remove unsound concrete. Remove existing maintenance 
patches to original repair depth or deeper, as required to remove unsound concrete. Do not operate 
jackhammers or mechanical chipping tools at an angle in excess of 45 degrees, measured from the slab 
surface. Use hand tools to remove final particles of unsound concrete or achieve the required depth. Work 
so that saw slurry drains from, and stays away from, areas cleared of unsound concrete.  

When resurfacing is specified, ensure that new concrete above the prepared surface or existing reinforcing 
steel is at least 1.0 in [25 mm] thick. Check the clearance before placing concrete. Attach a filler block to 
the bottom of a finishing device, and pass the finishing machine over the area to be finished on screed 



rails. Remove concrete and depress and tie down reinforcing steel that obstructs the filler block. If 
necessary, remove concrete beneath reinforcement to enable adequate depression. When placing new 
concrete, keep at least : in [19 mm] of clear distance around these bars. 

Avoid cutting, stretching, or damaging existing reinforcing steel. Remove and replace damaged 
reinforcing steel with the same size bar using splices in accordance with Subsection 514.4.5.2, 
Reinforcing Steel Splices, at no additioal cost. In the weld or damaged areas, sandblast and repair coated 
reinforcing steel in accordance with Subsection 514.4.1.1, Coated Reinforcing Steel, at no additional cost.  

Specific repair requirements are as follows:  

1. Class I-A and Class I-B Repairs. Scarify uniformly all areas designated for class I-A or I-B 
repair or prepare to the depth specified. Do not remove more than 13 in [30 mm] in one pass.  

Make a test pass from 20 ft [6 m] to 40 ft [12 m] in length with the scarifying machine. After the 
pass, the engineer will inspect the surface. If microcracks from scarifying are present, stop 
scarification and correct the problem before continuing.  

The top mat of reinforcing steel may be exposed or near the surface; do not damage this steel.  

Ensure that the resulting surface is free of excessive scarification marks and other damage. Correct 
surface irregularities greater than 3 in [6 mm] above or below specified grade. Perform any 
additional scarifying required to correct irregularities, at no additional cost.  

2. Class II-A Repair. Saw-cut areas designated for class II-A repair approximately : in [19 mm] 
deep or to the top of reinforcing bars if the bar depth is less. Cut along repair boundaries, except 
those next to a curb face. Make this cut initially or after removing sufficient concrete to 
reasonably establish the limits of the removal area.  

Remove loose and unsound material. Where at least half the circumference of a reinforcing bar is 
exposed or where concrete and steel are no longer bonded, remove the concrete to clear at least : 
in [19 mm] around the bar. Do not use chipping hammers heavier than the nominal 15-pound [7 
kg] class to remove concrete below reinforcing bars.  

The engineer may enlarge a designated removal area if concrete is deteriorated beyond previously 
designated limits. Saw-cut around the enlarged area with a “dry” blade before beginning removal.  

3. Class II-B Repair. Full-depth removal is required.  The repairs will be considered a class II-B in 
areas of class II-A repair where the depth of remaining sound concrete is less than 50 percent of 
the original depth. Remove concrete in these areas by chipping and using hand tools. Perform 
final removal at the edges of class II-B repair areas with 15-pound [7 kg] chipping hammers or 
hand tools.  

Provide forms for placing new concrete in the full-depth opening. Suspend forms from existing 
reinforcing bars by wire ties, or for large openings, support forms by blocking from beam 
flanges. In all cases, support forms using elements of the existing superstructure.  

Clean all repair areas by sandblasting. Clean exposed reinforcement of rust and clinging concrete and 
existing concrete against which new concrete will be placed.  

Before placing new concrete, clean the surface by air blasting, then flush with water. For the slurry 
bonding method, keep the surface wet for at least two hours before placement. Blow out water puddles 
with compressed air before covering with a slurry of silica fume modified concrete. Clean areas with 



remaining oil (indicated by the presence of water beading) or other contamination again. Remove the 
contamination by additional cleaning, concrete removal, or both, at no additional cost.  

On any liner portion, allow only construction equipment loads between the time of old concrete removal 
and the new concrete’s completed curing. During the curing period for new concrete, do not prepare work 
in adjoining areas.  

515.4.5 Proportioning and Mixing Modified Concrete  

515.4.5.1 General  

Before aggregates are incorporated into the concrete mix, ensure a uniform moisture content in each 
stockpile that exceeds the minimum absorbed moisture percentage specified in the laboratory test mix. Do 
not add moisture to stockpiles within 24 hours of anticipated use; cover with white polyethylene sheeting 
until mixing begins. Before conducting the trial batch, stockpile enough aggregate to complete all 
overlays.  

515.4.5.2 Laboratory Test Mix  

At least 30 calendar days before their use, give the following to the engineer for the laboratory test mix by 
the Materials Program:  

1. A completed “Concrete Mix Design” (Form E-45) indicating all materials to be used, including 
the manufacturer and source of all materials.  

2. A letter indicating proportions of all materials, including water. Indicate for aggregate proportions 
whether they are saturated, surface dry condition, or dry condition. Indicate total or net water 
based on aggregate condition.  

3. An equipment letter indicating mixing equipment to be used.  

4. A batch sequence letter describing the sequence of material batching and mixing times.  

5. Samples of all mix constituents, with at least the following:  

5.1. 100 lb [45 kg] of cement;  

5.2. 400 lb [180 kg] each of coarse and fine aggregate;  

5.3. 20 lb [9 kg] of silica fume;  

5.4. 1 lb [0.5 kg] of fibers; and  

5.5. 1 pt [0.5 L] of each admixture.  

515.4.5.3 Trial Batch  

Before beginning placement, make a trial batch of silica fume-modified concrete as follows:  

1. Use the same batching and truck mixing equipment, mixing sequence, batch size, and time from 
batching to placement as proposed for production.  

2. Ensure the presence of technical representatives from the silica-fume manufacturer and the water-
reducer manufacturer.  



3. Ensure that the trial batch is free of lumps and meets all requirements specified in Table 515.4.2-1, 
Silica Fume Modified Concrete Mixture Parameters.  

4. If the trial batch does not meet requirements, demonstrate appropriate corrective measures before 
batching concrete for placement. The engineer may require another trial batch.  

5. Monitor the initial set of the mix during the trial batch.  

6. Do not include trial batch materials in the final resurfacing work.  

7. Submit modifications of the mix proportions, batching sequence, or mixing times to the engineer.  

515.4.5.4 Mixing  

Ensure that the batch plant accurately proportions all materials for the specified mixture and that batch 
size is the same as the trial batch.  

Mix materials thoroughly and in accordance with the specified requirements for the batching equipment 
used. Do not allow the batch size to exceed 70 percent of the rated capacity of the mixer. Ensure that the 
mixture discharged from the truck mixer is uniform in composition and consistency. At mixing speed, use 
at least 70 revolutions to achieve uniformity. Proceed with mixing at a rate that enables a steady pace for 
finishing.  

Dose with water-reducer in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations. Use a dosage of normal-
range water-reducer as required to control consistency during batching and mixing, but do not exceed the 
manufacturer’s recommendations. Be prepared to redose the mixture at the placement location with high-
range water-reducer and air-entraining admixture. Do not operate trucks at mixing speed on the liner. For 
additional mixing or remixing, position trucks off the liner.  

If a workable mix cannot be obtained with the trial batch properties, stop production mixing until the 
problem is corrected.  

515.4.6 Placing  

After the finishing machine has been set and the screed and liner checked and approved, give the engineer 
at least 24 hours notice before the pour, unless otherwise approved.  

During initial concrete placement, ensure the availability for consultation of technical representatives of 
the silica- fume manufacturer.  

Twenty-four hours before placement, install bulkheads to the required grade and profile in transverse 
joints; seal with caulk or other suitable means to prevent concrete from getting into joints. Do not cast 
across existing transverse joints and saw later.  

When required, place and fasten screed rails to ensure that concrete can be finished to the required profile. 
Ensure that anchorage for supporting screed rails provides horizontal and vertical stability. Do not treat 
screed rails with parting compound.  

Before placing concrete and in the presence of the engineer, verify the vibration frequency of finishing 
devices meet the requirements of Subsection 515.3.3, Placing and Finishing Equipment.  

Brush a slurry of the silica fume-modified concrete onto the wetted, prepared surface. Coat vertical and 
horizontal surfaces with a thorough, even coating, and limit progress so that brushed material is still wet 
when covered by new concrete. Use only the paste portion of the material. Remove and discard aggregate 
larger than the No. 4 [4.75 mm] sieve that separates from the paste during brushing. Alternatively, apply 
an approved bonding agent in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.  



Limit traffic to 10 mph [20 km/h] on adjacent lanes during placement and for 4 hours afterward, then 
limit traffic to 25 mph [40 km/h] for the next 20 hours.  

Place concrete in a continuous operation and in accordance with Table 515.4.6- 1, Minimum Mixing and 
Placement Rate.  

Table 515.4.6-1 Minimum Mixing and Placement Rate  
 

Total Repair Area Per 
Bridge  

(yd2 [m2])  

Rate (yd3/h [m3/h])  

≤ 328 [≤ 274]  1.0 [0.8]  
329 - 492 [275 - 411]  1.5 [1.1]  
493 - 656 [412 - 548]  2.0 [1.5]  

> 656 [> 548]  2.5 [1.9] 
 

When mixing and placing at the specified minimum rate under normal conditions, perform final screeding 
no more than 30 minutes after depositing concrete. Remove concrete not screeded within 30 minutes or 
that has reached a slump below 4 in [100 mm] before being screeded.  

When placement delays exceed one hour, install a construction dam or bulkhead. During shorter delays, 
keep the end of the placement from drying with several layers of wet burlap.  

515.4.7 Finishing  

Manipulate and strike off silica fume-modified concrete to approximately 3 in [6 mm] above final grade; 
consolidate and finish at final grade with vibrating screeds or finishing devices. The owner may require 
hand-finishing with a wood float along pour edges or on smaller class II-A and II-B repair areas. Do not 
add water directly to the concrete surface while finishing. A fog mist may be used to slow evaporation. 
Vibrate by hand to ensure maximum consolidation.  

For class II-A and II-B repairs where no resurfacing is specified, leave a finished surface flush with 
existing adjacent concrete.  

After obtaining a uniform surface, give concrete a burlap drag finish and immediately apply an 
evaporation retardant to the surface, in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. Reapply 
retardant in areas requiring hand finishing. Do not use evaporation retardants as a finishing aid.  

Provide a tined, transverse groove texture as specified in Subsection 513.4.12.2.2, Tine Finish, and at 
right angles to the centerline of the roadway on all bridges, regardless of skew. Use the tining device at a 
vertical angle of 45 degrees or less to achieve proper groove depth. Avoid overlapping and tearing the 
surface.  

Immediately after tining, cure the surface with two applications of impervious curing compound 
compatible with wet curing, in accordance with Subsection 513.4.13, Curing Concrete. Apply at a rate of 
150 ft²/gal [0.25 L/m²].  

After the last application of curing compound has set and as soon as possible without causing 
deformation, cover the surface with a single layer of clean, wet burlap. Keep the burlap wet, and within 
one hour cover tightly with a layer of 4-mil [0.1 mm] polyethylene film, leaving no air spaces. A 
composite burlap-polyethylene material may be used. Keep the burlap moist, and leave the wet-cure 
material in place for four calendar days. Screed rails may be removed after the concrete obtains initial set; 
do not damage new surface edges during removal.  



Separate construction dams from newly placed material by passing a pointing trowel along their inside 
face for the entire depth and length of dams once the concrete stiffens sufficiently to not flow back.  

515.4.8 Curing  

Do not allow traffic on the concrete surface for seven curing days after placement and until concrete 
obtains a minimum compressive strength of 5000 psi [35 MPa]. After completing placement, consider a 
curing day to be each consecutive 24- hour period when air temperature remains above 45 ºF [7 ºC].  

515.4.9 Unacceptable Work  

Before opening to traffic, the engineer will examine the new overlay using visual and sounding 
techniques. Remove and repair areas with a significant number and size of cracks or that are not 
intimately bonded to the underlying surface as specified for class II-A repair. Remove and repair as 
follows:  

1. Before removal, saw cut at least 4 in [100 mm] outside each edge of the repair area.  

2. Make repair areas rectangular or square in shape and at least 12 in [300 mm] on each side.  

3. Do not place longitudinal repair joints within 12 in [300 mm] of a wheel path (a wheel path is 3 ft 
[1 m] from a lane line in the traveled way).  

4. For repair areas within 3 ft [1 m] of each other, make one large repair, as approved by the 
engineer.  

5. Place silica fume-modified concrete in repair areas in accordance with Subsection 515.4.6, 
Placing.  

6. Fill joint edges of repair areas as specified below for small cracks.  

7. The engineer will examine repair areas again.  

For cracks greater than 6 mil [0.15 mm] wide that are not significant enough to require removal of 
the overlay, fill them completely with crack filler, in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Gravity-feed cracks designated to be filled to refusal, repeating as necessary. 
Then, apply crack filler, using the method, coverage rate, and cure specified by the 
manufacturer. If necessary, use two coats. Repair cracks at no additional cost.  



SECTION 801 
Cement and Admixtures 

801.1 Portland Cement  

801.1.1 General  

Use masonry cement in accordance with ASTM C 91.  

Use portland cement in accordance with ASTM C 150, as follows:  

1. Structural Concrete. Type II, low alkali.  

2. Pavement Concrete. Type II, low alkali.  

3. Commercial Additives. Types I or II.  

4. Base or Subbase Treatment. Types I or II.  

Use portland cement from only one mill for any brand and type, unless otherwise approved by the 
engineer. Keep cement dry; the engineer will reject cement that has partially set or contains caked lumps. 
Do not use salvaged cement from discarded or used bags.  

801.1.2 Type V Portland Cement  

Use low alkali cement in accordance with ASTM C 150. 

801.2 Fly Ash  

Use fly ash in accordance with ASTM C 311 and ASTM C 618 for class C or F. Before use, obtain 
approval of the source from the Materials Program; approval will be based on test results provided by the 
fly ash supplier using the following sampling frequencies:  

1. Daily individual samples for five days;  

2. Weekly composite samples for four weeks; and  

3. Monthly composite samples for six months.  



Provide the above-specified test results from a laboratory independent from the supplier. The Materials 
Program may accept results from previous testing in lieu of the above. A list of approved sources of fly 
ash is available from the Materials Program.  

The requirements in ASTM C 618, table 4, also apply if the Materials Program determines that the 
aggregate sources are reactive.  

801.3 Blended Hydraulic Cement  

Use blended hydraulic cement in accordance with ASTM C 595 for type I (PM) pozzolan-modified 
portland cement. Use pozzolan in accordance with ASTM C 618 and ASTM C 311. If the pozzolan 
consists of fly ash, obtain approval from the Materials Program prior to its use. Use portland cement in 
accordance with Subsection 801.1, Portland Cement. 

801.4 Admixtures  

Use concrete admixtures in accordance with the following:  

1. Air-Entraining Admixtures. Meet the requirements of AASHTO M 154 (ASTM C 260).  

2. Water-Reducing, Accelerating, or Set-Retarding Admixtures. Meet the requirements of AASHTO 
M 194 (ASTM C 494). Do not use admixtures containing calcium chloride.  

3. Silica Fume Admixture. Use a dry compacted form in accordance with AASHTO M 307, including 
table 2. 

801.5 Synthetic Fibers  

Use 100 percent polypropylene collated, fibrillated fibers with the physical properties shown in Table 
801.5-1, Synthetic Fiber Properties.723  

 Table 801.5-1  
Synthetic Fiber Properties  

  
Property  Value  
Specific Gravity, min.  0.91  

Modulus of 
Elasticity  

500,000 to 700,000 psi 
 [3450 to 4830 MPa]  

Tensile Strength  70,000 to 110,000 psi 
 [485 to 760 MPa]  

Length  Graded (3 to 1 in [6 to 25 mm]) 
 

Ensure the polypropylene fibers are specifically manufactured from virgin polypropylene, containing no 
reprocessed olefin materials. Ensure product documentation includes certification from the original 
manufacturer of the fibers. 



 

SECTION 802  
Curing Materials 

802.1 Curing Materials  

Provide materials in accordance with Table 802.1-1, Curing Materials. The latest Section 701 in the 
Materials Testing Manual pre-approves all products.  

Table 802.1-1  
Curing Materials  

Material  Specification  
Burlap Cloth (Jute or Kenaf)  AASHTO M 182, Class 3  
Sheet Materials  AASHTO M 171 (ASTM C 171)  
Impervious Curing Compounds(1):  
“Basic”    AASHTO M 148 (ASTM C 309), Class A 
“Premium White”    AASHTO M 148 (ASTM C 309), Type 2, Class B, and Table 

802.1-2 or ASTM C1315, Type II, Class A  
“Premium Clear”  ASTM C 1315, Type I or I-D, Class A 

(1) Provide compounds meeting all current VOC requirements and having flash points of at least 100°F 
[38 C]. 
 

Table 802.1-2 
PAMS Compound Properties 

 
Property  Minimum  Maximum  ASTM  
Total solids by weight of compound, 

%  
35  –  C 1315  

Reflectance TiO2 Pigment(1), %  60  –  E 1347  
Drying Time, minutes: Set to touch 

Track free  
–  60  

120  
C 309  

Water loss in 72 hours, lb/ft² [kg/m²]  –  0.06 [0.30]  C 156  
Flash point, ºF [ºC]  100 [38]  –  D 56, D 93  
VOC content, lb/galN.W. [g/LN.W.]  –  2.9 [350]  D 3960 
(1) Applies only to AASHTO M 148 (ASTM C 309), type 2.  

802.2 Evaporation Retardant  

For evaporation retardant provide a thin monomolecular film producing compound 
designed to reduce the surface evaporation rate. Preapprove evaporation retardants through 
the Materials Program. 

 



 

SECTION 803 
Aggregate 

803.2 Aggregate for Concrete  

803.2.1 Fine Aggregate  

Use washed fine aggregate in accordance with AASHTO M 6 but not exceeding the limits in Table 
803.2.1-1, Deleterious Substance Limits: Fine Aggregate for Concrete.  

Table 803.2.1-1  
Deleterious Substance Limits:  
Fine Aggregate for Concrete  

Substances  Max. %, by weight [mass]  
Clay lumps  1.0  
Coal and lignite  1.0  
Material passing a No. 200 [75 μm] sieve  4.0  

Ensure the sum of the above materials and other deleterious substances, such as shale alkali, mica, coated 
grains, or soft and flaky particles, does not exceed 4 percent by weight [mass].  

Ensure aggregate gradation is in accordance with Table 803.2.1-2, Gradation Requirements: Fine 
Aggregate for Concrete.  

Table 803.2.1-2  
Gradation Requirements:  

Fine Aggregate for Concrete  
Sieve  % Passing  
3

8�  in [9.50 mm]  100  
No. 4 [4.75 mm]  95 to 100  
No. 16 [1.18 mm]  45 to 80  
No. 50 [300 μm]  10 to 30  
No. 100 [150 μm]  2 to 10  
No. 200 [75 μm]  0 to 4 

803.2.2 Coarse Aggregate  

Wash coarse aggregate to remove adherent soil coatings and reduce the amount of material passing a No. 
200 [75 μm] sieve at least 50 percent. Use aggregate consisting of crushed stone or gravel meeting the 
requirements of AASHTO M 80 but not exceeding the limits in Table 803.2.2-1, Deleterious Substance 
Limits: Coarse Aggregate for Concrete. When specified, provide aggregate in accordance with Subsection 
803.6.2, Polish Resistant Aggregate.  

803.2.2 Coarse Aggregate  

Wash coarse aggregate to remove adherent soil coatings and reduce the amount of material passing a No. 
200 [75 μm] sieve at least 50 percent. Use aggregate consisting of crushed stone or gravel meeting the 
requirements of AASHTO M 80 but not exceeding the limits in Table 803.2.2-1, Deleterious Substance 



Limits: Coarse Aggregate for Concrete. When specified, provide aggregate in accordance with Subsection 
803.6.2, Polish Resistant Aggregate.  

Table 803.2.2-1  
Deleterious Substance Limits: 

 Coarse Aggregate for Concrete 
Substances  Max. %, by weight [mass]  
Shale or coal  0.1  
Clay lumps  0.5  
Material passing a No. 200 (75 μm) sieve  2.0  
Other deleterious substances such as friable, thin, 

elongated, or laminated pieces  
3.0  

All deleterious substances combined  5.0  
 
Ensure coarse aggregate gradation for silica fume modified concrete meets the requirements of Table 
803.2.2-2, Gradation Requirements: Coarse Aggregate for Silica Fume Modified Concrete.  

Provide aggregate with an LA abrasion loss less than 40 percent when tested in accordance with 
AASHTO T 96 and that loses no more than 12 percent of its weight [mass] when tested in sodium sulfate 
solution in accordance with MTM 403.0. Ensure that the aggregate meets the requirements of Table 
803.2.2-3, Gradation Requirements: Coarse Aggregate for Concrete. 



Table 803.2.2-2  
Gradation Requirements:  

Coarse Aggregate for Silica Fume Modified Concrete 
Sieve % Passing 

Min. Max. 
½  in [12.5 mm] 100 – 
3

8�  in [9.50 mm] 85 100 
No. 4 [4.75 mm] 10 30 
No. 8 [2.36 mm] 0 10 
No. 16 [1.18 mm] 0 5 
No. 200 [75 μm] 0 1.5 

Table 803.2.2-3 
Gradation Requirements:  

Coarse Aggregate for Concrete 
 

 % Passing  

Sieve  Structural Concrete  Portland 
Cement  

Classes A & B  Class S(1)  Concrete 
Pavement(1) 

2 ½  in [63 mm]  –  –  –  
2 in [50 mm]  –  –  –  
1 ½ in [37.5 
mm]  

100  –  100  

1 in [25.0 mm]  95 to 100  100  95 to 100  
¾  in [19.0 mm] –  90 to 100  –  
½  in [12.5 mm]  25 to 60  –  25 to 60  
3

8�  in [9.50 mm]  –  20 to 55  –  
No. 4 [4.75 mm]  0 to 10  0 to 10  0 to 10  
No. 8 [2.36 mm]  0 to 5  0 to 5  0 to 5  
No. 200 [75 μm]  0 to 2  0 to 2  0 to 2 

(1) For these, and for class A concrete used for pavement, ensure that at least 50 percent of the material 
retained on the No. 4 [4.75 mm] sieve has at least one fractured face. 



SECTION 814 
 Water  

814.1 Water  

814.1.1 General  

Provide and use clean water free of oil, salt, acid, alkali, algae, sugar, vegetable, or other deleterious 
substances.  

814.1.2 Water for Concrete  

For concrete, provide and use mixing or curing water in accordance with Table 814.1.2-1, Properties of 
Water For Concrete; do not neutralize by chemical additives. The engineer may allow the use of water 
known to be potable.  

Table 814.1.2-1 
Properties of Water For Concrete  

Property  Specification  Min  Max  
Chloride ion, ppm  ASTM D 512, method B  –  1000  
Hydrogen ion (1), pH  AASHTO T 26, acidity method B  4.5  8.5  

 (1) If pH is not within range, compare mortar specimens prepared from source and distilled water in accordance 
with Table 814.1.2-2, Properties of Mortar Specimens.  

Table 814.1.2-2 
Properties of Mortar Specimens  

Property  Specification  Max  
Autoclave expansion, %  AASHTO T 107 (1)  0.07  
Vicat time of setting, minutes  AASHTO T 131 (2)  34.0, initial; 56.0, final  
Compressive strength, lb/in² [MPa]  AASHTO T 106 (3)  10% reduction  

(1) Determine difference in results (Source - Distilled); nearest 0.01%.  

(2) Determine difference in results (Source - Distilled); nearest 0.1 minute.  

(3) Determine the percent reduction in compressive strength as equal to (100.0 {(Source - Distilled)/Distilled}); 
nearest 0.1%. 

  

 



Heart Mountain Irrigation District, Level II Study  
 

APPENDIX G – Deficient Features List 

 

 
 



LATERAL FEATURE IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION/MATERIAL CONDITION
ALKALI CREEK S-PURL-0010 CONCRETE 3
DL M-DL-0010 Steel - Trapezoidal Weir 3
DL R-DL-0020 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
DL T-DL-0010 SIMPLE TURNOUT 4
H104 S-H104-0010 CONCRETE 3
H104 M-H104-0010 CONCRETE - MONTANA FLUME 3
H104-A T-H104-A-0040 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H105-23 R-H105-23-0040 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H111-7 M-H111-7-0010 STEEL - PARSHALL FLUME 3
H123 M-H123-0010 CONCRETE - CIPOLETTI WEIR 3
H124 M-H124-0010 CONCRETE - CIPOLETTI WEIR 3
H126 M-H126-0010 CONCRETE - CIPOLETTI WEIR 3
H129 M-H129-0010 CONCRETE - MONTANA FLUME 3
H130A M-H130A-0010 CONCRETE - MONTANA FLUME 3
H132 M-H132-0010 CONCRETE - MONTANA FLUME 3
H134 M-H134-0010 CONCRETE - CIPOLETTI WEIR 3
H136 S-H136-0010 CONCRETE 3
H136 S-H136-0020 CONCRETE 3
H136 M-H136-0020 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H136 R-H136-0030 CONCRETE 3
H136 T-H136-0010 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H136 T-H136-0020 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H136-2 M-H136-2-0010 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H138 M-H138-0010 CONCRETE - CIPOLETTI WEIR 3
H141-10 M-H141-10-0010 STEEL - PARSHALL FLUME 3
H142 M-H142-0010 CONCRETE - CIPOLETTI WEIR 3
H30 M-H30-0010 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H44 M-H44-0010 STEEL - PARSHALL FLUME 3
H44 R-H44-0010 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H50 S-H50-0020 CONCRETE 3
H50 S-H50-0040 CONCRETE 3
H50 S-H50-0050 CONCRETE 3
H50 R-H50-0180 CONCRETE 3
H50 R-H50-0210 CONCRETE 3
H50 R-H50-0250 CONCRETE 3
H50 R-H50-0110 CONCRETE 3
H50 R-H50-0130 CONCRETE 3
H50 T-H50-0060 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H50.5 R-H50.5-0020 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H50-4 M-H50-4-0010 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H50-5-6 S-H50-5-6-0010 CONCRETE 3
H50-5-6 T-H50-5-6-0010 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H50-7 M-H50-7-0020 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H50-7-8 S-H50-7-8-0010 CONCRETE 3
H50-7-8 R-H50-7-8-0070 CONCRETE 3
H50-8-9 M-H50-7-8-0010 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3



LATERAL FEATURE IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION/MATERIAL CONDITION
H57 R-H57-0010 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H57 R-H57-0090 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H57 R-H57-0220 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H57 R-H57-0360 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H57 R-H57-0400 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H57 R-H57-0430 CONCRETE 3
H57-3 R-H57-3-0010 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H57-5 M-H57-5-0010 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H65 S-H65-0010 CONCRETE 3
H65 S-H65-0020 CONCRETE 3
H65 D-H65-0010 DRAIN INLET - DITCH 3
H65 R-H65-0040 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0070 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0080 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0100 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0120 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0150 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0200 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0230 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0290 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65 R-H65-0320 NATURAL CHANNEL 4
H65 R-H65-2010 CONCRETE 4
H65 R-H65-2030 CONCRETE 3
H65 T-H65-0040 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H65 T-H65-0050 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H65 U-H65-0010 CONCRETE 3
H65-12 T-H65-12-0010 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H65-12-1 M-H65-12-1-0010 CONCRETE - MONTANA FLUME 3
H65-4 D-H65-4-0010 STORM WATER INLET - DITCH 3
H65-4 R-H65-4-0060 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H65-4 R-H65-4-0070 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H71 S-H71-0010 CONCRETE 3
H71 R-H71-0130 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H71 R-H71-0410 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H71 R-H71-0640 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H71 R-H71-0670 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H71 T-H71-0030 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H71 T-H71-0070 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H73 M-H73-0010 STEEL - MONTANA FLUME 3
H79 S-H79-0010 CONCRET 3
H79 D-H79-0010 DRAIN INLET - PIPE 4
H79 D-H79-0020 DRAIN INLET - PIPE 3
H79 R-H79-0070 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H79 R-H79-0580 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H79 R-H79-0600 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H79 R-H79-0620 NATURAL CHANNEL 3



LATERAL FEATURE IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION/MATERIAL CONDITION
H79 R-H79-0640 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H79 R-H79-0660 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H79 R-H79-0740 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H79 R-H79-1250 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H79 R-H79-1260 CONCRETE 3
H79 T-H79-0030 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H79 T-H79-0050 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H79 T-H79-0070 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H79 T-H79-0140 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H79 T-H79-0150 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H79 T-H79-0170 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H79 T-H79-0180 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H79 T-H79-0200 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H79 T-H79-0210 SIMPLE TURNOUT 5
H79-5 R-H79-5-0320 CONCRETE 3
H79-5 R-H79-5-0340 CONCRETE 3
H79-7 M-H79-7-0020 STEEL - PARSHALL FLUME 3
H79-8 M-H79-8-0020 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H79-8 U-H79-8-0020 PVC 3
H79-8-1 M-H79-8-1-0010 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H89 D-H89-0040 DRAIN INLET - PIPE 3
H89 R-H89-0330 CONCRETE 3
H89 R-H89-0080 CONCRETE 3
H89 R-H89-0160 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H89 R-H89-0660 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H89 R-H89-0680 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
H89-4 T-H89-4-0010 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
H89-4-1 M-H89-4-1-0010 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
H89-6 M-H89-6-0010 STEEL - PARSHALL FLUME 3
HMC S-HMC-0010 CONCRETE 3
HMC S-HMC-0040 CONCRETE 3
HMC S-HMC-0050 CONCRETE 3
HMC D-HMC-0030 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0050 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0060 STORM WATER INLET - DITCH 3
HMC D-HMC-0070 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0080 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0090 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0100 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0110 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0120 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 4
HMC D-HMC-0130 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0150 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 5
HMC D-HMC-0160 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 4
HMC D-HMC-0190 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 4
HMC D-HMC-0210 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 5



LATERAL FEATURE IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION/MATERIAL CONDITION
HMC D-HMC-0360 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC D-HMC-0390 DRAIN INLET - PIPE 3
HMC D-HMC-0400 DRAIN INLET - PIPE 3
HMC D-HMC-0420 DRAIN INLET - PIPE 3
HMC D-HMC-0310 STORM WATER INLET - CONCRETE APRON 3
HMC R-HMC-0030 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-0040 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-0780 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-0820 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-0960 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
HMC R-HMC-1300 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
HMC R-HMC-1340 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-1350 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
HMC R-HMC-1370 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-1380 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-1390 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-1420 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-1450 CONCRETE 3
HMC R-HMC-1460 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
HMC R-HMC-1470 CONCRETE 4
HMC R-HMC-1480 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
HMC R-HMC-1740 NATURAL CHANNEL 3
HMC R-CS-0010 CONCRETE 3
HMC T-HMC-0010 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0020 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0040 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0060 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0140 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0200 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0250 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0260 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0270 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0300 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0690 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0710 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0720 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0750 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0790 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0800 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0820 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0620 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0640 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0650 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0850 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0890 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC T-HMC-0920 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3



LATERAL FEATURE IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION/MATERIAL CONDITION
HMC T-HMC-0930 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
HMC U-HMC-0011 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0020 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0021 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0031 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0050 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0041 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0051 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0061 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0081 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0091 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0111 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0161 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0231 CONCRETE 4
HMC U-HMC-0241 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0245 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0251 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0261 CONCRETE 3
HMC U-HMC-0271 CONCRETE 4
P--0010 S-H135-0010 CONCRETE 3
R11N R-R11N-0040 CONCRETE 3
R15 R-R15-0030 CONCRETE 3
R15 T-R15-0020 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
R15 T-R15-0030 SIMPLE TURNOUT 3
R41 S-R41-0020 CONCRETE 3
R41 S-R41-0040 CONCRETE 3
R41-5A M-R41-5A-0010 CONCRETE - MONTANA FLUME 3
R4S-8-1 M-R4S-8-1-0010 CONCRETE - TRAPEZOIDAL WEIR 3
R6S S-R6S-0010 STEEL 3
R9N S-R9N-0060 CONCRETE 3
R9N R-R9N-0120 OTHER 3
R9N R-R9N-0100 CONCRETE 3
R9N R-R9N-0100 CONCRETE 3
RAL R-RAL-0010 CONCRETE 3
RL S-RL-0060 CONCRETE 3
RL S-RL-0110 CONCRETE 3
RL M-RL-0010 CONCRETE - OTHER 3
RL-5A M-RL-5A-0010 CONCRETE - MONTANA FLUME 3
SP3 R-SP3-0010 CONCRETE 3
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